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Q) Can the Supreme Court exercise the power of pardon or remission under Article 32 of the 

Constitution similar to the President’s power under Article 72 (by President) or 161 (by Governor)? Examine. 

(200 Words) .............................................................................................................................................................. 6 

Q) In some countries such as in Italy, Canada and Australia – which have bicameral legislatures – their 

governments are trying to curb the powers of Upper House as it’s accused of creating instability and blocking 

reforms. In the light of GST impasse, should India also curtail Rajya Sabha’s powers through an amendment? 

Critically comment. (200 Words) .............................................................................................................................. 7 

Q) “In democracies, the majority principle is workable, but it is morally unjustified because it violates the right 

of minorities to secure ‘voice’ in decision-making.” In the light of recent Brexit referendum, critically comment 

on the statement. (200 Words) ................................................................................................................................ 9 

Q) Do you think The Delhi Assembly’s Bill to protect the appointment of 21 parliamentary secretaries from 

disqualification under the ‘office of profit’ claus is legitimate? Critically comment. (200 Words) ........................ 10 

Q) In the light of the Constituent Assembly debates and recent debates on the relevance of Rajya Sabha, 

critically comment what role the Rajya Sabha needs to play in the Indian body politic today. (200 Words) ........ 11 

Q) Do you agree with the view that the states are India’s Achilles’ heel for investment, jobs and growth? 

Critically discuss. (200 Words) ................................................................................................................................ 14 

Q) What are the merits of the idea of conducting simultaneous elections for state assemblies and Parliament? 

Are there compelling reasons for India to consider this option? Critically examine. (200 Words) ........................ 15 

Q) “…over the years, the judiciary in India has acquired the supremacy over the legislature and the executive, 

despite not having, in Hamilton’s famous words, the power of the purse or the sword.” Is it a good 

development? Critically comment. (200 Words) .................................................................................................... 17 

Q) Recently, the Madras High Court has introduced crucial changes to Section 34 of the Advocates Act 

introducing new conduct rules and punishments. Discuss the merits and demerits of this move. (200 Words) .. 18 

Q) In recent months, the Environment ministry has given clearance to hundreds of projects such as mining and 

other projects. What is the dilemma faced by the Ministry in giving clearances to such projects? Has the 

Ministry given preference to development over environment? Critically comment. (200 Words) ....................... 20 

Q) Is there a need for separate ministry of Panchayati Raj or should it be made as department in the rural 

development ministry? Comment. (200 Words) .................................................................................................... 22 

Q) “Confining panchayati raj to just the Ministry of Rural Development will be a retrograde step in democratic 

decentralisation and an emasculation of the constitutional role envisaged for panchayati raj institutions.” 

Critically discuss. (200 Words) ................................................................................................................................ 23 
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Q) Do you support more autonomy to RBI? What are the concerns of government in this regard? Comment. 

(200 Words) ............................................................................................................................................................ 24 

Q) Critically evaluate the performance of the National Green Tribunal (NGT) and analyse significance of NGT like 

institutions for India’s democracy. (200 Words) .................................................................................................... 25 

Q) Has the UGC failed to evolve according to the changing dynamics of higher education, and fallen short of 

achieving its original mandate? Critically comment. (200 Words) ......................................................................... 27 

Q) A decade after coming into force, the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act is 

suffering from a decline in employment, budget caps, delays in wage payments and rampant violations of 

workers’ entitlements. Examine the reasons. (200 Words) ................................................................................... 29 

Q) Evaluate the macroeconomic economic impact such as employment and income of any three major social 

protection programmes in India. (200 Words) ....................................................................................................... 32 

Q) Critically analyse the nature of housing situation in India.  (200 Words) .......................................................... 34 

Q) Critically examine the flaws in the design of recent schemes that were aimed at eradicating open defecation 

in India. How they should be addressed? (200 Words) .......................................................................................... 36 

Q) It is said that artistic expression and creative freedom should not be curbed, and audiences should have the 

right to make informed viewing choices. Do you agree? In the light of recent controversy over film certification 

in India, critically comment. (200 Words) ............................................................................................................... 38 

Q) Recently, the government moved to give statutory backing to the monetary policy committee (MPC). Discuss 

the composition, objectives and significance of this committee. (200 Words) ..................................................... 40 

Q) Recently, the Supreme Court directed the Gujarat government to immediately pay an amount of ₹3 lakh 

each to the next of kin of 238 workers who died after contracting silicosis. Discuss the significance of this 

directive. (200 Words) ............................................................................................................................................ 41 

Q) Recently Swiss voters rejected the proposal to introduce a guaranteed basic income for everyone living in the 

country, irrespective of employment status or social contribution. Should such basic income be introduced in 

India? Comment. (200 Words) ................................................................................................................................ 42 

Q) Do you think reservation system is benefiting students from backward castes and tribal communities in 

India? Critically analyse. (200 Words) ..................................................................................................................... 45 

Q) What do you understand by ‘school choice’ ? Can it be implemented in India? Discus the merits and demerits 

of it. (200 Words) .................................................................................................................................................... 46 

Q) In many states of India, Performing hysterectomies on women below the age of 50 has become a serious 

health concern. Exam why. How this issue should be addressed? (200 Words) .................................................... 48 
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Q) Critically analyse causes and consequences of drug problem in Punjab. (200 Words) ..................................... 49 

Q) There has been a significant decline in child malnutrition in the country during the last decade. Do you think 

it’s the result of economic growth? As there is still lots of improvement to be made to reduce malnutrition, can 

India rely on economic growth to address this issue? Examine. (200 Words) ....................................................... 51 

Q) In India, government’s healthcare spending is inadequate to provide health services to all its citizens. Do you 

think it should be made compulsory for private hospitals to dedicate a part of their services to poor people as it 

was recently done in Delhi? Critically discuss. (200 Words) ................................................................................... 53 

Q) What are the risks associated with blood donation in India? What are the long-term goals of blood banks in 

India? Examine. (200 Words) .................................................................................................................................. 54 

Q) The Global Nutrition Report of 2016 (Report) notes that obesity and overweight are now a staggering global 

burden and are approaching the scale of other forms of malnutrition. In the light of this report, examine its 

magnitude in India and measures that government should take to address this problem. (200 Words) ............. 56 

Q) The T.S.R. Subramanian panel has proposed that the Colleges and universities should consider derecognising 

student groups based explicitly on caste and religion. Do you support this proposal? Critically comment. (200 

Words) ..................................................................................................................................................................... 57 

Q) What are the benefits of practising Yoga? Do you support the increasing importance and patronage given to 

Yoga by the government? Critically comment. (200 Words) .................................................................................. 58 

Q) It is said that the overwhelming focus on quantity of healthcare in India has long ignored a massive problem 

with the quality of healthcare that is delivered both through public as well as private institutions. What do you 

understand by quality healthcare? How it can be delivered? What are the challenges? Discuss. (200 Words) ... 60 

Q) “Subsidies to the rich are hurting the capacity of the India government to spend more on essential sectors 

such as health, nutrition and education.” Do you think India has become a tax haven for the rich? In the light of 

given statement, critically comment. (200 Words) ................................................................................................ 61 

Q) Examine the World Health Organization’s stipulation on the quality of drinking water . Critically comment on 

the role of the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) in safeguarding the quality of drinking water 

in India. (200 Words) ............................................................................................................................................... 62 

Q) It is said that one of the reasons for the poor performance of India’s numerous laws, aside from design 

issues, capacity constraints and corruption, is the near-complete absence of post legislative scrutiny or review 

of the laws. Examine why instituting a culture of post-legislative reviews is good for India and how it can be 

done. (200 Words) .................................................................................................................................................. 63 

Q) Political pressure in the affairs of central banks is found in many countries. In your opinion, how the RBI can 

be protected from political pressures? Examine from global experience. (200 Words) ........................................ 64 

Q) The P.J. Nayak committee, constituted by the RBI, came to a quick conclusion in its report that the problem 

at PSBs was fundamentally one of governance. Looking at the present bad loan crisis, do you agree with this 

conclusion? In your opinion, how can government solve present crisis in the Indian banking sector? Critically 

discuss. (200 Words) ............................................................................................................................................... 65 

Q) Critically discuss the problems faced by police personnel in India, challenges in addressing their problems 

and measures needed to be taken to address their problems. (200 Words) ......................................................... 66 
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Q) It is said that the best democracies minimize oligarchic tendencies. Has India minimized it? What are the 

causes of increasing oligarchy in politics in countries like India? Discuss. (200 Words) ........................................ 69 

Q) Examine the causes of Iran-Saudi divide in the Middle East region. Do you think India should mediate 

between two countries to broker peace between them? Critically comment. (200 Words)................................. 71 

Q) Do you think the recent nuclear deal between Iran and world powers will encourage Arab nations to pursue 

nuclear ambitions? Should India be worried? Examine. (200 Words) .................................................................... 72 

Q) India and USA are negotiating signing of bilateral investment treaty (BIT) between them for many years. 

Compare the features of their model BIT provisions and examine the issues that are stalling signing of BIT 

between them. (200 Words) ................................................................................................................................... 73 

Q) India’s strategic engagements in its neighbourhood and beyond suffer from several handicaps. Analyse these 

handicaps and examine how India can overcome this material and political inability to take its strategic 

initiatives to their logical conclusion and leverage them in the longer term. (200 Words) ................................... 76 

Q) What are the points of divergence in the relationship between India and USA. In your opinion, how can they 

be resolved? Comment. (200 Words) ..................................................................................................................... 77 

Q) Analyse the recent agreements made between India and Qatar. (200 Words) ................................................ 80 

Q) Do you think it’s time for India to seriously act on the conception of Indo – Pacific idea? Examine 

India’s geopolitical interests in Indo-Pacific region and the significance of Indo-Pacific idea for India. (200 Words)

................................................................................................................................................................................. 82 

Q) What are the broad issues on which referendum debate on UK’s exit from the European Union is resting on? 

Analyse. (200 Words) .............................................................................................................................................. 84 

Q) Recently, the Prime Minister declared that the partnership between India and the United States has 

overcome the “hesitations of history”. Analyse the areas in which both countries have overcome their 

‘hesitations’. (200 Words) ....................................................................................................................................... 85 

Q) India will become a functional member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) from this 

year. Critically analyse SCO’s performance in regional economic and strategic matters, and how India’s new role 

in SCO would affect its interests. (200 Words) ....................................................................................................... 87 

Q) Do you think India’s growing relations with USA constrain India’s ability to conduct its diplomacy with other 

major powers like China and Russia? Discuss. (200 Words) ................................................................................... 90 

Q) Do you think India is an ‘outlier’ to the non-proliferation regime? Critically comment on India’s non-

proliferation record and examine how it can effectively use diplomacy to gain NSG membership. (200 Words) 94 

Q) In recent years, relationship between USA and China is deteriorating. Discuss the reasons and examine if it 

benefits India. (200 Words) .................................................................................................................................... 96 

Q) Discuss the features of Japan’s economy. Are these features favourable to India’s interests? Comment. (200 

Words) ..................................................................................................................................................................... 98 

Q) Critically analyse if India’s growing proximity with Vietnam is in its long-term interests in the Indo – Pacific 

region. (200 Words) ................................................................................................................................................ 99 
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Q) “The US sees India as a “swing state” that can help it to tilt the global strategic balance against China and 

Russia.” Critically comment. (200 Words) ............................................................................................................ 100 

Q) How will Brexit affect India? Critically analyse. (200 Words)........................................................................... 103 

Q) Recently India and USA agreed to let an US company build six AP1000 nuclear reactors in India. Critically 

examine various implications arising out of this agreement. (200 Words) .......................................................... 104 

Q) It is said that with the waiver of 2008, India no longer needs the Nuclear Suppliers Group for its civil nuclear 

facilities. Do you think India is unnecessarily spending its time and resources on lesser foreign policy goal? 

Critically comment. (200 Words) .......................................................................................................................... 106 

Q) Recently, a new Maldivian multi-party opposition platform was launched in London to fight for the 

restoration of democracy in Maldives. Should India support this platform? Critically comment. (200 Words) .. 108 

Q) Should New Delhi’s engagement be limited to infrastructure development in Afghanistan? Substantiate. (200 

Words) ................................................................................................................................................................... 109 

Q) Critically analyse recent developments in India – Bangladesh relations. (200 Words) ................................... 110 

Q) The issue of poaching by Indian trawlers in Sri Lankan waters and certain actions taken by Sri Lankan 

authorities against Indian fishermen is yet to be resolved.  Critically examine why this issue is unresolved and 

what necessary steps should be taken by both governments to address this issue. (200 Words) ...................... 113 

Q) Critically comment on Germany’s refugee integration process and its impact on EU. Also examine how it will 

affect Indians.  (200 Words) .................................................................................................................................. 114 

Q) It is said that the Multilateral diplomacy is facing unprecedented strain, both from the global hegemon and 

the contenders. How is India affected by this strain? Is it prepared to address this strain? Critically comment. 

(200 Words) .......................................................................................................................................................... 117 

Q) How is India’s entry into Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) is good for the cause of non-proliferation? Examine. 

(200 Words) .......................................................................................................................................................... 118 

Q) The relationship between Russia and the West is deteriorating. How will it impact India? Why relations 

between Russia and the West in everyone’s interest? Examine. (200 Words) .................................................... 119 

Q) Thailand is said to be a good example of how a middle-income country can provide healthcare cover to its 

entire population  in a relatively short period of time. Why and how should India emulate this model? Discuss. 

(200 Words) .......................................................................................................................................................... 121 

Q) It is said that the IMF has reversed its pro-austerity stance. What are the merits and demerits of imposing 

austerity measures on a troubled economy? Do you support austerity? Comment. (200 Words) ..................... 122 

Q) Does recent Brexit portend a more global anger against the governing structures of our time? Does it 

embolden the world to experiment with risky alternatives? Critically examine. (200 Words) ............................ 124 

Q) In your opinion, what lessons should India learn from its recently failed effort to get Nuclear Suppliers Group 

(NSG’s) membership? Critically comment. (200 Words) ...................................................................................... 126 

Q)  Recently, in US Congress, effort to make an amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA-

17) that encouraged the President to treat India as a major ally and to loosen export controls on military 

technology was failed. Will it have negative impact on India – US relations? Examine. (200 Words) ................. 126 
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Q) Critically examine the reasons why Britain voted in favour of Brexit. (200 Words) ........................................ 127 

Q) Recently, India was admitted to the Missile Technology Control Regime. Discuss its significance for India. 

(200 Words) .......................................................................................................................................................... 128 

Q) “..the European Central Bank (ECB) is the quintessentially independent central bank: No single government 

stands behind it, and it is expressly prohibited from standing behind any of the national governments whose 

central bank it is. And yet, the ECB is the least independent central bank in the developed world.” Analyse. (200 

Words) ................................................................................................................................................................... 129 

Q) It is said that in recent months clout of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (Opec) has 

diminished and it’s lacking cohesion in decision making. Examine why. (200 Words) ........................................ 131 

 

Topic: Indian Constitution- historical underpinnings, evolution, features, amendments, 

significant provisions and basic structure 

Q) Can the Supreme Court exercise the power of pardon or remission under Article 32 of the 

Constitution similar to the President’s power under Article 72 (by President) or 161 (by 

Governor)? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
Under the Indian constitution power to pardon and remission are vested in office of 
President and Governor U/A- 72 and 116 respectively. And power to pardon and remission 
are special judicial power of President and Government for two reasons- 

1) To keep the door open for correcting any judicial errors in the operation of law 
2) To afford the relief from a sentence, which executive regards unduly harsh. 

Executives are not bound to any evidences and can take different view than judiciary and 
also not liable to provide reasons for their decision. On the other hand, Under Article 32 , 
Supreme court is responsible to secure the fundamental rights of citizens. And, people have 
fundamental right to approach supreme court directly in event of breach of their other 
rights under part 3 of constitution. Therefore, Supreme court has to work according to the 
laws and evidences provided for any breach of fundamental rights like quality of life is 
hampered on unreasonable ground. But it can not exercise pardon or remission power 
unless fundamental rights are not violated. 

Pardon and remission power of executives are special powers of executives, which are 
applied by considering the specific circumstances. But Art 32 of constitution ensures that 
basic and fundamental rights of citizens are not hampered unreasonably by legislature, 
executives and other enteties. 
 

GS II 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/30/3-can-supreme-court-exercise-power-pardon-remission-article-32-constitution-similar-presidents-power-article-72-president-161-governor-examine/
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Topic: Comparison of the Indian constitutional scheme with that of other 

countries; Parliament and State Legislatures – structure, functioning,  

Q) In some countries such as in Italy, Canada and Australia – which have bicameral 

legislatures – their governments are trying to curb the powers of Upper House as it’s accused 

of creating instability and blocking reforms. In the light of GST impasse, should India also 

curtail Rajya Sabha’s powers through an amendment? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background: 

 Italy had 63 governments so far since World War II . On many occasions, legislation 

has stumbled because it was blocked by the upper House. In that sense, the upper 

House has equal power and a very unusual veto.  

 This dysfunctional feature has led to instability, revolving-door governments and 

frequent charges of horse-trading. To change this, Italy needs to reform its 

constitution, and curtail the power of its upper House which had been changed 

recently. 

In the light of GST impasse India also need to curtail Rajya Sabha’s powers :- 

 In rare instances, the Rajya Sabha’s delay and intransigence can become counter-

productive. 

 One such rare instance may be the present case of the goods and services tax (GST) 

bill.  

 The GST journey is already 16 years old. It is one of the significant indirect tax 

reforms for the country.It has cleared the lower House.  

 The upper house has caused repeated obstructions .Of the three technical objections 

raised in the Rajya Sabha, two have been sorted out.  

o These relate to eliminating the 1% additional tax, and evolving an autonomous 

dispute resolution scheme.  

o The only sticking point is whether to put an upper numerical limit in the law on 

the applicable tax rate. This can surely be incorporated in the rules that will be 

framed or in some appropriate manner.  

 Sometimes deliberations in Rajya Sabha can slow down legislation or eventually kill it. 

The Rajya Sabha’s delay and intransigence can also become counter-productive. 

 With India’s polity becoming increasingly fragmented, regions and states are well 

represented in the Lower House by various parties. The fear of states not having 

enough representation in Parliament is not true anymore. 

 The Upper House has become a paradise for party fund-raisers, losers in elections, 

crony capitalists, journalists, retired CEOs and civil servants. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/6-countries-italy-canada-australia-bicameral-legislatures-governments-trying-curb-powers-upper-house-accused-creating-instability/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/6-countries-italy-canada-australia-bicameral-legislatures-governments-trying-curb-powers-upper-house-accused-creating-instability/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/6-countries-italy-canada-australia-bicameral-legislatures-governments-trying-curb-powers-upper-house-accused-creating-instability/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/6-countries-italy-canada-australia-bicameral-legislatures-governments-trying-curb-powers-upper-house-accused-creating-instability/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/fInViX7ZukN0RN5RNsAyMI/GSTs-Rajya-Sabha-impasse.html
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 It has become a platform for parties to further their political agenda than to debate 

and improve legislation. Important legislations that are passed in the Lok Sabha are 

scuttled in Rajya Sabha for political reasons. 

 It has also increased the financial burden of the exchequer. Savings from elimination 

of the Upper House can be more gainfully deployed for either building infrastructure 

or enhancing social development or other meaningful projects. 

 Members of Rajya Sabha are directly elected by state legislatures and not by the 

people. 

No: 

 India’s upper House is council of states whose members are elected indirectly by 

state legislatures. The Rajya Sabha represents the states.  

 Its role is also that of providing checks and balances in lawmaking, to provide 

reason and deliberation, and to function beyond considerations of party politics.  

 If a legislation that originates from the Lok Sabha is driven by popular will and brute 

majority, then Rajya Sabha can subject it to the broader test of relevance and 

reasonableness. That’s because the Rajya Sabha is more immune to electoral 

interests. 

 As far as the GST bill is concerned, members of the Rajya Sabha should not be 

constrained by their party whip and avoid an unnecessary impasse. 

 It provides space for experts. Governments in the past have taken advantage of the 

Upper House to hire lateral talent. Individuals of repute who were either talented or 

had private sector experience were inducted so they could bring fresh ideas and 

knowledge in various ministries that desperately needed them 

Reforms : 

 Members of Rajya Sabha should be directly elected by the citizens of a state. This will 

reduce cronyism and patronage appointments. 

 It is also necessary to ensure that large states do not dominate the proceeding in 

the house. Hence, all states should be equally represented. 

 The members of the Rajya Sabha elected from a particular state should put the 

interest of the state above that of the party. And the state legislature that elects 

them should question them about their performance. 

  However, it is virtually impossible to abolish the Rajya Sabha without adopting a new 

Indian Constitution. The bicameral nature of the Indian Parliament is likely to be 

interpreted as a “basic structure” of the Indian Constitution, rendering it incapable of 

being amended. Thus, it is much more practical to try and reform the Rajya Sabha 

than seeking to abolish it. 
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Q) “In democracies, the majority principle is workable, but it is morally unjustified because it 

violates the right of minorities to secure ‘voice’ in decision-making.” In the light of recent 

Brexit referendum, critically comment on the statement. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
The will of people is the utmost importance in Democracy, and in most of instances, 
decision taken in a democracy are taken by majority votes. However, it leads to the defeat 
and avoidance of minority opinion. 
In light of Brexit, majority principle has following for and against arguments- 

Arguments against majority principle- 

a) Majority of people are derived by their own interest without caring the broader impact 
of their decision n all including minorities, as economic consequences of Brexit has shown. 
b) People are prone to influenced by short and narrow minded propaganda of some 
politicians and a part of media.allegedly, Brexit is also caused by such propaganda policies 
of tabloids and right wing politicians. 
c) People do not know about the technicalities of economics and politics. Majority of 
people do not understand the cause and effect of important political and economic event. 
and decision taken by them adversely affect every section. 

Argument in favour of majority principle- 

a) Decision taken by majority in their interest will affect the major part of population. and 
minority may be divided in their thinking, yet consensus based on majority principle 
streamline the policies of govt. 
b) Democracy worked on the principle of participatory decisions rather than autocratic 
decisions. And, in big and populous countries, majority principle is the best way to ensure 
the participatory nature of decision making. 
c) The morality of majority principle lies in that, for the interest of minorities, interest of 
majority population can not be ignored and avoided. 

Democracy must bring the justice for everyone, and it should respect the onion of every 
intensity. And, to ensure the on term interest and justice for a whole country, There is need 
to ensure that public decision are not influenced by some ignorant and malafied 
information and propaganda. 
 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/4-democracies-majority-principle-workable-morally-unjustified-violates-right-minorities-secure-voice-decision-making-light/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/4-democracies-majority-principle-workable-morally-unjustified-violates-right-minorities-secure-voice-decision-making-light/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/4-democracies-majority-principle-workable-morally-unjustified-violates-right-minorities-secure-voice-decision-making-light/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/how-to-read-the-popular-will/article8785538.ece
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Topic: Parliament and State Legislatures – structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers 

& privileges and issues arising out of these 

Q) Do you think The Delhi Assembly’s Bill to protect the appointment of 21 parliamentary 

secretaries from disqualification under the ‘office of profit’ claus is legitimate? Critically 

comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Indian Express 

Background: 

 The issue is whether the 21 MLAs who have been appointed as parliamentary 

secretaries are holding an “Office of Profit” under the government. If the office of 

parliamentary secretary is an office of profit under the government then they are 

liable to be disqualified. But this issue is at present before the Election Commission, 

which will decide it after proper hearings. 

 The President refused assent to a Bill passed by the Delhi Assembly declaring that the 

office of parliamentary secretary shall not disqualify the holder of this office. 

Yes,the bill is legitimate: 

 The Constitution of India empowers every legislature in the country to pass such a 

law and exempt any such office from disqualifying its holder. So the Delhi 

government has only exercised a power which is vested in it by the Constitution 

 All legislatures including Parliament have passed such laws exempting one office or 

the other from the disqualifying effect and many such laws were also given 

retrospective effect.  

 The Supreme Court has held in a number of cases that State Legislatures and 

Parliament can legislate retrospectively. 

 Articles 73 and 162 declare that the Union executive and the State executive 

respectively have power to take executive action on all matters on which Parliament 

and State legislature have power to legislate. 

 Even when this office, which has no salary or remuneration attached to it, is not an 

office of profit, the Bill was passed by way of abundant caution. In fact the Supreme 

Court has in U.C. Raman ’s case approved this course of action. 

 The post does not fall under office of profit as parliamentary secretaries were not 

receiving any financial benefit. So the bill is legitimate. 

No, the bill is not legitimate: 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/21/3-think-delhi-assemblys-bill-protect-appointment-21-parliamentary-secretaries-disqualification-office-profit-claus-legitimate-cri/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/21/3-think-delhi-assemblys-bill-protect-appointment-21-parliamentary-secretaries-disqualification-office-profit-claus-legitimate-cri/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/21/3-think-delhi-assemblys-bill-protect-appointment-21-parliamentary-secretaries-disqualification-office-profit-claus-legitimate-cri/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/its-about-propriety-not-constitutionality/article8753342.ece
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/delhi-21-aap-mla-disqualification-dispute-neither-office-nor-profit-2865300/
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 According to law ministry creation of 21 posts of parliamentary secretaries is 

unconstitutional as it violates Article 239 AA(4) which limits the number of ministers 

to 10 per cent of the strength of the Assembly . 

 The appointment of 21 parliamentary secretaries is illegal as the prescribed limit for 

such an appointment in Delhi is only one parliament secretary. 

 The Delhi Cabinet, including Chief Minister has seven members. But when the 21 

parliamentary secretaries are included, this number goes up to 28, far exceeding the 

Constitutional mandate 

 Last year, the Telangana government was forced to scrap parliamentary secretary 

appointments after the Hyderabad High Court declared it as illegal 

Q) In the light of the Constituent Assembly debates and recent debates on the relevance of 

Rajya Sabha, critically comment what role the Rajya Sabha needs to play in the Indian body 

politic today. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Significance of Rajya Sabha: 

 The Rajya Sabha is the Council of States and has played a crucial role in strengthening 

the Indian federation. The Constitution has assigned special roles to this elders’ 

chamber of the Indian Parliament. For example:  

o When the parliament wants to make a law on an item in the state list, it can do 

so only if the Rajya Sabha passes a resolution by a two thirds majority. 

o The creation of an All India Service follows a two thirds majority resolution in 

Rajya Sabha 

 The powers of the Upper House to delay and oppose legislation passed by the 

Lower House were recognised and enshrined right from the very birth of the Rajya 

Sabha. With respect to goods and services bill Rajya Sabha has asked for 

amendments . 

 Indian constitution makers decided to have a second chamber not just for the sake of 

ensuring checks and balances in the system, but also as a mechanism devised to give 

the constituent States of the Union a say in running the country’s affairs. 

 A permanent Upper House is also a check against any abrupt changes in the 

composition of the Lower House. 

 It is a much smaller body. A smaller body allows better discussions of key bills. 

 It has continuity. Rajya Sabha is continuously elected every 2 years in a staggered 

way.  

o Unlike Lok Sabha, it cannot be dissolved by anyone. Thus, it can carry out some 

administrative functions even when the lower house is dissolved. 

http://www.deccanchronicle.com/150613/nation-current-affairs/article/telangana-scraps-parliament-secretary
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/22/3-light-constituent-assembly-debates-recent-debates-relevance-rajya-sabha-critically-comment-role-rajya-sabha-needs-play-indian-body-politic-today/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/22/3-light-constituent-assembly-debates-recent-debates-relevance-rajya-sabha-critically-comment-role-rajya-sabha-needs-play-indian-body-politic-today/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/22/3-light-constituent-assembly-debates-recent-debates-relevance-rajya-sabha-critically-comment-role-rajya-sabha-needs-play-indian-body-politic-today/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/revisiting-the-rajya-sabhas-role/article8757501.ece
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 Rajya Sabha represents the states: 

o  To prevent the center from excessively controlling the states, the Rajya Sabha 

is built to enable the states to voice their concerns better as RS members are 

directly elected by state legislatures and not by the people. 

 It can check the government: 

o  In India, the executive and legislature is somewhat mixed. By design, the 

government also controls Lok Sabha. This can be dangerous.  

o On the other hand, Rajya Sabha is independent of the government and neither 

elects it nor is responsible. Thus, it can be more forthright in questioning the 

PM and others. 

 It provides a second opinion in creation of bills, checks the government & populist 

leaders. 

 It provides space for experts: 

o  Individuals of repute who were either talented or had private sector 

experience were inducted so they could bring fresh ideas and knowledge in 

various ministries that desperately needed them. 

However recently the sanctity of this institution is being questioned because of many 

instances : 

 The Election Commission in 2012 had to cancel the RS polls in Jharkhand after cash 

was found in a candidate’s vehicle 

 Recently there have been instances to  circumvent Rajya Sabha by certifying bills as 

money bills even though they don't fall entirely within the purview of money bill 

definition so that Rajya Sabha will have less role to play  

 There have been instances of intense lobbying for trading of votes done in states of 

Maharashtra and Karnataka . 

 It has become a platform for parties to further their political agenda than to debate 

and improve legislation. Important legislations that are passed in the Lok Sabha are 

scuttled in Rajya Sabha for political reasons. 

 Given the fragmented political environment of modern Indian politics, it is more of a 

hindrance to speedy legislative process that the country desperately requires for 

economic growth and progress. 

 It has increased the financial burden of the exchequer.  

o The expenditure incurred on the functioning of the Upper House can be 

reallocated.  

o Savings from elimination of the Upper House can be more gainfully deployed 

for either building infrastructure or enhancing social development or other 

meaningful projects. 
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 The elections to the Rajya Sabha and Legislative Councils provide a useful outlet for 

the release of black money.  

 Political parties have used Rajya Sabha nominations to reward loyalists, rehabilitate 

defeated politicians, accommodate defectors and provide political sinecures to loyal 

retired civil servants.  

o A study of the profile of the 1,800-odd who were elected to the Rajya 

Sabha   over the last six decades were active in the politics of the state they 

were elected from or held important organisational positions in the party at 

the district or state levels.  

o For many, the Rajya Sabha entry is the first election that they contested ever.  

o Parties now see the Rajya Sabha as a House to park unelectable or defeated 

candidates from states where they have legislative strength. This has also 

enabled parties to nominate political heavyweights who have lost elections 

or can no more win them. 

 The federal character expected of the House has been lost in the process. The entry 

of moneypower into the fray has further eroded the character, and credibility, of 

the House. There may not be any illegality in their election to the Rajya Sabha, but 

the spirit of the Constitution itself is compromised when parties prefer candidates 

whose intent and political inclinations are unclear or worse 

o In states like Haryana , UP like in some earlier Rajya Sabha elections, there was 

evidence in this round of wealthy candidates securing votes across party 

lines, reinforcing the belief that elections to the Upper House continue to be 

influenced by the power of money. 

What has to be done? 

 If the Rajya Sabha has to authentically represent the states, a modification of the 

experiment tried out in Germany may be useful. 

o  In Germany, the Bundesrat is not even referred to as the Upper House but as 

the Other House, in order to avoid hierarchies.  

o Each of the federal states (Landers) has a fixed quota of seats in the 

Bundesrat.  The state government nominates the members to sit in the 

Bundesrat.  

o Very often, ministers from the state attend the sessions of the Bundesrat and 

articulate, project and protect the interests of their states. It may be useful to 

consider if half the Rajya Sabha members could be selected on this basis.  

o The rest could be elected from the state legislatures with a strict qualification 

norm that should include hailing from that state, proof of active involvement 

in state politics/government for at least a decade and/or having held an 

elected position at the state level.  
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 Designate  day(s) in a week on which the opposition can raise, discuss and debate 

issues rather than the government dictating the order of business every day of the 

session. There can be innovative ways to create a framework within which the right 

to protest is not taken away but is done constructively. 

Q) Do you agree with the view that the states are India’s Achilles’ heel for investment, jobs 

and growth? Critically discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Yes states are Achilles heel  because of the following reasons : 

 There is high degree of heterogeneity across Indian states which creates critical 

barriers to investment, entrepreneurship, property rights, trade and competition.  

 These barriers have created a highly uneven business and financing environment. 

o  For example, various cross-state tax barriers exist, impeding the flow of goods, 

increasing costs unpredictably and raising the burden on businesses that move 

products across barriers. 

 The differences in product market regulation have added to varying degrees of 

competition across states, effectively protecting state-run enterprises.  

 The differences in labour laws and regulations across states have discouraged jobs 

being created in the formal sector, and are therefore especially restrictive for labour-

intensive sectors explaining the India’s weakness in exploiting its rising labour 

potential in manufacturing.  

 differentiation between states in land records, registration and property rights 

remains a key bottleneck in systematically using the latent capital in land resources.  

  differences remain in the licences and permits system at the state level, coupled 

with sector-specific administrative burdens for corporations as well as for sole 

proprietor firms.  

o This results in varying barriers to entrepreneurship at the state level, making 

India’s rating in this area among the most restrictive globally. 

 states with high regulatory barriers have lower competition, investment and factor 

productivity. Improvements over the years have been sporadic. continuing 

differences in enforcement and implementation have diluted their effects, 

effectively keeping India’s regulatory regime more restrictive. 

States are making the efforts to minimise the above view: 

 The government is working on labour reforms at the state level, hoping to spark 

competition among the states to attract investment, both domestic and foreign.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/3-agree-view-states-indias-achilles-heel-investment-jobs-growth-critically-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/3-agree-view-states-indias-achilles-heel-investment-jobs-growth-critically-discuss/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/og7e6HEuSHPBpgsbmLIKeN/Shift-the-reform-debate-to-states.html
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 More states are planning and undertaking legislation intended to make property a 

more tradable resource. 

o  Rajasthan has taken the lead in both areas, sparking other states to follow. 

 The Fourteenth Finance Commission has given states a larger share of central tax 

revenues so that they can use the resources for their best interests rather than being 

imposed by centre. 

 Reforms: 

o The state and the central governments are trying to promote self employment 

through start up India to enable youth to create employment, Make in India, 

Reforms in SEZ and liberating FDI are made to enable more investment. 

What can be done ? 

 GST, is one measure that should directly improve India competitiveness and help 

raise India’s tax to gross domestic product ratio closer to that of other emerging-

market comparators. 

o Rationalizing the many state and central taxes into a harmonized GST will help 

build a more unified domestic market. 

 A more integrated domestic economy with much more consistency across states’ 

governance and finances is needed to better build benefits from the reforms that 

are in the public debate. 

o The needed reforms are uplifting India’s infrastructure, reducing the public 

sector deficit and broadening financial markets and making them more 

inclusive. 

Topic: Issues and challenges pertaining to the federal structure, 

Q) What are the merits of the idea of conducting simultaneous elections for state assemblies 

and Parliament? Are there compelling reasons for India to consider this option? Critically 

examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Concerns with simultaneous elections: 

 Voting behaviour of people from the evidence is that they vote to the same party for 

the state and central government when elections are held concurrently for both. In 

1999 people from 77% of the constituencies voted to the same party at both levels. 

 simultaneous elections bring to a standstill normal functioning of the government and 

life of the citizens and bring a heavy recurring costs. 

 Huge task and increased burden for election commission to conduct the elections.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/2-merits-idea-conducting-simultaneous-elections-state-assemblies-parliament-compelling-reasons-india-consider-option-critically-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/2-merits-idea-conducting-simultaneous-elections-state-assemblies-parliament-compelling-reasons-india-consider-option-critically-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/2-merits-idea-conducting-simultaneous-elections-state-assemblies-parliament-compelling-reasons-india-consider-option-critically-examine/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/GLlUy3p3dxVjQirCnW8UwL/Why-we-need-to-change-how-elections-are-held.html
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 if loksabha is dissolved then all state governments need to be dissolved too is the 

question. For example when the former Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee’s 13-day 

government fell in 1996, should all the State Assemblies have been dissolved at that 

time? Would it have been valid to disturb the mandate of those governments 

 local and national issues do  get mixed up to distort priorities. 

Merits of simultaneous elections:- 

 governance gap leads to policy paralysis and governance deficit: 

 During two and half months of lok sabha elections-government cannot announce 

any new schemes, make any new appointments, transfers or postings without EC 

approval. 

 Ministers get busy in the election campaign, the district administration machinery 

gets totally focused on elections.  

 political parties and its workers have been wasting too much time and money in 

electioneering. If implemented, would free up a lot of time and resources for 

political and social workers to bring change at the grassroots level. 

 to avoid the costs of the election as they have gone up enormously. It has two 

components — the cost of management to the EC/ government and the cost to 

candidates and political parties. Though there are no exact estimates, one guess 

estimate puts it at Rs 4,500 crore.. 

 The bigger problem is the havoc played by the money power of political parties and 

contestants. Though the law prescribes a ceiling on the expenditure of candidates, the 

fact is that it is violated with impunity 

 enhances accountability as there is a tendency by the elected representatives to forget 

voters after the elections for five years and frequent elections keeps them on their 

toes. 

 Infringement of the people’s right to choose their representatives for the sake of 

saving money or for administrative convenience cannot pass judicial muster. 

 elections give a boost to the economy at the grassroots level, creating work 

opportunities for lakhs of people. 

 there are some environmental benefits also that flow out of the rigorous enforcement 

of public discipline like non-defacement of private and public property, noise and air 

pollution, ban on plastics, etc. 

 Results at the central level influence the state elections based on the work done by the 

central government too when elections are not held simultaneously. 
What can be done ? 

  As suggested by the Law Commission rules for the conduct of business can be 
modified so that a no-confidence motion against the government can only be 
moved with a confidence motion for an alternative formation. This will increase 
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stability and allow the house to complete its term. The same can be done for state 
assemblies as well. 

  According to recent report of a parliamentary standing committee general public 
opinion supports the idea of simultaneous elections.  

 It suggested that elections for assemblies can be conducted in two phases one with 
the Lok Sabha and the other midway through the Lok Sabha’s term. This will 
significantly reduce the time and energy spent on polls 

Topic: Structure, organization and functioning of the Executive and the Judiciary  

Q) “…over the years, the judiciary in India has acquired the supremacy over the legislature 

and the executive, despite not having, in Hamilton’s famous words, the power of the purse 

or the sword.” Is it a good development? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

No, this is not a good development: 

 Cautioning legislators against ceding more powers to the judiciary is a timely 

reminder of the courts’ increased intrusion into the government’s actions.  

 The instance of the Opposition seeking a court-monitored dispute redress 

mechanism in case of the GST holds its trust on judiciary but not the judicial domain. 

 The Supreme Court has been activist in its interpretation of certain provisions in the 

Constitution but it is the day-to-day judicial control and correction of the executive 

branches of government that set it apart from other common law countries. 

 The public interest litigation got metamorphosed into a correctional jurisdiction that 

the superior courts exercise over governments and public authorities. As a result, 

over the years, the judiciary in India has acquired the supremacy over the 

legislature and the executive 

 While delivering any judgement in this regard, courts are often ill-equipped to weigh 

the economic, environmental and political costs involved. 

 When judicial activism is used, it is like the laws do not apply. The judges can 

override any law that there is, which technically means there are no laws in the 

judges’ eyes. 

 Sometimes when judicial activism is exercised it is done for solely selfish or personal 

reasons. They may be political, or the judge may have received compensation for 

his decision. 

 Judicial activism becomes a more profound subject for those who serve on the 

Supreme Court, as their rulings generally stand. With the power to have the final say 

on matters, their judicial opinions would also become standards for ruling on other 

cases. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/7-years-judiciary-india-acquired-supremacy-legislature-executive-despite-not-hamiltons-famous-words-power-purse-s/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/7-years-judiciary-india-acquired-supremacy-legislature-executive-despite-not-hamiltons-famous-words-power-purse-s/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/7-years-judiciary-india-acquired-supremacy-legislature-executive-despite-not-hamiltons-famous-words-power-purse-s/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/arun-jaitley-judicial-activism-supreme-court-2828018/
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 It sees the letter of the law and politics as separate issues. 

Yes, it is a good development: 

 This judicial activism began when access to courts was opened up to the poor, 

indigent and disadvantaged sections of the nation and their basic rights were 

enforced through what has now become the Public Interest Litigation (PIL).  

 The judiciary, led by the Supreme Court, became an active participant in the 

dispensing of social justice and increased its relevance to the nation. 

  This approach by disregarding the conventional requirement of the applicant’s locus 

standi and the non-adversarial character of the courts’ intervention, came to be 

widely appreciated and even imitated by other common law jurisdictions. 

o  Article 38 of the Constitution of South Africa adopted the relaxed locus standi 

rules for anyone acting in public interest to enforce the Bill of Rights.. 

 After emergency Thereafter, by a process of reinterpretation of two fundamental 

rights the Right to Personal Liberty in Article 21 and the Right to Equality before Law 

in Article 14 the court gave the judiciary an enlarged power of review to protect the 

basic rights of citizens. 

 There are many issues that are sensitive, which need to be handled with a certain 

amount of care that many laws don’t allow. Judicial activism allows a judge to use his 

personal judgement in situations where the law fails. 

 Judges have sworn to bring justice to the country. This does not change with judicial 

activism. It allows them to do what they see fit, within reasonable limits of course. It 

gives judges a personal voice to fight unjust issues. 

 It also provides a system of checks and balances to the other government branches. 

 It has its own system of checks and balances too. Even if a judge decided and ruled 

that certain law is unjust, it can still be actually overruled with an appeal to another 

court, even to the Supreme Court 

Q) Recently, the Madras High Court has introduced crucial changes to Section 34 of the 

Advocates Act introducing new conduct rules and punishments. Discuss the merits and 

demerits of this move. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background: 

 Section 34 of the Advocates Act gives High Courts the power to frame Rules to 

determine who can practice before it and the lower courts under that High Court.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/03/5-recently-madras-high-court-introduced-crucial-changes-section-34-advocates-act-introducing-new-conduct-rules-punishments-discuss-merits-demerits-move/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/03/5-recently-madras-high-court-introduced-crucial-changes-section-34-advocates-act-introducing-new-conduct-rules-punishments-discuss-merits-demerits-move/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/03/5-recently-madras-high-court-introduced-crucial-changes-section-34-advocates-act-introducing-new-conduct-rules-punishments-discuss-merits-demerits-move/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/do-not-browbeat-lawyers/article8683615.ece
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 The High Court has arrogated to itself powers of the Bar Council penalising lawyers 

for attempting to ‘browbeat’ judges or giving complaints to superiors about judges, 

leading to lifelong debarment from legal practice. As an interim measure courts can 

debar lawyers even before an inquiry. 

Merits: 

 The  rules framed are in compliance with the Supreme Court directions in the R.K. 
Anand case (2009) to maintain the dignity and the orderly functioning of the courts.  

o In this context the Supreme Court held that in situations where actions posed 
an immediate and imminent threat to the purity of court proceedings, the 
courts were not helpless and could debar a lawyer from appearing before it 
in order to protect itself. 

 The Madras High Court rules are thus entirely within the Court's remit to manage 
court proceedings and don't really impinge on the Bar Council's power to discipline 
a lawyer for misconduct. 

  The powers vested in the State Bar Councils and the Bar Council of India to frame 
standards for professional conduct and punish advocates who engage in professional 
misconduct has, relative to the problem at hand, been little used. 

 Can be a check to proliferation of lawyer strikes and boycotts, and also the ugly 
violence in the Patiala House Court when Kanhaiya Kumar was produced 

 The practice of law is in a deplorable state and enjoys little by way of respect or 
remuneration. So this rules can be a reminder to the lawyers about the sanctity of 
the profession. 

 The disruptions mentioned in the rules are very valid: 
o paved the way for debarring from practice lawyers who browbeat or abuse 

judges, lay siege to court halls, tamper with court records, appear in court 
under the influence of liquor, spread unsubstantiated allegations against 
judges or accept money either in the name of a judge or on the pretext of 
influencing him. 

Demerits: 

 The misconduct does not address the real issue of the deeper malaise of entrenched 
corruption in the judiciary. At any rate, clients who bribe a judge are partners in 
crime and deserve no protection. Ultimately this will only serve to harass or 
intimidate lawyers by a disgruntled client. 

 According to legal experts the second misconduct of “browbeating” is tailor-made 
to silence lawyers.  

o Lawyers will no longer feel safe to speak up in court lest the judge feels he/she 
is being browbeaten. 

o  Further this misconduct may not affect all lawyers equally.  
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 The third misconduct of sending or spreading unsubstantiated complaints against 
judges to a superior officer appears to be more a clause to protect the judges rather 
than discipline lawyers.  

o If a lawyer forwards a message about alleged corruption by a judicial officer to 
a senior judge he can be debarred. 

o  Moreover, this runs against all established tenets of duty of lawyers to bring 
to the notice of superior courts and the public of this country anything 
unsavoury about a judicial officer or the judiciary as a whole. 

 The new provisions go against the ‘Standards of Professional Conduct and Etiquette’ 
provided in the Rules under Section 49(1)(c) of the Advocates Act  

  It is the lawyers alone who are privy to the happenings and intrigues within the 
courts and silencing them would effectively pre-empt all public debate, dialogue 
and attempts at correcting the justice system. 

 Moreover, this clause goes against the law laid down in C. Ravichandran Iyer 
case 1995 where the Supreme Court took note of the ineffectiveness of the 
impeachment process and formulated an alternative in-house mechanism where 
complaints could be given to the high court or Supreme Court and matters could be 
investigated discreetly.  

 These draconian rules also fly in the face of the United Nations ‘Basic Principles on 
the Role of Lawyers’ which stipulate certain minimum “guarantees for the 
functioning of lawyers”.  

o They also provide that lawyers shall enjoy civil and penal immunity for relevant 
statements made in good faith in written or oral pleadings or in their 
professional appearances before a court, tribunal or other legal or 
administrative authority. 

 punishment for browbeating and behavioural derelictions inside a court hall might 

lead to anarchy and misuse of the power 

Q) In recent months, the Environment ministry has given clearance to hundreds of projects 

such as mining and other projects. What is the dilemma faced by the Ministry in giving 

clearances to such projects? Has the Ministry given preference to development over 

environment? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

(This kind of question might be asked in interview) 

EPW  
Background  and Dilemmas faced by the ministry regarding mining projects: 

 Environmental Ministry has cleared over 2,000 projects in two years, including 349 

mining proposals.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/11/2-recent-months-environment-ministry-given-clearance-hundreds-projects-mining-projects-dilemma-faced-ministry-giving-clearances-proj/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/11/2-recent-months-environment-ministry-given-clearance-hundreds-projects-mining-projects-dilemma-faced-ministry-giving-clearances-proj/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/11/2-recent-months-environment-ministry-given-clearance-hundreds-projects-mining-projects-dilemma-faced-ministry-giving-clearances-proj/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/11/2-recent-months-environment-ministry-given-clearance-hundreds-projects-mining-projects-dilemma-faced-ministry-giving-clearances-proj/
http://www.epw.in/journal/2016/23/editorials/choosing-speed-over-diligence.html
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 The very objective of environment ministry is to ensure balanced and sustainable 

development and protection of environmental resources which has been iterated by 

the public interest doctrine by the Supreme Court . 

 In the boasting of efficiency the ministry has forgotten that the idea behind 

environmental clearances was to protect the environment, not make way for its 

destruction. Even under existing rules, most environmental clearances are suspect.  

 Mining provides economic growth and is very much required for energy security but 

at the same time threatens ecological biodiversity  

 Mining displaces population making them homeless and eroding them of their life 

means but at the same time mining projects provide huge employment . 

 Ministry has to take initiatives to increase investment in the country by making 

procedures for setting up of business easy but at the same time it has promised in 

Paris agreement about INDC and increase of renewable energy share to 40% by 

2030. 

Yes it has given importance to development : 

 Norm for setting up a mining or an industry project near a protected area or a 

forested area has been changed from a distance of 10 km to 5 km.  

 The moratorium on new industries in critically-polluted industrial areas such as 

Ghaziabad, Indore, Ludhiana, Panipat etc and two other locations has been lifted.  

 The loosening of central controls is evident in the decision to allow state 

governments to clear projects occupying less than 10,000 hectares without an EIA.  

 Also, mandatory public hearings for establishment of private coal mines with a 

capacity less than 16 million tonnes per annum have been set aside.  

 Wetland rules 2016 also prove that : 

o The new draft rules have no prohibitions, only criteria for what is permitted.  

o Further, the Central Wetlands Regulatory Authority will be dismantled and 

instead states will be free to independently decide how projects near wetlands 

are to be established.  

 Also tried to dilute the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers 

(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 or the Forest Rights Act (FRA) by arguing 

that gram sabhas should not have the right to veto important mining projects in 

forested land . 

No it did not give importance to development : 
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 The Indian government has taken many proactive measures to safeguard 

environment: 

o CAMPA 

o Forest rights act 2006 

o Projects safeguarding endangered species like project Tiger, Snow leopard, 

Elephant etc 

o REDD and REDD+ 

o Shah commission on illegal mining 

o National green tribunal and its implementation of polluter pays principle  

o Pradhan mantri khanij kshetra Yojana  

o District mining funds  

Q) Is there a need for separate ministry of Panchayati Raj or should it be made as department 

in the rural development ministry? Comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
73rd contitutional amendment introduced a broad framework for panchayats all over 
India. These have been instrumental to bring gandhiji's dream of swarajya. But does it need 
separate ministry at central level? 

Should be made a department under Rural development ministry - 

1. It will ensure better coordination at village level as both ministries' centre point is 
panchayats. Rural ministry relies on panchayats for implmentation of schemes like Awas 
yojana, MGNREGA etc while Panchayat ministry aims to strengthen and empower 
panchayats. Rural ministry can take over this work without hesitation. 

2. It will reduce administrative costs, better policy management, ensure single point of 
accountability and ensure small council of ministers which can be better managed. 

3. Panchayat is state subject and hence ministry has little scope. Even ministry of urban 
affairs has been managing urban bodies empowerment. 

Need for independent ministry - 

1. Panchayat is a unique subject which can be game changer if harnessed properly and 
hence need dedicated attention 

2. It promotes specialization over panchayts and provide innovate solutions to challenges 
faced by them in terms of funds, functions and functionaries. For example panchayats in 
madhya pradesh face problem of funds while Chattisgarh faces lack of functionaries. One 
model fits all solution wont work here. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/3-need-separate-ministry-panchayati-raj-made-department-rural-development-ministry-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/3-need-separate-ministry-panchayati-raj-made-department-rural-development-ministry-comment/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/parched-panchayati-raj-ministry-on-verge-of-closure/article8785377.ece
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3. Rural development ministry is already overwhelmed with plethora of schemes and wont 
be able to do justice with panchayats which require coordinating multiple stakeholders - 
people, NGOs, bureucracy etc 

It can be seen that benefits of having separate ministry outweigh the case for merging. 
Pachayats still needs nurturing and when they are at strong grounds, only then can we 
think of merging ministries. 

Q) “Confining panchayati raj to just the Ministry of Rural Development will be a retrograde 

step in democratic decentralisation and an emasculation of the constitutional role envisaged 

for panchayati raj institutions.” Critically discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
Ministry of Panchayati Raj (MoPR) is mandated to strengthen PRIs, as envisaged under 73rd 
constitutional amendment Act 1992. Schedule XI of constitution mentions 29 activities 
which states should consider devolving for the these bodies.In this light main function of 
Ministry of Panchayati Raj are: 
1. Coordinating and liasoning with various ministries/agencies like relating to water, 
finance, agriculture, planning, Niti Aayog, health, education etc. 
2. Dedicated machinery and staff to cater needs of panchayats 
3. Capacity building of panchayats regarding fund, function, functionary, and agency for 
self governance. 
4. Evolving a holistic action plan in consultation with urban development agencies. 

However there are voices to merge this ministry with ministry of rural development 
(MoRD). As lot of functions of two ministries are overlapping, e.g. MGNREGA, it is a rural 
development scheme but functions under aegis of gram panchayats. So it is said that there 
is problem of coordination, and also duplication of work. 

But still there is fine demarcation in mandate of two ministries, which is against the logic of 
merger.  
1. MoRD is more of steering body for rural development. While MoPR is more coordinating 
body. MoRD has competing areas with other ministries like that of health, water and 
education. so it will not be easier for it, to coordinate with counterparts. While MoPR has 
no such baggage.  
2.Bringing panchayats under MoRD will strengthen the ill perception that only role of PRIs 
is to implement government schemes. While PRIs have lot of other roles, especially 
organising people. 
3. Gram sabha, not the gram panchayat is the soul of three tier government system. Gram 
sabha acts as body to seek accountability e.g. social audit. So they act as appraiser against 
the works of MoRD, and logic suggests former should not be brought under latter in this 
regard. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/30/2-confining-panchayati-raj-just-ministry-rural-development-will-retrograde-step-democratic-decentralisation-emasculation-constitutional-role-envisaged-panchayati/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/30/2-confining-panchayati-raj-just-ministry-rural-development-will-retrograde-step-democratic-decentralisation-emasculation-constitutional-role-envisaged-panchayati/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/30/2-confining-panchayati-raj-just-ministry-rural-development-will-retrograde-step-democratic-decentralisation-emasculation-constitutional-role-envisaged-panchayati/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/a-downgrade-for-democracy/article8789662.ece
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So it is not wise to merge two ministries. However, given lot of similarities between role of 
two, an arrangement could be made where MoPR and MoRD, and even ministry of 
Agriculture, headed by state ministers, but under overall supervision of one common 
cabinet minister. 

Topic: Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies  

Q) Do you support more autonomy to RBI? What are the concerns of government in this 

regard? Comment. (200 Words) 

EPW 
Yes , RBI needs more autonomy: 

 Autonomy is based on the understanding that governments, if left in charge of 

monetary policy, would tend to alter policies to address immediate economic 

concerns that are usually also politically expedient. This could put at risk the longer-

term macroeconomic stability of the country  

 In the current economic volatility price stability is very important so that it doesn’t 

have adverse repercussions on the economy. The government wants the apex 

monetary authority to push interest rates lower to induce fresh investment, while 

the RBI refuses to comply, ostensibly for price stability . 

 To avoid instances where the government in the recent past made a clear attempt to 

curtail the RBI governor’s veto powers on the seven-member committee for 

monetary policy revised draft of the Indian Financial Code. 

o  Latest draft of Indian financial code gives the Union government the right to 

appoint four out of seven MPC members.  

o It also takes away the veto power of the RBI governor  

o The fear is politicization of the process as the members chosen by the 

government are expected to toe the government line, which often has short-

term views on growth and inflation. 

No,RBI doesn’t need more autonomy: 

 An autonomous RBI pursuing inflation targeting tends to make the central bank more 

powerful and keeps a tight leash on the union government’s fiscal deficit. Such a 

strategy need not necessarily work in the favour of the people  

 Since inflation has been relatively low, there is no need to have such a tight 

monetary policy, which in its view is adversely affecting borrowing from banks and 

hence fresh investment.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/11/3-support-autonomy-rbi-concerns-government-regard-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/11/3-support-autonomy-rbi-concerns-government-regard-comment/
http://www.epw.in/journal/2016/23/editorials/new-target-vitriol.html
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 Even if the government enjoys the power of appointing four of the seven members of 

the MPC and the RBI governor does not enjoy the veto power, there’s nothing to 

worry about as long as the credentials of the members are impeccable and they are 

not serving government officials.  

o Since the discussions in the MPC meeting will be made public, the government 

will be exposed if it plans to push its agenda through its nominees.  

o Also not just governor but that the entire committee will be accountable. 

o veto power of the committee head could go against the spirit of a committee 

structure for decision-making.  

 Major central banks like the Bank of England and the US Federal Reserve Board do 

not have a veto for the head of the central bank and decisions are made on the basis 

of voting.  

 A"shadow" monetary policy committee, the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), 

has been in place for a while. Reports of the TAC's meetings show that their majority 

advice has been vetoed a number of times.  

o This has made it toothless and the TAC deliberations a mere academic 

exercise.  

o A majority voting structure will put the onus on the RBI governor to build 

consensus and convince the committee to cast their vote that carries in his 

favour.  

 Besides, it might be incorrect to assume that the government is entirely fixated on 

growth and blind to inflation. High inflation is politically far more damaging.   

Q) Critically evaluate the performance of the National Green Tribunal (NGT) and analyse 

significance of NGT like institutions for India’s democracy. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background: 

 The NGT was established in 2010 under the National Green Tribunal Act and is a 
specialized environmental court that deals with cases relating to environmental 
protection and the conservation of forests and that has judicial powers that allow it 
to exclusively decide civil environmental matters. The tribunal is guided by principles 
of natural justice 

Success: 

 The NGT had imposed the fine on the foundation as environmental compensation 
for holding a World Cultural Festival on the eco-sensitive floodplains of the Yamuna 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/13/3-critically-evaluate-performance-national-green-tribunal-ngt-analyse-significance-ngt-like-institutions-indias-democracy/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/13/3-critically-evaluate-performance-national-green-tribunal-ngt-analyse-significance-ngt-like-institutions-indias-democracy/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/yMZClKPH1uVvpwIUxi7DgL/One-institution-at-a-time.html
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river. The NGT had also imposed a modest fine on the DDA and on the Delhi 
Pollution Control Committee for not doing their job.  

 It permits direct access to environmental justice, allows for more relevant and 
greater expertise, sets up alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and offers a 
path for the evolution of environmental jurisprudence. 

 In a landmark judgement, the Kochi circuit bench of the NGT banned all diesel 
vehicles more than 10 years old from operating in six cities in Kerala similar to Delhi 
. 

  The NGT has also passed various prohibitory orders against sand mining in riverbeds 
that is being done without environmental clearance. It has imposed a no-
construction zone of 75 metres around lakes  in Bengaluru. 

 Follows the due process of law in a free and fair way and make time-bound 
decisions  

 Successful implementation of Polluter pays principle  

Concerns: 

 The National Green Tribunal (NGT) may have increased the buffer zone around lakes 
from 30 m to 75 m to save the Bengaluru city’s dying lakes. But the change in 
regulation midway has plunged the real estate sector into chaos.Owners of 
individual plots and houses in this zone too are in a state of uncertainty. 

 There are five benches for NGT in different parts of the country and each of these 
consists of 10 expert members drawn from the bureaucracy and 10 judicial members. 
At present, these tribunals are not fully filled and the case disposal rate is only 
around 60 per cent. 

o Speedy and effective disposal is still a far cry. It could be achieved only when 
the full bench operates.  

 There is a growing gulf between NGT and the ministry of environment, forests and 
climate change. The ministry feels NGT oversteps its jurisdiction. NGT has 
reprimanded the ministry on occasions like the governmental side being absent 
during its hearings. 

 More than half the cases filed in NGT relate to clearances awarded by MoEF&CC 
without proper environment impact assessments (35 per cent). 

 Animosity exists between judicial and expert members on the NGT benches. This is 
resulting in poor quality judgments. To avoid such scenarios, the benches need be 
broad-based. In cases where the lapses were on the part of the government, both 
NGT and the judiciary failed to deliver the right judgement. 

 Can give only retrospective decisions but not preventive. 

Significance of these kind of institutions for democracy : 
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 These are inclusive economic institutions defined as those that encourage 
participation by the great mass of people that make the best use of their talents—
foster economic activity, productivity and prosperity 

  Political and economic institutions that are trusted and perform well are the 
necessary foundation for a democratic society to grow and prosper. The more such 
institutions we create and nurture, the better our chances of creating a prosperous 
and fair society.  

 Citizens rely on these institutions if government fails to provide justice . 

Q) Has the UGC failed to evolve according to the changing dynamics of higher education, and 

fallen short of achieving its original mandate? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background: 

 The three primary functions of UGC include overseeing distribution of grants to 

universities and colleges in India; providing scholarships/fellowships to beneficiaries; 

and monitoring conformity to its regulations by universities and colleges.  

Yes it failed: 

 No check on quality : 

o languishing quality of education in many of the higher educational institutions. 

o An understaffed UGC fails its more important function—ensuring quality 

standards.  

o According to QS Higher Education System Strength Rankings released last 

month, India ranks 24th in higher education system strength out of the 50 

countries evaluated. 

o That is the reason why the T.S.R. Subramanian committee recommended for a 

new National Education Policy, and also that the UGC Act should be allowed to 

lapse and replaced by a new National Higher Education Act . 

 when policies made by the UGC to keep pace with the changing dynamics of higher 

education are ill-considered, as well as lacking in research and consultation with 

stakeholders, there is reason to worry.  

o The recent increase in teaching hours of the faculty and its subsequent 

cancellation, the implementation of the choice-based credit semester system 

in Delhi University, and the decision to discontinue UGC non-NET scholarship 

for MPhil and PhD students and its abandonment after protests, are all cases in 

point. 

 instances of delay in fellowships, especially the ones under other ministries such as 

minority affairs, social justice, and tribal affairs, have become a regular 

phenomena  placing underprivileged research scholars in a fix.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/2-ugc-failed-evolve-according-changing-dynamics-higher-education-fallen-short-achieving-original-mandate-critically-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/2-ugc-failed-evolve-according-changing-dynamics-higher-education-fallen-short-achieving-original-mandate-critically-comment/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/e14HCY9YVd87gtpVAf0xGP/The-making-and-unmaking-of-UGC.html
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 Its policies suffer from two opposite issues under-regulation and over-regulation. 

While it lets smaller substandard institutions slip by as deemed universities, it also 

instigates action against reputed deemed universities. 

 nepotism at the top of the ladder and understaffing at the lower rungs 

 Politicization of education with UGC becoming an arm of the HRD ministry, lacking 

autonomy and freedom.  

o It is an overburdened body which regulates and oversees all the universities of 

the country including private and deemed, which is practically impossible for a 

single body considering the number of universities and affiliated colleges in the 

country.  

o  All the rules made by UGC need parliamentary approval but these are not 

always taken and hence they can be cancelled by the court, jeopardizing the 

future of thousands.  

o Policy fluctuation and arbitrariness.  

No it did not fail : 

 witness to a spectacular growth in higher education. The number of universities has 

multiplied 40 times over, and student enrolment has increased a hundred fold. 

 The fresh efforts to use direct benefit transfers for fellowships and bring 

institutions under the public finance monitoring system are a relief. 

 Some institutions of India, such as the IITs, IIMs, NIITs, University of Mumbai and 

Jawaharlal Nehru University have been globally acclaimed for their standard of 

education.  

  The IITs enroll about 10000 students annually and the alumni have contributed to 

both the growth of the private sector and the public sectors of India.  

 Several other institutes of fundamental research such as IACS, IISc, TIFR, are 

acclaimed for their standard of research in basic sciences and mathematics.  

o Mumbai University was ranked 41 among the Top 50 Engineering Schools of 

the world 2012.  

 Government universities through affirmative action like reservations has been able to 

cater to the most backward and deprived sections of the population.  

What can be done ? 

 retaining a leaner and thinner version of the commission as a nodal organization 
and creating a separate mechanism for disbursement of fellowships. Perhaps, this 
will enable it to focus on the more relevant issue of quality education. 

 Proposed amendment to Central Universities Bill, 2009: The amendment has been 
proposed to implement the following:  

o Uniform Syllabus  
o Uniform Admission Process Transferability of Teachers  
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o It is argued that it will lead to uniformity and standardization of education. It 
will also help UGC to better monitor the performance of university. Once the 
courses are standardized it will be easy to ran the universities as government is 
intending to bring its own ranking system as international rankings do not 
incorporate special context in which the Indian universities operate. 
Transferability of teachers will lead to sharing of expertise across universities.  

 

 The NKC recommended the setting up of an Independent Regulatory Authority for 
Higher Education which would take on most of the roles of the UGC, the All India 
Council for Technical Education (AICTE), the Medical Council of India (MCI) and the 
Bar Council of India, all of which would either be abolished or assigned more limited 
roles 

Hence, it is important that structural and functional reform be introduced for UGC to make 
it relevant in contemporary times rather than an obstruction to the development of a world 
class higher education system. It should be provided autonomy so as to remain 
independent of changing ideologies of successive governments.  

Topic: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States 

and the performance of these schemes; 

Q) A decade after coming into force, the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment 

Guarantee Act is suffering from a decline in employment, budget caps, delays in wage 

payments and rampant violations of workers’ entitlements. Examine the reasons. (200 

Words) 

EPW 

Reasons why NREGA is failing? 

 Budget caps:- 

o In 2014–15 the central government treated the initial allocation of 34,000 

crore as a cap on MGNREGA expenditure. Similarly in the present Budget as 

well funds allocated for the scheme were less. 

o As a result, when funds dried up towards the end of that financial year, 

workers were denied work without any compensation in the form of 

unemployment allowance.  

 Delays in transfer of funds:- 

o Delays in transfer of funds from the Ministry of Rural Development also 

hampered the ability of states to provide timely work to all workers demanding 

employment.  

 Delays in Wage Payments:  

o As per official data, 70% of MGNREGA wages were paid with delays (more than 

15 days after the completion of a week’s work) in 2014–15 

o 64% of the delayed payments were made more than a month late. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/4-decade-coming-force-mahatma-gandhi-national-rural-employment-guarantee-act-suffering-decline-employment-budget-caps-delays-wage-payments-rampant-violations-o/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/4-decade-coming-force-mahatma-gandhi-national-rural-employment-guarantee-act-suffering-decline-employment-budget-caps-delays-wage-payments-rampant-violations-o/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/4-decade-coming-force-mahatma-gandhi-national-rural-employment-guarantee-act-suffering-decline-employment-budget-caps-delays-wage-payments-rampant-violations-o/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/4-decade-coming-force-mahatma-gandhi-national-rural-employment-guarantee-act-suffering-decline-employment-budget-caps-delays-wage-payments-rampant-violations-o/
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 Shrinking rights : 

o MGNREGA is no longer linked to the Minimum Wages Act. The MGNREGA 

wage is now fixed at the discretion of the central government .As a result, in 

several states, MGNREGA wage is lower than the state’s minimum 

agricultural wage  

o At the time of enactment, MGNREGA entitled workers to claim compensation 

of up to 3,000 in case of delays in wage payments, as per the Payment of 

Wages Act. But the revised schedules of the act now entitle workers to a 

compensation amount of only 0.05% of the pending wages per day of delay. 

o The initial MGNREGA guidelines required the implementation of the 

programme act to be consistent with the Persons with Disabilities Act, which 

mandates spending 3% of the funds for the benefit of persons with disabilities. 

This requirement was subsequently done away with. 

 Violations of Entitlements: 

o  Their MGNREGA entitlements are also violated. Most workers who are denied 

work are also unable to secure the unemployment allowance. 

 States failure : 

o Case study  of Jharkhand :  

 Funds were not released in time because the state did not complete the 

process of collecting MGNREGA audit reports from all the districts and 

forward them to the centre on time which is a prerequisite for the 

release of funds from the ministry 

o Lack of accountability of officials : 

 Failure of the state government to impose penalties on the erring 

officials and functionaries has also contributed to large-scale delays in 

wage payments.  

 Implementation problems : 

o Shortage of staff : 

 The staff shortage increases the work load on the existing functionaries 

without any additional pay and causes delays in the implementation of 

the programme. 

o Lack of financial incentives to the staff: 

 Given the paltry salaries for most of them, lack of financial incentives to 

improve performance and virtually no public appreciation for those 

who do their work well. 

o Lack of training: 
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 In the absence of regular trainings for the functionaries, they are usually 

left on their own to grapple with the periodic changes that are 

introduced in the implementation of the programme. 

 Corruption : 

o muster rolls were extensively fudged by adding fake names and inflating 

entries for the workers who had actually worked.  

 Flaws of Financial Institutions: 

o  In 2007, the system of MGNREGA wage payments shifted from cash to post 

offices and banks. However, this change has not been accompanied by an 

adequate expansion and strengthening of these financial institutions.  

o As a result, workers have been facing hassles such as long distances to the 

nearest bank branch, foot-dragging by bank employees in opening their 

accounts, siphoning off wages from post office accounts, etc. 

o Despite the central government’s much touted Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan 

Yojana for financial inclusion, opening bank accounts in rural areas  is still a 

harrowing experience for MGNREGA workers. 

 Weak Grievance Redressal:  

o Most workers are unaware of their right to complain.  

o Those who do manage to take their grievance to a government official or 

functionary are often turned away. 

o  The small proportion of complaints that do get registered are seldom acted 

upon and the wrongdoers are rarely penalised.  

o Social audit is done for the name sake  

 Technology problems: 

o Electronic payments have made things tough because the rural areas do not 

have proper internet connectivity and power. 

o Aadhar problem : 

 Despite Supreme Court orders prohibiting government authorities from 

denying public services to people for want of Aadhaar, workers without 

a UID  

 number are routinely denied work. One reason for this is that allotting 

work to workers without Aadhaar has been made a complex process in 

the MGNREGA MIS since April 2015. 

Suggestions : 

 Strengthening MGNREGA Sahayata Kendra: 
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o The sahayata kendra is operated by local volunteers who help workers 

organise and access their entitlements.  

 Initiatives by Jharkhand:- 

o Such initiatives taken recently was the Kaam Mango Abhiyan carried out in 

early 2014 to help workers   with large-scale demand for work. 

o Decentralization : 

 The most recent effort worth mentioning is Yojana Banao Abhiyan, a 

state-wide campaign. 

 The campaign mobilised lakhs of people to plan works for their village to 

meet needs of basic infrastructure and augment livelihoods through 

better management of natural resources. 

 Over  10 lakh MGNREGA schemes have been planned in this campaign 

across Jharkhand  

 Members of self-help groups  need to play an active role in this project by making 

workers aware of their entitlements, helping them apply for a job card, work and 

bank account and supervising worksites as mates  

 Need for social audit regularly involving gram panchayats. 

Q) Evaluate the macroeconomic economic impact such as employment and income of any 

three major social protection programmes in India. (200 Words) 

EPW  

Social protection : 

 social protection is a “set of policies and programmes designed to reduce poverty 

and vulnerability by promoting effi cient labour markets, diminishing people’s 

exposure to risks, and enhancing their capacity to protect themselves against hazards 

and interruption/loss of income”. 

 Social protection programmes have proved to be a powerful tool in the battle against 

poverty and inequality. The pension schemes in South Africa, Namibia, and Brazil 

have reduced the poverty gap and incidence of poverty. Child support grants in 

Brazil, Mexico and South Africa have reduced inequality and child poverty rates. 

Employment schemes in India and Pakistan have reduced the intensity of poverty and 

have helped women’s empowerment. 

 In the present study, only three major social protection programmes by the central 

government, namely, Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act 

(MGNREGA), Jan Dhan Yojana and skill india are studied. 

 The indirect output effects are higher than the direct output effects due to linkages 

with the other sectors and parts of the economy.   

NREGA: 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/18/2-evaluate-macroeconomic-economic-impact-employment-income-three-major-social-protection-programmes-india/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/18/2-evaluate-macroeconomic-economic-impact-employment-income-three-major-social-protection-programmes-india/
http://www.epw.in/system/files/pdf/2016_51/24/Macroeconomic_Impact_of_Social_Protection_Programmes_in_India_0.pdf
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Positives: 

 that despite having a focus on the poor in rural areas, MGNREGA has had a 

significant income effect for not only the bottom classes in the rural households, 

but also for the rich rural and urban households. 

 the scheme provides employment to one third of the rural population who are the 

poorest . 

 Supporters argue the programme has succeeded in reducing rural poverty, building 

infrastructure and strengthening local governance.  

Negatives : 

 Nrega has caused a shortfall in farm labour/ low-skilled industry labour, by giving 

people money for nothing . This only adds the burden of inflation. 

 It is said to be responsible for runaway fiscal deficits, inflation and slowdown of 

growth with fund allocation for the program being about 0.4% of GDP. 

 Along with the rise in wages, NREGA has been blamed for non-availability 

of labour across sectors. 

 The fall in self-employment between 2005 and 2010 can majorly be attributed to a 

fall in self-employment in agriculture.  

o Some of those who were self-employed in agriculture could avail (themselves) 

of the limited employment opportunities in other sectors (mainly in 

construction). 

o Some of the people who have moved from agriculture to construction could 

have secured employment through social schemes like NREGA. 
Jan Dhan Yojana: 

Positives: 

 This is a financial scheme that has focused on the lower economic strata of the 
country for financial inclusion. It has achieved its target of opening 7.5 Cr bank 
accounts before time in Dec 2014. 

  Nationalized banks were given targets and they successfully achieved it. 

  This scheme provides an opportunity for the large section of people to enjoy 
universal and clear access to banking facilities.  

 The account holder is provided with a range of facilities such as: overdraft facility of 
INR 5000, RuPay Debit Card with inbuilt insurance cover of INR 1, 00,000 and RuPay 
Kishan Card.  

 This scheme can be very helpful to people because, now government can transfer 
subsidies directly to bank accounts. 

However, critics argue that it is no better than other popular schemes: 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/apparel-industry-seeks-integration-with-nrega-113082001115_1.html
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 Based on the records, out of 7.5 Cr bank account opened, 5.48 Cr accounts have zero 
balance – nearly 75% of total accounts have no balance.  

 The public banks met their target but they followed the KYC norms or not is a big 
question. Another strong point is that the account holders have not been given any 
documents yet to claim their insurance cover. 

Skill India: 

 It talks about equipping ‘Indian Demographic’ with employable skills. 

  To realize this, the government has launched various schemes for equipping the 
youth with industrial skills such as National Skill Development Mission, National 
Policy for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship 2015, Pradhan Mantri Kaushal 
Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) scheme and the Skill Loan scheme.  

 PMKVY aims to recognize and provide skill to 24 lakh youths belonging to 
unorganized sectors. ] 

 Under the Skill Loan Scheme, the government will provide INR 50,000 to 1.5 lakh as 
loan to 34 lakhs youth seeking to enhance their industrial skills.  

 Earlier, the emphasis was on traditional jobs but this government gives all the jobs 
equal importance.  

 Previous skill develpmnet schemes were scattered around different ministries but 
this time, it has been clubbed together – Ministry of Skill Development and 
Entrepreneurship is the principal ministry that will guide the other ministries and 
agencies. 

Concerns: 

 India where nearly  60% of the youths (15-29 years) are not attending any formal 
education, equipping them with skills will be an uphill task for the government to 
deliver. 

  Even the bureaucrats working with the government accept that government is 
starting with a poorly educated youth population and little linkage with industry”.  

 Critics argue that before making Indian youth skillful, the government has to reform 
the education system and making it more linked to industry, only then the real 
objective of these schemes can be achieved. 

Q) Critically analyse the nature of housing situation in India.  (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Concerns: 

 Owning a house in India does not mean unambiguous opulence like it would mean 

in an advanced country. 

 In rural India, 95% of households own a house, but only 33% own a TV. this shows 

that the size and quality of Indian houses is not good. 

http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/uphill-task-for-skill-india-mission/article7682136.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/uphill-task-for-skill-india-mission/article7682136.ece
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/4-critically-analyse-nature-housing-situation-india/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/a5jnMOHQsHEk47Rr9mUWPI/Five-charts-on-the-state-of-Indias-housing-sector.html
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 According to census data Only 53% of households described their houses as being in 

“good” condition in India 

 There is significant variation in the average area for a dwelling unit across different 

categories of houses in India and US with many Indian houses not upto the mark. 

 According to the 2011 census figures, the number of vacant houses in India was 2.47 

crore, or 90% of the number of rented houses in the country.  

 India does not have the right incentives to dissuade house hoarding. Black money 

finds an easier entry in real estate than in financial assets, and the bad state of 

tenancy laws in the country.  

 Policies such as deduction of interest payments on even a second housing loan and 

tenancy laws which are allowing tenants to pay ludicrously low rents in many cities 

are some such examples 

 Real estate projects in India take a long time to complete due to a complicated and 

corrupt regulatory mechanism. 

 Lack of proper water supply and sanitation facilities for drainage system and 

garbage disposal are major problems  

 Disaster prone regions have no building safety mechanisms strictly implemented to 

avoid accidents.  

o During fukushima earthquake also the buildings of Japan were able to 

withstand the tremors but Indian buildings could not stand uttarakhand floods. 

 No planning associated with the construction of buildings. 

o Even permissions are given by the municipalities and corporation to construct 

the houses just adjacent to rivers when there is danger of flooding imminent in 

it. 

However there are some positives : 

 According to the 2011 census, The share of households living in owned houses is 
95% in rural areas and 69% in urban areas. Overall, 21.35 crore, or around 86% of 
these households, were living in owned houses.  
o Data from the National Multifamily Housing Council says that 37% of American 

households were living in rented houses in 2014. 

What can be done ? 

 The computerization of records relating to the classification of tracts and land 

ownership is a key tool in countering the illegal activities of land mafias, since it 

creates transparency on all information relating to a given parcel of land. This 

approach has been effective in Bangalore 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangalore
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 The latest real estate law brought in by the government can Look into some issues 

and also  the effective implementation of smart cities , AmRut ,Shyam prasad 

Mukherji Rurban mission would help addressing some of the issues of the sector. 

Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues 

arising out of their design and implementation 

Q) Critically examine the flaws in the design of recent schemes that were aimed at eradicating 

open defecation in India. How they should be addressed? (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Flaws: 

 Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan  

o 30 per cent of the toilets built had become dysfunctional. 

o it was meant to be demand-driven, which means toilets are only built if people 

ask for them. 

o No one had consulted villagers on the location, design or operation of the 

toilet.  

o No one had briefed them on the health risks of open defecation. As a result, 

most of the toilets were unused -some turned to store rooms for grain and 

fertilizer. 

 Swachh bharat  

o NSSO data:  

 About 240 lakh household toilets have been built since 2013-14, but 860 

lakh toilets remain to be built. 

 In rural India, 57 per cent of the household toilets have no water for 

use. 44 per cent of those toilets had no arrangement for liquid waste 

disposal . 

 Of the toilets that had an arrangement for waste disposal, the 

arrangement in 47 per cent of the cases was draining the waste into a 

local pond. 

o A household toilet is not connected to a drainage system, because there is 

none in the village. Hence the toilet must be connected to a pit. The pit must 

be emptied periodically. If water is scarce or has to be fetched from a 

distance, the use of the toilet will diminish. 

o The alternative is a community (public) toilet. Before one is built for the 

village, the following questions are not  answered: 

 In rural areas where caste segregation is more if common toilets are 

built all caste groups will not use it everyday 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/06/5-critically-examine-flaws-design-recent-schemes-aimed-eradicating-open-defecation-india-addressed/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/06/5-critically-examine-flaws-design-recent-schemes-aimed-eradicating-open-defecation-india-addressed/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/swachh-bharat-open-defecation-toilets-across-the-aisle-then-and-now-the-model-is-flawed-2835093/
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  If the public toilet is built in or near the Dalit habitation, will the other 

caste groups use it at all. 

  Water supply assurance by the panchayat 

 The responsibility of keeping the public toilet clean will vest in the 

panchayat, but who will the panchayat employ for that purpose. 

 There was no effort to build literacy over use of toilets 

o Focus has been on Quantity not quality: 

 Solely on meeting construction targets. 

  It also means that it has spent close to Rs 12,000 crore of the 

programme's whopping Rs 1.34 lakh crore budget, without an 

indication, at least until now, of toilet usage. 

 While the construction budget has expanded, the allotment for 

Information, Education and Communication (IEC) under the Swachh 

Bharat mission has been halved from 15 per cent to eight per cent 

of the overall budget. In Uttar Pradesh, only three per cent of IEC 

funds had been spent since October last year. 

Suggestions : 

 The toilet-building programme requires investment in IEC — information, education 

and communication, but the money that has been provided is too little (8 per cent of 

the outlay).  

 Instances of championing a community-led model do not seem to have radically 

changed Swachh Bharat's subsidy-led, top-down construction-driven approach. 

 Mindset of people needs to change with successful instances by district 

administration in Rajasthan where propagating about women honour led to the 

success . 

o There have also been state-led successes in Maharashtra and Himachal 

Pradesh that can offer valuable lessons 

 Do not approach communities with a single message (build and use toilets), but with 
a comprehensive health and hygiene intervention.  

o Gram Vikas, an Odisha-based NGO, approaches communities with a package 
of interventions: a toilet and bathing room, and a community-level overhead 
tank to provide piped water supply to all houses through. 

o The community engagement should start with the promotion of individual 
level, household level and environmental sanitation. This will automatically 
place an emphasis on the participation of every household in the community.  
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o Also, talk about menstrual hygiene. Doing this makes the programme one that 
talks to communities about their lifestyles, health, livelihoods and dignity, 
rather than just about toilets. 
  

 Instead of being subsidy-averse, be ready to experiment until you get the design 
right.  

o Recent research in Bangladesh shows that a subsidy helps overcome barriers 
to sanitation that cannot be overcome by information campaigns alone.  

o Specifically, they find that joint investment commitments from a community 
accompanied with subsidies targeted at the poorest families helps increase 
take-up.  

o The same is the experience in Maharashtra under a state-led sanitation 
programme. The popular failings of subsidies in India have been due to a 
combination of mis-targeting, poor community buy-in and shoddy 
construction. However, an optimal level of financial assistance and delivery 
should continue to be part of the policy design and implementation strategy. 
 

 Play on local power relations:- 
o Messages targeted at young women encouraging them to demand that toilets 

be available in households they marry into seem to have worked in many 
places.  

o Supporting the poorest households  can also translate into social pressure on 
the rich households to catch up in terms of adopting safe sanitation practices. 
  

 Allow communities to evolve their own norms around individual and collective 
rights and responsibilities.  

o As the water and sanitation infrastructure is being built up, gram sabhas 
should deliberate about shared codes of conduct and keeping the campaign to 
promote toilet usage running.  

 Do not hurry into scaling up:-  
o Organisations in a rush to scale up end up compromising on key design 

elements that made their pilots a success. This is a typical problem with 
sanitation programmes.   

 Be conscientious about quality:- 
o When constructing toilets, pay utmost attention to technical specifications 

 focusing on personal and environmental sanitation and hygiene as a whole 

Q) It is said that artistic expression and creative freedom should not be curbed, and audiences 

should have the right to make informed viewing choices. Do you agree? In the light of recent 

controversy over film certification in India, critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

http://faculty.som.yale.edu/mushfiqmobarak/ongoingprojects/bangladesh/sanitation.html
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/3-said-artistic-expression-creative-freedom-not-curbed-audiences-right-make-informed-viewing-choices-agree-light-recent-controversy/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/3-said-artistic-expression-creative-freedom-not-curbed-audiences-right-make-informed-viewing-choices-agree-light-recent-controversy/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/3-said-artistic-expression-creative-freedom-not-curbed-audiences-right-make-informed-viewing-choices-agree-light-recent-controversy/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/letting-our-films-fly/article8711587.ece
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Yes,audience have the right to make choices:  

 Censorship is a very dangerous tool because 5-6 people decide what two billion 

Indians should watch.  

 Perception of each person about the movie can be different so individuals be given 

freedom to think and understand what is good and what is wrong, 

 The changes demanded by censor board are often arbitrary and reflect a lamentable 

lack of appreciation for the artistic integrity of the film and the creative freedom of 

the filmmaker. 

 There is yet another crucial hurdle to artistic freedom. Apart from the Union Act, 

every State has its own supplementary rules of censorship. Even films with 

certificates have been stopped at the State level on a perceived threat to law and 

order.  

o These include the Punjabi film Sadda Haq , Kamal Haasan’s Viswaroopam , 

Prakash Jha’s Aarakshan, Shoojit Sircar’s Madras Café, and Sanjay Leela 

Bhansali’s Goliyon Ki Rasleela Ram-Leela . 

 Strict law: 

o The provision of certification comes with one huge rider: that certification can 

be denied when a film contains anything that contravenes the provisions of 

Section 5B (1) of the Cinematograph Act, 1952.  

o This provides huge power in the censor board 

No,some sort of restrictions are necessary: 

 Some sort of action ensuring that all movies are not seen by kids is absolutely 

necessary. 

 Different communities clash when sensitive movies are released. To avoid these kind 

of incidents censorship plays a major role  

 Even Article 19 is reasonably restricted under some conditions of morality so why 

not artistic freedom. 

Suggestions: 

 There is a need for larger institutional revamp and systemic alteration in the entire 

functioning of the CBFC, which ensure that a film is viewed in entirety for its overall 

impact than in such a piecemeal manner. 

o  This is more so for films that show bitter truths of life. Documentaries, 

especially those based on contentious political incidents and issues, have an 

even more difficult passage, be it Rakesh Sharma’s Final Solution on the 2002 

Gujarat riots or Kamal Swaroop’s recent Dance for Democracy/The Battle of 

Banaras . 
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 The archaic Cinematograph Act itself needs to be updated, and various sections 

modified.  

o Concepts like integrity of the country, decency and morality enumerated in 

Section 5B should remain out of partisan interpretations and misuse. 

o Experts say that there could be a provision in the Act that a certified film’s 

exhibition will ordinarily not be suspended, or that the order of suspension of 

exhibition may not be passed unless the producer has been given a hearing.  

 Strengthening the film certification appellate tribunal to address all cinema-related 

issues rather than have people rush to the nearest High Court. 

 Move to Rating system: 

o  A system followed in some foreign countries where the film, according to its 

content, is certified or rated as to which age group can watch it. 

 Shyam Benegal committee recommendations: 

  The panel has recommended that the CBFC’s scope be limited to certifying 

films, that is, categorising the suitability of the film to audience groups on the 

basis of age and maturity.  

 In theory, this strips the CBFC, hitherto so aptly referred to as the “Censor 

Board”. 

Q) Recently, the government moved to give statutory backing to the monetary policy 

committee (MPC). Discuss the composition, objectives and significance of this committee. 

(200 Words) 

Livemint 
Govt’s recent decision to give statutory backing to the monetary policy committee, a six 
member committee with 3 members each from RBI as well as govt side entrusted with the 
task of formulating monetary policy, marks a shift from individual based approach to 
committee based approach in monetary decision making and also adds more credibility 
and accountability. 

#Composition of MPC: 
1. 6 member committee with equal representation from RBI and government - 3 members 
from RBI - Governor (Ex officio chairperson), Deputy Governor, and ED from a central bank 
and 3 members as government representatives recommended by a selection cum search 
panel headed by cabinet secretary and RBI Governor as a member.  
2. Each member will have one vote and the Governor will have a casting vote in case of 
deadlock.  
3. The term of the members is for 4 years and no member is eligible for reappointment. 

#Significance: 
1. MPC is an attempt to make monetary policy decisions more 
- Transparent 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/28/4-recently-government-moved-give-statutory-backing-monetary-policy-committee-mpc-discuss-composition-objectives-significance-committee/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/28/4-recently-government-moved-give-statutory-backing-monetary-policy-committee-mpc-discuss-composition-objectives-significance-committee/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/28/4-recently-government-moved-give-statutory-backing-monetary-policy-committee-mpc-discuss-composition-objectives-significance-committee/
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/ItrJAxcpv3pCFshalSGHlL/India-initiates-process-to-set-up-monetary-policy-committee.html
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- Legitimate with committee based approach 
- Participatory with govt representatives having say. 
- Representative with members from central bank, experts in fields of economics, finance, 
banking etc. 
2. It will give a statutory backing to inflation targeting agreement reached between 
government and RBI last year (also in keeping with Urjit Patel committee recommendation)  
3. MPC will have to publish bi-monthly reports which will make citizens and govt cognizant 
of performance and future economic plans. 
4. Reduces conflict of interest - policy rates by majority restricts RBI governor autonomy in 
deciding inflation target and general policy rate. 
5. World wide monetary decisions are becoming more representative with a committee 
based approach. E.g: England’s MPC, US’s FOMC etc. 

MPC's importance comes from the ever evolving economic scenarios, both within and 
outside the country, and need for a robust response both from government and central 
banks for maintaining sustainability of growth, counter any potential damage and keeping 
inflation within limits. 

Topic: Mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection and 

betterment of these vulnerable sections 

Q) Recently, the Supreme Court directed the Gujarat government to immediately pay an 

amount of ₹3 lakh each to the next of kin of 238 workers who died after contracting silicosis. 

Discuss the significance of this directive. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Background : 

 Recently the Supreme court has asked the Gujarat government to pay compensation 

of 7 crores  rupees within a month to families of deceased migrant workers who died 

of silicosis, an incurable disease they had contracted due to working in the 

unregulated quartz crushing factories of Godhra and Balasinor. 

 The struggle for the rights of these workers, who hail from tribal districts of Madhya 

Pradesh, is almost ten years old. The long wait for justice has come to a full circle 

with this order from the highest judicial body. 

Significance :  

 Exposes the neglect of authorities: 

o The Supreme Court’s direction is noteworthy not just for ordering 

compensation and rehabilitation but also for exposing the indifference of 

authorities to act even when ordered to do so  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/3-recently-supreme-court-directed-gujarat-government-immediately-pay-amount-%E2%82%B93-lakh-next-kin-238-workers-died-contracting-silicosis-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/3-recently-supreme-court-directed-gujarat-government-immediately-pay-amount-%E2%82%B93-lakh-next-kin-238-workers-died-contracting-silicosis-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/3-recently-supreme-court-directed-gujarat-government-immediately-pay-amount-%E2%82%B93-lakh-next-kin-238-workers-died-contracting-silicosis-discuss/
http://www.epw.in/journal/2016/22/editorials/killing-them-silently.html
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o This is a classic example of state governments being insensitive to realities of 

poor workers falling victim to the so called unorganised sector and unregulated 

organised sector. 

 Shows the appalling state of the unorganized workers in India: 

o Reminding the state of its accountability to workers, the order of the Supreme 

Court thus lives up to the hard truth that India is still a long way from actually 

treating workers working in the organised sector appropriately.  

o At the same time,it echoes the voice of thousands of workers in the 

Unorganised sector who are fighting for their rights to work with dignity and 

to make the state accountable for loss of lives and abilities. 
o The Supreme Court’s order on compensation to silicosis victims is a relief to 

workers and their families who have had a long wait for justice. 

 Shows that Safety and identity of the workers is important : 

o The reason is that no worker had any evidence of having worked in the factory, 

like an ID card issued under the Factory Act or an ESI card. They had no 

evidence that could help them get their legal rights. 

 Failure of regulatory authorities: 

o Even the Central Pollution Control Board, tasked to monitor hazardous 

industries, had to be compelled to attend the apex court’s proceedings after 

being threatened with bailable arrest warrants against its officials 

 Shows the significance of Supreme court as the harbinger of Justice: 

o Supreme Court once again upheld article 21. 

o Court once again acts in public interest when it is actually the role of legislature 

and executive to ensure that . 

 Shows the need for labour reforms: 

o Given the current dominant sensibility, when any regulation or measure that 

ensures safety for workers is viewed as a “hurdle” in the path of speedy 

economic development, and the “ease of doing business,” labour reforms are 

the only way out for the jusitice of the voiceless people. 

Q) Recently Swiss voters rejected the proposal to introduce a guaranteed basic income for 

everyone living in the country, irrespective of employment status or social contribution. 

Should such basic income be introduced in India? Comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/3-recently-swiss-voters-rejected-proposal-introduce-guaranteed-basic-income-everyone-living-country-irrespective-employment-status-social-contribution-basic/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/3-recently-swiss-voters-rejected-proposal-introduce-guaranteed-basic-income-everyone-living-country-irrespective-employment-status-social-contribution-basic/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/3-recently-swiss-voters-rejected-proposal-introduce-guaranteed-basic-income-everyone-living-country-irrespective-employment-status-social-contribution-basic/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/a-basic-income-2838228/
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Background : 

 Basic income is a form of social security system in which all citizens or residents of a 

country regularly receive an unconditional sum of money, either from a government 

or some other public institution, in addition to any income received from elsewhere. 

 The idea behind providing a basic income is to ensure that everyone has the 

wherewithal to enjoy a “basic” standard of living 

Should there be basic income to be given in India ? 

Yes: 

 The growing disenchantment with inefficient welfare delivery systems of 

governments across the board.  

 Rapid technological change has led to growing apprehensions about the labour 

market. 

 It will be beneficial for the unemployed  

 Experts believe basic income grants will work optimally with good public services and 

social investment.It will only work optimally if the vulnerable have institutional 

representation 

 Benefits of DBT: 

o Advocates believe they have the potential to unlock constraints to improved 

living standards and community-based economic development. 

 Sewa and UNICEF project in Madhya Pradesh – 

o A majority did not prefer subsidies (covering rice, wheat, kerosene and sugar), 

and as a result of the experience of basic incomes more came to prefer cash to 

subsidies.  

o Eleven results stand out: 

  Many used money to improve their housing, latrines, walls and roofs, 

and to take precautions against malaria. 

 Nutrition was improved, particularly in scheduled caste (SC) and 

scheduled tribe (ST) households.  

 As there was a shift from ration shops to markets,  diets improved, with 

more fresh vegetables and fruit.Better diets helped to account for 

improved health and energy of children, linked to a reduced incidence of 

seasonal illness  

  Better health helped to explain the improved school attendance and 

performance . 

 It is important that families were taking action themselves. There was 

no need for expensive conditionality.  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_security
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 The scheme had positive equity outcomes. In most respects, there was 

a bigger positive effect for disadvantaged groups – lower-caste families, 

women, and those with disabilities. Suddenly, they had their own 

money, which gave them a stronger bargaining position in the 

household.  

 The basic income grants led to small-scale investments – more and 

better seeds, sewing machines, establishment of little shops, repairs to 

equipment, and so on. This was associated with more production, and 

thus higher incomes. 

 Contrary to the skeptics, the grants led to more labor and work.There 

was a shift from casual wage labor to more own-account farming and 

business activity, with less distress-driven out-migration. Women 

gained more than men. 

 There was an unanticipated reduction in bonded labor. 

 Those with basic income were more likely to reduce debt and less likely 

to go into greater debt.  

 Basic income grants gave villagers more control of their lives, and had 

beneficial equity and growth effects. 

No: 

 Because the proposal would  reportedly cost three times the current annual 

government spending.  

 It might make people irresponsible as government is providing money 

 Funding it would require raising tax rates to levels that are not politically feasible.  

  Add to that the implausibility of taking away existing schemes especially those 

related to old-age healthcare etc. 

 Critics believe it will worsen corruption, would be wasteful and inflationary, and 

would lower growth, by reducing the labor supply. 

  Putting money directly into people's hands will likely speed its velocity and add to 

price inflation.  

 It reduces the value of work to mere income. Work is not just wage labour and there 

is value in preserving the social aspects of work. 

 prompting younger age groups to leave the workforce if they are able to receive 

money for no cause. 

 Countries would be implementing a type of subsidy that might make welfare 

obsolete, but which would cost billions.  
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Q) Do you think reservation system is benefiting students from backward castes and tribal 

communities in India? Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

Livemint  

Yes it benefits students : 

 The literacy rate among scheduled castes and tribes remains well below the rest of 
India's population, but the gap has closed significantly in the last decade. During this 
period (2001-2011), ST and SC women made the most rapid progress, latest census 
data reveals.  

 Reservation is correcting the past sins which caused discrimination of backward 
communities in the past . 

 Access to better education and opportunities in top institutions and jobs 

 Boosts confidence and eliminates psychological trauma that they done matter. 

 Increases mobility that makes the future generations have equal opportunities with 
that of others from the forward communities. 

 The Financial status of the reserved category people is increasing, and well 
supported by the government. 

 In public jobs members of backward groups claim more posts than of old. Dalits had 
just 1.6% of the most senior (“Group A”) civil servant positions in 1965, for example. 
That rose to 11.5% by 2011, not far off the 16% or so of the general population that 
Dalits represent. The share is higher for more junior posts. 

No, it has not completely benefitted: 

 The current scenario clearly depicts that the ‘lower’ castes are still discriminated in 
their daily lives. 

 Several Unreserved or General category communities has started demanding 
reservation for them, these communities which include (Gujars & Jats of State of 
Haryana, Seers, Patels of state of Gujarat, etc.). 

 A recent paper from the UN University World Institute for Development Economics 
Research shows students from these strata strive just as hard for seats in colleges 
and government jobs, but despite that face a social stigma. 

 A tiny minority has prospered, with an estimated 1% of the two “scheduled” groups 
falling into the highest wealth bracket  according to a recent study of income data by 
caste, from 2005.  

 Access to these reserved seats is not easy. Survey data shows one in four of those 
eligible could not use their quotas as they did not know about the scheme while 
another 22.2% were obstructed by bureaucratic difficulties. 

 Greater divide 
o A higher proportion of upper caste students believed that students on quota 

are incompetent and not hard-working.  
o Leading to more class conflicts and class consciousness in the society. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/13/2-think-reservation-system-benefiting-students-backward-castes-tribal-communities-india-critically-analyse/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/13/2-think-reservation-system-benefiting-students-backward-castes-tribal-communities-india-critically-analyse/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/GGLjNFMIdIadp3EsCXrH7N/Reservations-doesnt-make-access-to-resources-easier-for-low.html
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 Experts believe poor performance among backward category students may not 
always be due to lack of adequate study preparations, but because of the 
disadvantaged backgrounds they come from. 

 There is a fundamental discrimination in access to better education or jobs. The 
disparity in access creates a handicap for backward castes. To say they have easy 
access just because of reserved seats is not true. 

 A previous Plain Facts story detailed how caste-based discrimination might be at play 
in private sector recruitment, where candidates with upper caste surnames had a 
higher probability of being called for job interviews. 

 Now instead of development reservation has become more about vote bank politics 
What needs to be done ? 

 In a case  Balaji v/s State of Mysore (AIR 1963 SC649) it was held that ‘caste of a 
person cannot be the sole criteria for ascertaining whether a particular caste is 
backward or not. Determinants such as poverty, occupation, place of habitation may 
all be relevant factors to be taken into consideration. The court further held that it 
does not mean that if once a caste is considered to be backward it will continue to be 
backward for all other times. The government should review the test and if a class 
reaches the state of progress where reservation is not necessary it should delete 
that class from the list of backward classes. 

 Revolutionary changes in our education system at the grass-root level.  

 Promoting Inter caste marriages  

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services relating 

to  Education, Human Resources. 

Q) What do you understand by ‘school choice’ ? Can it be implemented in India? Discus the 

merits and demerits of it. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

School choice: 

School Choice is a policy reform idea developed to increase the involvement of parents in 

responsibly schooling their children by giving them ownership of the task. Based on 

education vouchers as a mode of funding for the schooling of needy children, School Choice 

is also designed to reduce disparity in the quality of schooling offered by the government 

and increase transparency and efficiency. 

Is it feasible in India? 

Yes: 

 Right to reservation act reserves 25 per cent of seats for children belonging to 

weaker sections and disadvantaged groups in unaided private schools in their 

neighbourhood. The government would reimburse these schools to the maximum of 

http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/vq7cTOUmxzDSB4x5QwguVL/Three-charts-that-show-why-reservations-are-desirable.html
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/3-understand-school-choice-can-implemented-india-discus-merits-demerits/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/3-understand-school-choice-can-implemented-india-discus-merits-demerits/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/a-learning-curve-on-school-choice/article8674454.ece
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per child spending in government school. With certain changes, the RTE Act could 

actually proffer ‘school choice’. 

 Decentralisation of education administration to urban and rural panchayati raj 

institutions, enrollment and performance based funding for schools and charter 

schools are some ways of increasing parental school choice within the government 

school system. 

 The private school market will provide the opportunity to introduce innovative 

teaching methods that will provide quality improvement in education. For example, 

in the slums of Hyderabad, a leading software training company experimented with 

peer group learning methodology called 'the hole in the wall' to improve language 

skills. A speech-to-text recognition programme was given free to schools. Given the 

success of the programme, others too were ready to make the investment, 

Merits: 

 Government schools are unable to deliver quality education in most cases. This has 

prompted some to argue for vouchers - coupons from the government to be given to 

parents that would let them admit their children in private schools instead. 

 ‘School choice’ would allow children from socio economic backward groups to 

access schools which they earlier could not.  

 Parents, armed with vouchers, may shift their children to another school if they find 

the earlier one inadequate. 

  ‘school choice’ could arguably facilitate diversity by providing vouchers to children 

from disadvantaged sections to study alongside those from privileged segments.  

 With background constraints like strict anti-discrimination laws, vouchers, like votes, 

could play a role in deepening democracy and pluralism.  

 Students who won vouchers had test scores that were 0.13 standard deviations 

higher across all subjects. Private schools achieved these results at a much lower 

cost. 

Demerits: 

 The competition would make it economically unwise for schools to neglect their 

interests. Of course, private schools have huge variations and limited seats among 

them.  

 The lottery system resorted to in such instances treats differently situated people at 

the same level, resulting in unequal outcomes. 
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Q) In many states of India, Performing hysterectomies on women below the age of 50 has 

become a serious health concern. Exam why. How this issue should be addressed? (200 

Words) 

The Hindu 

Background: 

 Hysterectomies or surgical procedure of removing womb partially or fully has been 

reported from rural pockets of about half a dozen States  especially in the last six 

years.  

 poor illiterate women are prescribed the procedure for white discharge, irregular 

menstrual cycles, even abdominal pain.  

 Their willingness to undergo the procedure stems from the fear of cancer to the 

belief that their uteruses are of no use once they have had children. 

 Loss of daily wages during menstruation only makes the prospect more appealing. 

It is a serious health concern because: 

 A number of young women are being pushed to menopause and to a life of battling 

health conditions such as weakness, aching joints and hormonal imbalance  all of 

which they can barely afford to treat. 

 Hysterectomies cause physical and emotional damage to women.  

 Unnecessary hysterectomy results inability to have future conceptions, pregnancies 

and children. This can have disastrous medical, social and psychological 

consequences of those couples who desire to have children. 

 Removal of both ovaries, in young and middle aged women (below 40 years), leads 

to loss of female sex hormones, resulting in premature surgical menopause. 

 Medical studies have established that it can lead to menopausal hot flushes, 

emotional labiality and osteoporosis (bone softening and propensity to bone 

fractures on minor trauma), heart diseases. Such women need long term follow up 

and hormone replacement therapy (HRT). They are also more likely to become 

depressed. 

What should be done ? 

 There is a need for regulation like in the case of the PNDT (Pre-Conception and Pre-

Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act) that doesn’t allow an ultrasound without proper 

documentation. 

 In the absence of composite national data, regulation is difficult. But for the first 

time, the National Family Health Survey-4 has included a question on hysterectomies. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/4-many-states-india-performing-hysterectomies-women-age-50-become-serious-health-concern-exam-issue-addressed/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/4-many-states-india-performing-hysterectomies-women-age-50-become-serious-health-concern-exam-issue-addressed/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/4-many-states-india-performing-hysterectomies-women-age-50-become-serious-health-concern-exam-issue-addressed/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/pushed-into-hysterectomies/article8711589.ece
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This fact sheet, yet to be published, will be the first comprehensive data on the 

worrying trend. 

 Like Andhra Pradesh government has removed hysterectomy from Aarogyasri it has 

to be Removed from Rashtriya Swasthya Bhima Yojana. 

 Strong check on private facilities is needed 

 Committees have to take action: 

o In Chhattisgarh too, two inquiry committees were formed. The second one 

again let the doctors go scot-free.  

o In Karnataka, three inquiry committees have been formed; their reports are 

still awaited. 

Q) Critically analyse causes and consequences of drug problem in Punjab. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Livemint 

Causes: 

Historical and cultural factors: 

o India’s partition - Punjab was the state which suffered the most during the 
‘Unforgettable Divide’ and continues to do so, as a result of the seeds of vulnerability 
and vengeance that were sown almost 68 years back in time. 

o Partition, Khalistan, Operation Blue Star, communal riots, Black Thunder, terrorism, 
migrations  

o Opium use 

  has been part of Punjab’s cultural landscape since before Partition and 

ramped up after the Green Revolution.  

Cross border flows: 

o But the rot truly set in with the spread of synthetic drugs via cross border flows in the 

1980s, and then the narco-terrorism spike around the turn of the millennium.  

o Heroin (chitta) is mostly home-grown, while corruption and laxity in border security 

architecture provide ingress points for narcotics from Pakistan. 

Political factors: 

o Unfortunately, the trade’s political links make it a particularly difficult system to 

destroy.  

 Out of the 185,000kg of drugs seized by the Election Commission in the 2014 

Lok Sabha polls, 75% belonged to the state of Punjab.  

o Governmental approach emphasizes on criminality rather than a holistic approach 

integrating demand reduction, harm reduction and supply reduction.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/7-critically-analyse-causes-consequences-drug-problem-punjab/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/CbtQvesZxzWezejNXECV8K/Six-charts-that-show-the-seriousness-of-Punjabs-drug-proble.html
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/cXeNokCBKYm72odGBKsKYI/Censorship-wont-solve-Punjabs-drug-problem.html
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o failure of the state Government to provide employment opportunities to the youth, 

along with the easy access to drugs, all this has collectively led Punjab to go to rack 

and ruin. 

Medical factors: 

o Alternative unregulated private facilities deploy unapproved methods that end up 

harming the patient. 

o Many of these addicts are incapable of affording the de-addiction treatments and, 

hence, they continue to consume drugs 

o In reality, Punjab’s de-addiction centers are facing a shortage of staff, including 

counselors and psychiatrists. 

Loopholes in the law: 

o The lack of nuance and disproportionate penalties written into the legislation 

governing drug offences the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985 

doesn’t help. 

Consequences : 

o This led the state government to commission a drug abuse study. The Punjab Opioid 

Dependence Survey, which was conducted between February and April 2015, found 

that 230,000 people in the state were drug users. 

o Crimes: 

 In 2014 alone, the rate of reported NDPS crimes jumped to 50.5 per 100,000 

population  

o Productivity of the youth gets hampered leading to economic stagnation and further 

unemployment causing a vicious cycle  

o An overwhelming majority of addicts in the rehabilitation centers belong to the 

age group of 15 and 35, which is a harsh reminder about the risk of losing the 

entire generation to drugs 

o Suicides due to drug abuse or addiction made up 2.8% of all suicides in India in 2014. 

In the case of Punjab, this stood at 4%. 

o mounting pressure on the health infrastructure which the state offers. 

What has to be done? 

Government should follow an intrinsic approach focusing on 

o Harm reduction 
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 providing clean needles, sterilization equipment and the like to drug users—

has proved to be effective in Manipur as well as in other countries in 

minimizing secondary damage such as the spread of AIDS and Hepatitis C. This 

is not done in Punjab. 

o The demand reduction strategy, meanwhile, involves perception management of the 

youth and parents, effective affordable rehabilitation centres, focus on high-

prevalence drug groups such as sex workers, transportation workers and street 

children, and simultaneous development of the state and redressal of the 

unemployment situation. But according to a briefing paper by the International 

Drug Policy Consortium, only 122 hospitals across the country offer drug 

treatment.  

o The supply side reduction should involve a zero-tolerance policy towards drug 

cartels, syndicates and peddlers. Preventing diversion of licit cultivation of opium and 

opiate pharmaceutical drugs, checking illicit cultivation of opium and closing porous 

borders should be non-negotiable clauses in India’s drug abuse prevention policy. 

Fact: 

o At present, more than 75% youth in Punjab is hooked to dangerous drugs like heroin, 
smack, cocaine and many synthetic drugs. Out of these 75% addicts, about 30% are 
HIV-positive people. 

o Data show that over the last decade Punjab has ranked consistently at the top or in 
the top 5 in many of the yardsticks used to measure drug abuse. 

o Punjab-836 drug users per 100,000 people .The All India number is 250 per 100,000 

(for 2012), according to the ministry of social justice and empowerment. 

Q) There has been a significant decline in child malnutrition in the country during the last 

decade. Do you think it’s the result of economic growth? As there is still lots of improvement 

to be made to reduce malnutrition, can India rely on economic growth to address this issue? 

Examine. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Background : 

 The data from the National Family Health Survey or NFHS-4 confirms the finding from 
the Rapid Survey on Children (RSoC) of 2015 that there has been a significant decline 
in child malnutrition in the country during the last decade.  

Yes it is a result of economic growth:- 

http://www.sikhnet.com/fundraiser/2015/general5?address=http://www.sikhnet.com/news/punjab-doesnt-have-alcohol-problem-just-drug-problem?fb_comment_id=10150757941939504_21524217
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/ljnJqGRqUYLie2OGtzLTFN/People-getting-high-bring-India-to-a-new-low.html
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/13/4-significant-decline-child-malnutrition-country-last-decade-think-result-economic-growth-still-lots-improvement-made-t/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/13/4-significant-decline-child-malnutrition-country-last-decade-think-result-economic-growth-still-lots-improvement-made-t/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/13/4-significant-decline-child-malnutrition-country-last-decade-think-result-economic-growth-still-lots-improvement-made-t/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/13/4-significant-decline-child-malnutrition-country-last-decade-think-result-economic-growth-still-lots-improvement-made-t/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/national-family-health-survey-children-combat-malnutrition-global-nutrition-report-india-column-2849469/
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 Malnutrition levels are higher in the rural areas, although even in urban areas a 
third of the children are underweight. Scheduled tribes and scheduled castes have 
the highest malnutrition rates. 

 Sixty percent of children from the poorest quintiles are stunted, with rates 
decreasing as incomes rise. 

 As income rises families eat healthy food and this leads to reduction in malnutrition 
and stunting . 

 poverty is often the underlying cause of child malnutrition 

 Wealthier populations have the ability to purchase more diverse foods, including 
animal products rich in protein the building blocks of healthy bodies as well as fruits 
and vegetables rich in essential vitamins, minerals and other nutrients.  

 Poorer populations often lack access to the right variety of foods and the right 
amount of foods, leading to inadequate nutrition. For the poorer populations, 
economic growth can boost household incomes, resulting in more spending on 
food, health, and education, and better individual health and nutrition. 

 In addition, when national economies are growing, governments have more to 
spend on social programs and infrastructure necessary for health systems to 
function, thus increasing the overall health and nutritional status of the nation. 

No it is not just economic growth but beyond:- 

 While children living in poorer countries are more likely to be malnourished than 
children in wealthier countries, the proportion of children who are malnourished is 
not always associated with a country's economic status.  

o Some countries that have become economic powerhouses have persistently 
high numbers of malnourished children, while other countries with low levels 
of national income have shown progress in combating malnutrition by 
investing in cost-effective, proven interventions that ensure children's access 
to proper nutrition.  

o While Tripura’s per capita state domestic product is less than half that of 
Haryana, stunting in Haryana (34 per cent) is considerably higher than in 
Tripura (24 per cent). 

 A number of factors contribute to malnutrition, including food availability and 
quality, women’s status within the household and in the society, access to health 
services and prevalence of open defecation. It would be wrong to focus only on 
economic growth as an explanatory factor for the improvement in malnutrition in 
this period. The period between NFHS-2 (1998-99) and NFHS-3 (2005-06) witnessed 
high economic growth but unimpressive improvements in malnutrition.  

 Stunting is most highly correlated with the percentage of women in the state 
having a bank account in their name and percentage of female literacy .Similarly, 
stunting is also highly correlated with the percentage of households in a state using 
improved sanitation facilities. 
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 The India Health Report compares the levels of stunting in India to other countries 
with similar levels of per capita income or even lower and finds that the level of 
stunting in India is higher than what would be expected based on its per capita 
income levels. A number of countries such as Bangladesh, Nepal, Tanzania, Kenya etc 
have a lower per capita income than India but also lower levels of stunting. 

 Malnutrition in both countries is not just a problem affecting the poor. 

What can be done ? 

 There is a need to put more resources into the public programmes that contribute 
to improvements in all of the factors  

 World Bank has initiated an organization-wide effort to scale-up work on nutrition. 
This will enable countries to respond to the current nutrition crises, and to build 
programs to ensure good nutrition for children, women and men in the medium and 
long term. This will include the World Bank’s support to the Integrated Child 
Development Services (ICDS) program in India, which is the country’s primary 
response to child malnutrition. 

 More emphasis should be placed on increasing education on nutrition for parents 
and caregivers and increasing infrastructure needed to get the right amounts and 
variety of foods to children. Meanwhile, Senegal's government, with support from 
international partners, implemented the Nutrition Enhancement Program in 1993. 
This program employs village health workers to promote and provide integrated 
community health interventions for children  

Q) In India, government’s healthcare spending is inadequate to provide health services to all 

its citizens. Do you think it should be made compulsory for private hospitals to dedicate a 

part of their services to poor people as it was recently done in Delhi? Critically discuss. (200 

Words) 

The Hindu  

Background: 

 Recently the Delhi government has asked five prominent private hospitals in the 

national capital to deposit nearly Rs.600 crore to compensate for their failure to treat 

poor patients. 

 With this  the Delhi government has drawn attention to the social obligation of 

healthcare providers in the corporate sector. 

Positives: 

 As  trusts and registered societies are allotted public land to establish hospitals they 

are required to earmark a percentage of their medical facilities and services for 

indigent patients. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/2-india-governments-healthcare-spending-inadequate-provide-health-services-citizens-think-made-compulsory-private-hospitals-dedicate-part/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/2-india-governments-healthcare-spending-inadequate-provide-health-services-citizens-think-made-compulsory-private-hospitals-dedicate-part/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/2-india-governments-healthcare-spending-inadequate-provide-health-services-citizens-think-made-compulsory-private-hospitals-dedicate-part/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/2-india-governments-healthcare-spending-inadequate-provide-health-services-citizens-think-made-compulsory-private-hospitals-dedicate-part/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/public-land-and-private-treatment/article8725621.ece
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 Even in 2007 the Delhi High Court had acted on a public interest litigation to lay 

down that 10 per cent of inpatient facilities and 25 per cent of outpatient services be 

provided free of cost to the poor. 

 There is low penetration of health insurance, about 86 per cent of expenditure on 

health comes out of people’s pockets. This strengthens the case for private hospitals 

to dedicate a part of their services to those who cannot afford treatment. 

 The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that government accounts for 

only one-third of India’s healthcare which is very less so this initiative can ease 

burden on the government. 

Negatives: 

 As private hospitals are concentrated mostly in urban areas, this provision would not 

play much role in the rural areas. 

 Making it compulsory may make the private hospitals treat poor like an obligation 

and treat them like second class members. 

 Targeting the poor might be a problem as there is no proper definition of poor. 

 It would discourage private sector to enter hospital business and this makes ease of 

doing business tough . 

 Instead of focussing on this there are other aspects of improvemt in health sector 

which need to be given importance like rural infrastructure of hospitals, reduce easy 

availability of sale of drugs at the counter etc. 

What needs to be done ? 

 There is need for a national legislation that makes this mandatory.  
 In the case of Delhi, it is enforced as a condition on which land is allotted to private 

hospitals. Wherever such regulations can be legally enforced, it is best that they are 
monitored on a real-time basis and rigorously enforced. 

 Enforcing social obligations of private service providers must go hand in hand with 
other measures to achieve the real goals of health policy: universal health 
coverage and protection for all sections against excessive out-of-pocket medical 
expenditure. 

Q) What are the risks associated with blood donation in India? What are the long-term goals 

of blood banks in India? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Risks associated with blood donation in India : 

 In India voluntary donation comprises only about 70 per cent of the demand in 
India, with the rest being met by replacement donation. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/5-risks-associated-blood-donation-india-long-term-goals-blood-banks-india-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/5-risks-associated-blood-donation-india-long-term-goals-blood-banks-india-examine/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/voluntary-donation-safe-blood/article8725625.ece
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 These replacement donors (friends and relatives) are more likely to harm the 
recipients by hiding or overlooking the many don’ts of donation. 

 Compounding this is the fact that many hospitals and banks often never care to 
study their elaborate medical history and carry out behavioural screening. 

 Though voluntary self-deferral to donate without citing reasons is widely accepted, 
replacement donors rarely resort to it either to hide their high-risk behaviour or due 
to pressure to meet the immediate demand for certain units of blood. As a result, the 
prevalence of HIV, hepatitis B, and hepatitis C is much higher among family donors 
when compared to voluntary donors 

 Though donated blood is screened for transfusion transmitted infections (TTI) such as 
HIV, hepatitis B, hepatitis C, syphilis and malaria, the tests fail to detect the diseases 
in the window period of infection. 

 Risks to the donors: 
o A quick change in BP can result in hypovolemic reactions-fainting might ensue. 
o Blood donors may occasionally react adversely to the sodium citrate used to 

prevent coagulation during apheresis.  

Long term goals of blood banks in India : 

 To increase blood collection through voluntary donations to meet ‘over 95 per cent 
of blood requirement’. This can be done through increased awareness, providing 
appropriate facilities for people to donate blood, and improved donor retention. 

 Finally, the immediate goal will be to meet the National AIDS Control Programme IV 
(2012- 2017) plan of having in place over 50 per cent of all the blood banks that 
are NACO-supported and collect 90 per cent of the blood in the country, with 95 
per cent of the donation from voluntary donors. 

 More blood banks in rural areas need to be opened to provide immediate assistance 
when needed. 

 Providing safe and adequate blood should be an integral part of every country’s 
Blood bank. 

What can be done to make long term goals if blood banks viable ? 

 In August 2015, the National Blood Transfusion Council decided to allow even 
hospital-based private blood banks to conduct donation camps. However, the 
Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940 and Rules 1946 would have to be amended and 
notified before the change can be effected. 

 Private hospitals should be encouraged to organise blood donation camps  

http://www.medindia.net/patients/calculators/blood-pressure-calculator.asp
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Q) The Global Nutrition Report of 2016 (Report) notes that obesity and overweight are now 

a staggering global burden and are approaching the scale of other forms of malnutrition. In 

the light of this report, examine its magnitude in India and measures that government should 

take to address this problem. (200 Words) 

Down to Earth 

Background: 

 Obesity has reached epidemic proportions in India in the 21st century, with morbid 

obesity affecting 5% of the country's population 

Magnitude in India : 

 India has the third-highest number of obese and overweight people (11 % of 

adolescents, and 20 % of all adults) after US and China, a recent study mapping global 

malnutrition trends has revealed. 

 India must pay attention to its growing rate of overweight, and in particular, high rate of 

diabetes. Further, India’s state nutrition missions were criticised for not having clear, 

measurable targets for nutritional outcomes, not aligning targets with global 

nutrition targets and relying on very old studies to set targets. 

 Due to genetic tendency of Indians towards abdominal obesity and its associated risk 

of related lifestyle diseases like Diabetes & Heart Disease 

 It was noted that in India, people with cardiovascular disease (CVD) spent 30 per cent 

of their annual family income on direct CVD health care. The risk of impoverishment 

in India due to CVD was 37 per cent greater than for communicable diseases. 

 Obesity has been linked to a host of illnesses including diabetes, cardiovascular 

disease and breathing disorders. Rapid urbanization along with rising income and 

sedentary lifestyles have all been associated with rising levels of obesity. 

 declaration of salt on labels is not even a mandatory requirement in India and no 

strict measures have been taken to curb selling of junk food across schools and other 

educational institutions. It further adds that our standards on trans fats in foods are 

due to be implemented from August 27, 2016 limiting trans fats to five per cent (by 

weight of total quantity). However, even if implemented, we will still be far behind 

the global best practices 

Measures needed by the government : 

 The World Health Organisation has 3 core recommendations to combat NCDs: 

o Reduce salt intake 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/18/4-global-nutrition-report-2016-report-notes-obesity-overweight-now-staggering-global-burden-approaching-scale-forms-malnutrition-light/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/18/4-global-nutrition-report-2016-report-notes-obesity-overweight-now-staggering-global-burden-approaching-scale-forms-malnutrition-light/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/18/4-global-nutrition-report-2016-report-notes-obesity-overweight-now-staggering-global-burden-approaching-scale-forms-malnutrition-light/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/18/4-global-nutrition-report-2016-report-notes-obesity-overweight-now-staggering-global-burden-approaching-scale-forms-malnutrition-light/
http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/india-must-tackle-high-rate-of-obesity-diabetes-global-nutrition-report-of-2016-54434
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obesity
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/low-and-middle-income-countries-have-seen-greatest-rise-in-obese-children-between-1990-and-2014-report-52599
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diabetes
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_Disease
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o Reduce trans fats 

o Reduce marketing of unhealthy foods to children 

 nutrition fact labels should include declaration of total fat, trans fat, saturated fat, 

sugar, carbohydrates, proteins, salt/sodium, serving size, number of servings per 

pack and contribution to Recommended Daily Allowances (in per cent).  

 Further, the practice of advertisements targeted at children, especially by celebrities, should be 

curbed. 

 Yoga: 

o  In addition to improving physical activity, yoga can help in preventing stress. 

o School programmes need to actively involve this. 

 national obesity prevention program is needed in our country, in order to prevent 

the looming threat of increasing obesity and its complications 

Q) The T.S.R. Subramanian panel has proposed that the Colleges and universities should 

consider derecognising student groups based explicitly on caste and religion. Do you support 

this proposal? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Yes, proposal is good: 

 Experts feel agitations, disturbances, gheraos and other disruptive movements are 

being increasingly witnessed on campuses which it thinks is interfering with normal 

academic activities like examinations are getting postponed . 

 These disturbances are generally caused by a small section of politically active 

students and work to the detriment of the majority of serious students. 

 It is not right for people studying at a central university where public money is 

involved to involve in these kind of politics. So it is a good move. 

 Even Lyngdoh committee has recommemded earlier that the political  parties can no 

longer be an integral part of campus politics as this only leads to increasing 

politicisation of campus. 

No: 

 Historically, campuses have been crucibles of leadership. College and university 

students are active citizens with voting rights to general, assembly and local body 

elections. They are not immune from political ideas and debates. 

 the political behaviour and modes and language of organising of students are likely 

to be influenced by the political activity outside the campus. The fact is, caste and 

religion are markers of political identity in India and parties, covertly and overtly, 

mobilise around them.  

http://www.downtoearth.org.in/blog/consumer-protection-bill-53825
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/20/4-t-s-r-subramanian-panel-proposed-colleges-universities-consider-derecognising-student-groups-based-explicitly-caste-religion-support-proposal-criti/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/20/4-t-s-r-subramanian-panel-proposed-colleges-universities-consider-derecognising-student-groups-based-explicitly-caste-religion-support-proposal-criti/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/20/4-t-s-r-subramanian-panel-proposed-colleges-universities-consider-derecognising-student-groups-based-explicitly-caste-religion-support-proposal-criti/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/editorials/t-s-r-subramanian-panels-notion-of-a-campus-sanitised-of-politics-and-debate-is-a-misguided-fantasy-2863356/
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 What is often labelled “casteist” politics has provided valuable space for the 

expression and assertion of interests of historically disprivileged groups.  

 campus politics is a platform for questioning congealed inequalities and prejudices 

and a force for greater social inclusion. 

 campuses were active arenas of politics and resistance during the Emergency — 

leaders like Nitish Kumar, Arun Jaitley, Venkaiah Naidu and Sitaram Yechury are 

products of student politics of this era.Curbing would not help . 

 In a democratic  country like India opinion of youth matters forcibly silencing them 

would not help . 

What needs to be done ? 

 capping the period for which a student can stay on campus could end the use of 
institutes’ resources to nurse political ambitions. 

 A more channelised way of addressing grievances of students is necessary in the 
universities rather than caste and religion based groups. 

Q) What are the benefits of practising Yoga? Do you support the increasing importance and 

patronage given to Yoga by the government? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Benefits of yoga: 

 It embodies unity of mind and body; thought and action; restraint and fulfilment; 

harmony between man and nature; a holistic approach to health and well-being. 

 It's a tool of wellness for some and its a spiritual way of life for others. 

 There is some research of the benefits of practising yoga in certain categories of 

patients with certain specific ailments.  

 Yoga helps with restoring posture and balance, having a soothing effect on anxiety 

and mood. 

 There is also empirical research that it helps control symptoms of asthma and 

epilepsy. 

 Beneficial effects on the cardiovascular system and regulating blood pressure 

 Case study on a clinic for treating dementia patients:- 

o Published research on a pilot study conducted at the clinic indicates that such 

therapy could improve quality of life, cognitive and physical functions, better 

than ‘usual care’. 

Yes Government has to promote yoga: 

 Government has decided to allow foreigners to visit India on a tourist or e-tourist 
visa for attending a short-term yoga programme. 

 Governmental spending on yoga, siddha and naturopathy increased by almost 2.5 
times between FY15 and FY16. 

http://indianexpress.com/profile/politician/arun-jaitley/
http://indianexpress.com/profile/politician/venkaiah-naidu/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/22/4-benefits-practising-yoga-support-increasing-importance-patronage-given-yoga-government-critically-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/22/4-benefits-practising-yoga-support-increasing-importance-patronage-given-yoga-government-critically-comment/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-mat-goes-mainstream/article8757504.ece
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 Also, yoga is more popular among the relatively better-off and well-educated 
sections of the population, which is likely to be less dependent on government 
initiatives to provide facilities. 

 With government promoting it even it gets wider audience and can influence all 
people to make yoga a habit . 

 In US alone yoga now has more than 20 million practitioners and fuels a $27 billion 
industry. The beginning of business yoga is well under way in India.  

 As India is the worst sufferer in terms of cardiovascular diseases, diabetes  the focus 
on mitigating diabetes through yoga is a welcome step. 

  The promotion of yoga this year includes new government proposals for yoga 
training in the schools, and to develop yoga teachers at various levels from exercise 
teachers to masters of the yogic philosophy and meditation. Such an initiative is 
unique in the world today. 

 Cultural : 
o It is a  way of supporting and reclaiming India's traditional culture and 

presenting it to the world.  
o yoga with its integral and unitary view of life is in many ways more progressive, 

global and universal than any other philosophy or ideology today. 
o Yogic thought and yoga philosophy also have important benefits for the mind 

and the culture, and can help promote innovative thinking and a deeper vision, 
which the entire world desperately needs today. 

 

 bringing in more of yoga into the media, not simply as exercise programs, but as a 
deeper consciousness and greater concern for enduring values, the ecology and the 
future of humanity. 

 It is one of the ways of popularising India and its spirituality around the world . 

 It can help the health indirectly by not making rampant use of antibiotics  

  The demand for yoga abroad provides employment opportunities for many Indians. 
 
 
No so much focus is not needed: 
 

 Other religions consider spreading  yoga as a religious propagation . This might 
cause some irritants between the majority and minority population in the country. 
Too much focus on yoga by the government not look like a secular one. 

o Many Muslim scholars say that yoga is against the fundamental tenets of Islam 
to pray to the sun. 

 The compulsory introduction of yoga in school curriculum is not a very good step as it 
goes against the principle of religious freedom enshrined in the constitution . 

 There is not enough research to state yoga cures cancer and other terminally ill 
diseases. 
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 Other systems of medicine and physical activities would be sidelined with the 
increased focus on yoga . 

Q) It is said that the overwhelming focus on quantity of healthcare in India has long ignored 

a massive problem with the quality of healthcare that is delivered both through public as well 

as private institutions. What do you understand by quality healthcare? How it can be 

delivered? What are the challenges? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
With a population of 125 crores, India is rapidly expanding its health care sector in terms of 
quantity but what lags behind is quality, both in private and public institutions. 

Quality of Health Care: 

It is the degree to which health care services for individuals and population increases the 
likelihood of desired out come, encompassing various realms like 1.Equity 2.Efficiency 
3.Timely 4. Effective 5.Safety 6. Accessibility 

Delivery of Quality Services: 
1. Institutional Measures: 
a. Minimum Standard of Health Care Institutions: as envisaged in the Clinical Establishment 
(Registration and Regulation) Act 2010 
b. Educational Institution Standard: Ensure quality education for doctors, nurses and other 
professionals and with proper skill set 
c. Partnership between Educational and Health Care institutions: This will ensure a 
feedback system for educational institutions from health care institutions for required 
standards, 
d. use of Technology and modernization: for meeting current demand and global standards 
2. Legislative Measure: 
a. National wide application of Clinical Establishment (Registration and Regulation) Act: 
which is restricted only to a few states 
b. Public Private Partnership: in both services and training 
c. Skill India; to ensure proper skill sets in health services 
3. Mass movement and Consumer Awareness 
a. Awareness about quality: consumers must be made aware about aspect of health care 
quality 

b. Consumer Courts: to ensure satisfaction of consumer 

Challenges: 
1. Quality will come with extra cost: the services cost will increase and it might be out of 
reach of poor 
2. Availability of trained manpower: not only doctors but also support staff shortage to 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/28/3-said-overwhelming-focus-quantity-healthcare-india-long-ignored-massive-problem-quality-healthcare-delivered-public-well-private/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/28/3-said-overwhelming-focus-quantity-healthcare-india-long-ignored-massive-problem-quality-healthcare-delivered-public-well-private/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/28/3-said-overwhelming-focus-quantity-healthcare-india-long-ignored-massive-problem-quality-healthcare-delivered-public-well-private/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/28/3-said-overwhelming-focus-quantity-healthcare-india-long-ignored-massive-problem-quality-healthcare-delivered-public-well-private/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/health-care-needs-skill-india-too/article8781114.ece
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meet the current population demand 
3. Shortage of Infrastructure: to provide the quality services and train skilled manpower. 

Hence quality of service is the need of the out to boost economic growth of the nation but 
meeting the basic challenges is apparent to ensure the basic goal of HEALTH is WEALTH. 
 

Topic: Poverty and developmental issues 

Q) “Subsidies to the rich are hurting the capacity of the India government to spend more on 

essential sectors such as health, nutrition and education.” Do you think India has become a 

tax haven for the rich? In the light of given statement, critically comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 
Tax haven refers to a region where tax rates are very low. India though has a very high tax 
rates, but has been called as good as tax haven due to following reasons: 

1. Exemptions: the exemptions given under different heads reduces the effective rate of 
tax by about 10%. 
2. Subsidies to the rich: the economic survey points out that majority of the subsidies are 
currently used by the rich be it fertilizer subsidy or food subsidy or kerosene subsidy. 
3. Differential tax rates: for e.g. aviation fuel is currently taxed less than petrol and diesel, 
import duty on gold is less than other consumer goods. 
4. Currently government raised indirect service tax while doing away with the wealth tax. 
5. Poor tax enforcement capacity and administration. 

All this amounts to huge support to the rich all at the cost the poor and the middle class 
taxpayers. Apart from eroding the capacity of the government to expend on essential 
sectors such health, education, nutirition and Panchayati Raj. 

Remedial measures that need to be taken are : 
1. Doing away with various exemptions. Implementation of GST should be done.  
2. Rationalization of subsidies, moving to DBT regime or conditional electronic coupons 
should be done. 
3. Tax rationalisation, doing away with inverted duty structure should be done fast. 
4. Administrative capacity building, reforms should be done at war footing. 

This way the government will be able to not only raise more resources to curb fiscal deficit 
but also bring in more economic equality, social welfare and harmony. 
 
 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/30/4-subsidies-rich-hurting-capacity-india-government-spend-essential-sectors-health-nutrition-education-think-india-become-tax-haven-th/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/30/4-subsidies-rich-hurting-capacity-india-government-spend-essential-sectors-health-nutrition-education-think-india-become-tax-haven-th/
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Topic: Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability 

Q) Examine the World Health Organization’s stipulation on the quality of drinking water . 

Critically comment on the role of the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) in 

safeguarding the quality of drinking water in India. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

India Today 

WHO stipulation on the quality of drinking water : 

 The World Health Organization's stipulation on the quality of drinking water is  

o toxic contaminants should ideally not be present in it at all.  

 The Codex Alimentarius, which has laid down globally accepted food quality 

standards  many of which are followed by the FSSAI  is also unambiguous on this 

issue.  

o All treatment of water intended for bottling should be carried out under 

controlled conditions to avoid any type of contamination, including the 

formation of toxic products (particularly bromates). 

Role of FSSAI regarding the drinking water situation: 

Positive:- 

 The indias food regulator is planning a crackdown on companies selling water 

without proper certifications after tests revealed a deadly cocktail of chemicals and 

bacteria in samples. 

 State food commissioners were asked to strengthen the enforcement activities on 

unauthorised manufacturers and sale of packaged drinking water without FSSAI and 

BIS mark. 

Negative: 

 Inconsistent attitude on the presence of potentially hazardous potassium bromate in 

bakery products and drinking water. 

  Defended limited amounts of Bromate: 

o It sought to defend its earlier proposition to permit limited amounts of 

bromate in packaged drinking water.  

o It, obviously, disregarded the fact that bottled drinking water is consumed in 

substantial quantities and that the presence of even a small amount of this 

toxin can be potentially highly hazardous. 

 Neglect: 

o The FSSAI could not have been unaware of the findings of a 1999 study which 

had revealed that potassium bromate could be a possible human carcinogen.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/5-examine-world-health-organizations-stipulation-quality-drinking-water-critically-comment-role-food-safety-standards-authority-india-fssai-safeguarding/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/5-examine-world-health-organizations-stipulation-quality-drinking-water-critically-comment-role-food-safety-standards-authority-india-fssai-safeguarding/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/5-examine-world-health-organizations-stipulation-quality-drinking-water-critically-comment-role-food-safety-standards-authority-india-fssai-safeguarding/
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/dangerous-bottled-water-116053101486_1.html
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/bottled-water-safe-no-says-the-fssai/1/658523.html
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 The FSSAI's explanation is that the proposal to allow bromate (up to 10 microgram 

per litre of drinking water) was based on "ground realities" that this contaminant 

might, in any case, be found in water in some cases.  

 It is true that when ozone is used as a reagent to disinfect water, some amount of 

bromate tends to develop. But ozone is no longer the only disinfecting agent 

available now. Commercial houses which process and package water for discerning 

and quality-conscious consumers can surely afford to use less hazardous, even if 

more expensive, methods to decontaminate water. 

Q) It is said that one of the reasons for the poor performance of India’s numerous laws, aside 

from design issues, capacity constraints and corruption, is the near-complete absence of post 

legislative scrutiny or review of the laws. Examine why instituting a culture of post-legislative 

reviews is good for India and how it can be done. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background : 

 The question has been raised in the light of the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic 

Substances (NDPS) Act enacted in 1985 to tackle the growing drug menace in the 

country. The ministry does not have any authentic data on substance abuse related 

cases,. 

 This is a symptom of the malaise that has plagued India’s law enforcement. 

Why instituting a culture of post legislative reviews is good ? 

 Although India has one of the highest numbers of laws on its statute books over 

2,500 Acts just at the central level its implementation record is distressingly poor. 

 The purpose of the review is to discover whether a law is working out in practice as 

it was intended and if not, to understand the reason and address it quickly and cost-

effectively. A key benefit would be the systematic collection of data that would be a 

pre-requisite of any evaluation of this kind 

 Although anecdotal and small studies have shown that drug abuse is a significant 

issue in Punjab and North-Eastern states, neither the central government nor the 

state governments have undertaken a systematic study of the effectiveness of the 

law. Furthermore, there is little statistical data collected on the subject. 

 The legislators themselves were hampered in their understanding due to the lack of 

information about the effectiveness of the law. They tended to rely on harsh 

punishments to deter drug users and traffickers but produced no evidence to make 

their case. They also never questioned the government on what evidence the Act 

was being amended multiple times. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/2-said-one-reasons-poor-performance-indias-numerous-laws-aside-design-issues-capacity-constraints-corruption-near-complete-absence-post-legislative/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/2-said-one-reasons-poor-performance-indias-numerous-laws-aside-design-issues-capacity-constraints-corruption-near-complete-absence-post-legislative/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/2-said-one-reasons-poor-performance-indias-numerous-laws-aside-design-issues-capacity-constraints-corruption-near-complete-absence-post-legislative/
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How can it be done ? 

 Lessons from other countries: 

o Among European countries, the UK required laws to be reviewed within three 

to five years of enactment. These reviews are conducted by existing 

Departmental Select Committees 

o Germany, ex-post evaluation is systematic and based on a standardized 

methodology set out in guidelines for public administrators.  

o France requires mandatory periodic evaluation of legislation, which is 

enshrined within the law itself. 

 The present government’s promise of delivering “good governance” could get a 

boost if it adopted post-legislative evaluation as a policy tool.  

 The Law Commission or an expert committee could first decide, with inputs from 

government and non-government stakeholders, the scope of post-legislative scrutiny 

by defining its boundaries, the types of legislation that require scrutiny, benchmarks 

of a successful legislation, the procedure for scrutiny, the body that should undertake 

the scrutiny and the time-period of the scrutiny. India could then incorporate within 

its legislation, a provision for systematic review of the law. 

Q) Political pressure in the affairs of central banks is found in many countries. In your 

opinion, how the RBI can be protected from political pressures? Examine from global 

experience. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background : 

 In India traditionally RBI’s  main aim is to control inflation but with increasing 

governmental expenditure the fiscal deficit increased. This gave  rise to a silent 

conflict between the successive governments and RBI. 

 Especially in the light of the upcoming Brexit referendum ,volatility in international oil 

prices, the two-year drought in many parts of the country and no sign of monsoons 

yet. All this can create a lot of uncertainty and shows the significance of RBI has only 

increased. 

How can RBI be protected ? 

Based on global experiences the following lessons can be learnt : 

 First, modern central banks have been given instrument independence. Their 
inflation goals may be set by the political system, but central bankers are given the 
freedom to decide how to pursue that goal. One precondition for good monetary 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/21/2-political-pressure-affairs-central-banks-found-many-countries-opinion-rbi-can-protected-political-pressures-examine-global-experience/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/21/2-political-pressure-affairs-central-banks-found-many-countries-opinion-rbi-can-protected-political-pressures-examine-global-experience/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/21/2-political-pressure-affairs-central-banks-found-many-countries-opinion-rbi-can-protected-political-pressures-examine-global-experience/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/ylPNqDPmCqA6gIvAf0uVsJ/The-lessons-from-the-Raghuram-Rajan-affair.html
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management is a fiscal law such as the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget 
Management Act that imposes statutory limits on fiscal profligacy. 

 Based on the landmark paper by Kenneth Rogaff countries such as India with a 
distinct inflation bias would do well to move towards an independent central bank 
that gives more weightage to inflation control than the government does.  

 the task of actually setting interest rates is now better served through monetary 
policy committees rather than a governor who is prone to mistakes. The tricky 
issue is how much representation the government has on such a monetary policy 
committee. 

 Recently in India Indian financial code has been proposed which gives more 
importance to the monetary policy committee .Making this new system work will 
need a political leadership that takes institution building seriously rather than 
giving importance to personal loyalties. 

Q) The P.J. Nayak committee, constituted by the RBI, came to a quick conclusion in its report 

that the problem at PSBs was fundamentally one of governance. Looking at the present bad 

loan crisis, do you agree with this conclusion? In your opinion, how can government solve 

present crisis in the Indian banking sector? Critically discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Yes the conclusion of the committee is correct : 

 The bulk of the bad loans is with public sector banks (PSBs). As bad loans mounted 

and banks had to make provisions for these, profits fell at PSBs or losses mounted. 

PSB performance suffered in comparison with private banks. 

 According to the committee it was a mistake for the government being the majority 

owner of PSB to be an active investor. Instead, it should become a passive investor. 

The governance role of government need to be given to  professional bankers and 

then to independent boards of directors. 

 As the promoter, it is not supposed to have any say in the appointment of chairmen 

and managing directors of PSBs.  

  PSBs have been paralysed by lack of capital and a fear psychosis at all levels. 

 Government has moved to professionalise appointments at PSBs but intends to 

keep government equity holding at PSBs at a minimum of 51 per cent.   

 Government has promised banks Rs.70,000 crore of equity capital over four years 

starting 2015-16. Most analysts think this amount is inadequate. 

No the conclusion is not correct: 

 Despite bad loan decisions and poor appointments , PSB performance showed 
considerable improvement over most of the post-reform period. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/22/2-p-j-nayak-committee-constituted-rbi-came-quick-conclusion-report-problem-psbs-fundamentally-one-governance-looking-present-bad-loan-crisis-y/
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 PSBs had lent to vital sectors, steel, aviation, mining, infrastructure, textiles, all of 
which came to be impacted by factors beyond the control of bankers.  

o Steel has been exposed to heavy dumping by the Chinese 
o the telecom sector was impacted by the cancellation of 2G licensees 
o the power sector by the cancellation of coal blocks 
o Private banks had a relatively limited exposure to these sectors as they had 

chosen to focus on retail loans. That’s why they fared better.  

 PSBs have ended up paying a price for funding the infrastructure boom that drove 

India’s phenomenal growth in 2004-08. 

 But the government has not tackled issues like bad loans and bank recapitalisation. 

As a result, conditions in the banking sector have steadily worsened. 

How can government solve the present crisis ? 

 Almost all bad loan resolution require banks to write off some portion of the loan 
otherwise the firm or the project is unviable.  The RBI’s latest restructuring scheme 
allows banks to divide loans into ‘sustainable’ and ‘unsustainable’ portions and to 
write off a portion of the latter. 

 Lessons should be learnt from kingfisher airlines case and bankers should be given 
freedom to take decisions in write off without the fear of being prosecuted by the 
investigating agencies later . 

 The government has to constitute a high-level panel to vet loan settlements by 
banks. 

 Issues specific to the sector alone, such as settlement of bad loans and bank 
recapitalisation need to be looked into. 

 The government and the incoming RBI governor need to sit together and revisit the 
present economic policy framework. 

Topic: Role of civil services in a democracy; Important aspects of governance 

Q) Critically discuss the problems faced by police personnel in India, challenges in addressing 

their problems and measures needed to be taken to address their problems. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Hindu 

Problems faced by the police personnel: 

 Police force is over burdened especially at lower levels where constabulary is forced 

to work continuously 14-16 hrs and also for 7 days a week. It adversely impacts their 

performance. 

 The weaponary used by police force at lower level is obsolete and can’t match with 

the modern weaponary used by anti-social elements. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/2-critically-discuss-problems-faced-police-personnel-india-challenges-addressing-problems-measures-needed-taken-address-problems/
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 Training methods have been outdated and aspects of human rights are largely 

ignored in training modules. 

 Inspite of recommendations of various commissions crime investigation has not 

been separated from maintenance of law & order. 

 Criminalization of politics and politicization of crime have multiplied the problems of 

police force as they are not in position to curb the crime in effective manner. 

 The dual command at district and state levels have resulted in the problem of co-

ordination between the civil servants and police officials because of ego clashes and 

inconceivable personal differences. 

 The pay scales of police personnel especially at the lower levels are very low and 

they are forced to adopt corrupt means to earn their livelihood. 

 Training of police officials is heavily biased in favour of higher level officials. 94% of 

the total training expenditure on IPS officers. 

 Prevalence of Rank system within the police force results in abuse of power by top 

level executive over lower level personnel. 

 morale is low due to overextended work hours, very poor remuneration and poor 

living standards. 

Challenges in addressing their problems: 

 Lack of adequate manpower: 

o Karnataka-The State force has a shortfall of nearly 28 per cent, with only 

70,000 personnel on the rolls against the sanctioned strength of around 

96,000. 

o The capital’s police stations function with the help of just half the ideal 

strength, mainly because several personnel are on VIP security, in special units, 

reserve forces, armed forces or in different battalions.  

o In Kerala Successive governments have tried to introduce a shift system in 

select police stations, but with little success. The reasons are many. The 

urban-rural divide is thin, and settlements are dense. Some 503 station houses 

cover an estimated 3.3 million people. Most stations are manned by fewer 

than 25 officers 

 The police selection procedures and training on basic responsibilities, laws and 

investigative processes are poorly designed and unprofessionally implemented.  

 Police force is not in the position to tackle present problems of cyber crime, global 

terrorism, naxalism because of structural weaknesses. 

 Corruption: 

o According to a report, the police in Delhi are the most corrupt. Stories abound 

about bribery, pre-FIR(First Information Report) doctoring of facts and 

extortion by the police to file a report. 

http://www.humanrightsinitiative.org/programs/aj/police/india/initiatives/summary_padmanabhaiah.pdf
http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2012-10-29/delhi/34797199_1_complaints-inquiries-cases
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Information_Report
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o Between 2010 and 2011, complaints against state police officers in the country 

rose by 5.7%, from 58,438 to 61,765. What's more, in 2011, only 47 of the 

61765 complaints ended in conviction. 

 The problems faced by police during investigation render their job difficult, 

particularly because of lack of public cooperation and support. People are generally 

not willing to testify against the offender due to risk of threats and violence and 

tiresome criminal law procedure. 

 people are most unwilling to help police in crime detection and apprehending the 

offender due to fear of possible harassment at the instance of police officials. In 

India, Police has a very low profile in the eyes of public and there is a general distrust 

for them. 

 Police reforms have been held up with states refusing to comply.Over the past four 

decades there have been a multitude of Committees, Panel, Reports and 

Recommendations, with clearly laid out roadmaps and supported by detailed 

descriptions on the kind of design and overhaul that is needed. Unfortunately, most 

of these reports end up in a black hole or gather dust in a filing cabinet.  

 Archaic laws – the Institution is governed in accordance with the laws framed in 1861 

with few, if any, subsequent modifications 

 Sub-optimal staffing compounded by poor selection & training processes; this also 

includes inability of members to remain in step with technology 

  Lack of internal checks and balances 

 Sub-standard investigative capabilities and infrastructure which taint the 

subsequent steps of any criminal case when moving through India's criminal justice 

system, i.e. prosecution and judgement. 

 Complete absence of sensitization to women's rights, children's rights and above 

all human rights. 

 A crisis in leadership and command. 

Measures: 

 The overall functioning of lower-level officers can be boosted by better training, 

better pay and allowances and by creating a system that rewards initiative and 

positive action instead of negative behavior 

 It is imperative that many more female police officers be recruited to fill the rank 

and file as well as occupy leadership positions.  

o At present, government rules require only 10% of police personnel to be 

women. 

 There is a strong case for the police to be given more independence from the state's 

political machinery.  The Indian Supreme Court has also stated that "many of the 

http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2012-10-29/delhi/34797199_1_complaints-inquiries-cases
http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2012-10-29/delhi/34797199_1_complaints-inquiries-cases
http://www.firstpost.com/blogs/how-to-improve-indias-police-a-roadmap-677462.html/attachment/police-reuters-14
http://www.firstpost.com/blogs/how-to-improve-indias-police-a-roadmap-677462.html/attachment/police-reuters-14
http://www.firstpost.com/blogs/how-to-improve-indias-police-a-roadmap-677462.html/attachment/police-reuters-14
http://www.firstpost.com/blogs/how-to-improve-indias-police-a-roadmap-677462.html/attachment/police-reuters-14
http://www.firstpost.com/blogs/will-justice-js-verma-join-the-junkyard-of-forgotten-committees-609030.html
http://www.firstpost.com/blogs/will-justice-js-verma-join-the-junkyard-of-forgotten-committees-609030.html
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/article2440883.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/a-state-of-criminal-injustice/article4019671.ece
http://www.hrw.org/news/2009/07/29/india-overhaul-abusive-failing-police-system
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/asia-pacific/india/130106/delhi-plans-hire-2508-new-policewomen-backlash-gang-
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/asia-pacific/india/130106/delhi-plans-hire-2508-new-policewomen-backlash-gang-
http://indiagovernance.gov.in/files/police_reforms.pdf
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deficiencies in the functioning of police had arisen largely due to an overdose of 

unhealthy and petty political interference”  

 Like the National Defence Academy in India or West Point in the US, where 

promising officers from the armed forces are hand-picked for their leadership 

potential and then trained, India needs to create a similar institution that can focus 

on leadership building within the police force. 

Topic: Pressure groups and formal/informal associations and their role in the Polity 

Q) It is said that the best democracies minimize oligarchic tendencies. Has India minimized 

it? What are the causes of increasing oligarchy in politics in countries like India? Discuss. (200 

Words) 

Livemint 

Background: 

 Oligarchy is the form of authority where power is exercised by a small group of 

people.  

 India, even though it started on sound democratic principles and inherited a rich 

legacy of struggle against exploitation has considerably deteriorated in the strength 

of its democracy.  

 This can be attributed to an oligarchic power sharing in many political parties 

Has India minimised Oligarchic tendencies ? 

Yes: 

 The real democracy was upheld and reminded to the world many ties when the 

constitution was upheld with 44th constitutional amendment act, passage of bills in 

public interest like Right to information, PESA, Forest rights act etc. 

No : 

 All democracies develop oligarchic tendencies over time the closer to the top of the 

power structure, the more so. Political sycophancy and all it engenders are inevitable 

by-products of this evolution. 

 India against corruption movement to fight corruption when it was the duty of the 

democratic government to provide corruption free government. 

 Corruption, misgovernance and the hardening of power structures have been the 

obvious outcomes. With them came intellectual and policy stagnation 

  Social and economic inequality are obvious reasons, steering the political process 

in a particular direction. 

http://www.nda.nic.in/
http://www.usma.edu/SitePages/Home.aspx
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/3-said-best-democracies-minimize-oligarchic-tendencies-india-minimized-causes-increasing-oligarchy-politics-countries-like-india-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/3-said-best-democracies-minimize-oligarchic-tendencies-india-minimized-causes-increasing-oligarchy-politics-countries-like-india-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/3-said-best-democracies-minimize-oligarchic-tendencies-india-minimized-causes-increasing-oligarchy-politics-countries-like-india-discuss/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/v2AiTFjYG0268jaBwtMzZK/The-politics-of-sycophancy-in-India.html
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 Feudal network of kinship and patronage undergirds the democratic process 

including India where it takes the form of the politics of vote-bank politics. 

o Voters cast votes against their own interests out of ignorance and blind 

loyalty. voters see themselves in a system where having a patron belonging to 

the same caste network is the only means to access state resources and 

power, voting along caste lines can seem eminently sensible. 

 Tradition:  

o Indian tradition has been one of conformism where often traditional leaders 

(kings, zamindars) and their bloodline were considered natural leaders by 

many. This tradition even continues to this day. 

 Lack of alternative:  

o The lack of an alternate leadership forces people to continue to support the 

available solution 

 Propaganda:  

o The propagandist nature of politics often leads to mislead people 

 Weakness of institutions:  

 Sycophancy: 

o  Many politicians tend to become sycophants towing the official line to gain 

favours 

 Lack of Ethics:  

o A certain lack of ethics and values in the present generation also leads to such 

concentration of power and its abuse. 

How can India overcome ? 

 Substantial socio-economic shifts need to take place 

  Institutions need to be strengthened and, consequently, the way power functions 

within parties changes.  

 Limits on number of times a position can be occupied by the same person (like the 

American Presidential system) 

 Clear self regulation and accountability by political parties 

 Creating awareness amongst the electorate 

 Strict monitoring by a constitutional authority mandated to ensure there is no 

concentration of power.  
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Topic: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or 

affecting India’s interest 

Q) Examine the causes of Iran-Saudi divide in the Middle East region. Do you think India 

should mediate between two countries to broker peace between them? Critically 

comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Causes:- 

 Its genesis lies in Iran’s 1979 revolution, which brought Iran’s new Shia clerical-led 

regime into frontal confrontation with Saudi Arabia’s Sunni-theocratic order.  

 In 1981, Iranian pilgrims chanted political slogans in the Masjid al-Haram and the 

Prophet’s Mosque, two of Islam’s most sacred sites, resulting in violent clashes.  

 In spite of efforts by both sides to manage tensions, matters came to a head in 1987, 

when 402 mainly-Iranian pilgrims were killed in clashes with Saudi security forces, 

after anti-Israel and anti-US protests.. 

 Resurgence of Iran: 

o Saudi Arabia faces an Iranian ballistic missile programme  which Tehran says is 

necessary to defend itself against vastly superior, Western-equipped Saudi 

forces.  

o Saudi’s oil revenues are declining, even as its restive youth population is drawn 

to violent Islamism.  

o Geopolitical situation-where Iran is becoming a significant power in the region.  

 The killing of a Shia cleric by Saudi Arabia had a strong reaction in Iran.It instigated 

the further tensions between the two countries . 

 Iran  not sending its pilgrims to this year’s Haj marks a significant heating up of their 

not-so-cold war. 

 

Indias  role :  

Yes, it should broker: 

 Based on its relatively good relationships with both countries, it could attempt to 

broker a deal. 

 It is because it is the best outcome for India's enlightened self-interest. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/4-examine-causes-iran-saudi-divide-middle-east-region-think-india-mediate-two-countries-broker-peace-critically-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/4-examine-causes-iran-saudi-divide-middle-east-region-think-india-mediate-two-countries-broker-peace-critically-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/01/4-examine-causes-iran-saudi-divide-middle-east-region-think-india-mediate-two-countries-broker-peace-critically-comment/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/editorials/iran-saudi-arabia-haj-pilgrims-stampede-masjid-al-haram-2827964/
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 First, India would not at all be happy if there is instability in the Middle East. Both the 

countries are indias  principal suppliers of oil, and if the spigot is turned off, this 

would be a major problem for India. 

o An import-dependent country, more than 70% of India’s crude oil comes from 

the Middle-East. As its economy grows, Indian reliance on the GCC countries 

and Iran to meet most of its energy needs will only increase in the future. 

 Middle East region had many Indians and war like situation in the region can take 

India back to Yemen evacuation  situation last year.  

 Its seven million strong expat community sends back $40 billion annually in 

remittances. 

 Iran is very significant for the India’s game in Afghanistan to ward of Pakistan 

significance and direct connectivity to India bypassing Pakistan . 

 The renewed international efforts to halt the conflict in Syria could get derailed as 

friction increases and both become unwilling to concede ground.  

 The fledging efforts to counter jihadist outfits like Al-Qaeda and IS will be further 

complicated  

No not needed: 

 Wisdom, however, lies in steering clear of the morass. 

 The fear of domestic repercussions has kept India away. Both Saudi Arabia and Iran 

are of strategic and commercial importance, making it imprudent for India to take 

sides in the conflict.  

o On the domestic front, many fear that Shia-Sunni conflicts in the Middle East 

will flame sectarian conflicts in the country.  

 Indian foreign policy has always been about non interference in internal affairs of 

sovereign countries. 

Q) Do you think the recent nuclear deal between Iran and world powers will encourage Arab 

nations to pursue nuclear ambitions? Should India be worried? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Yes,it would encourage: 

 With the rising tensions between Saudi and Iran especially after the Shia cleric 

execution there are questions arised in this direction 

 And Iran nuclear deal with the west made Saudi dejected and feel That Iran has been 

rewarded and it is unsafe  

 There have been reports that in the past that Pakistan and Saudi has a pact 

regarding Saudi nuclear ambitions  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/4-think-recent-nuclear-deal-iran-world-powers-will-encourage-arab-nations-pursue-nuclear-ambitions-india-worried-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/4-think-recent-nuclear-deal-iran-world-powers-will-encourage-arab-nations-pursue-nuclear-ambitions-india-worried-examine/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/no-saudipak-nuclear-cooperation/article8678916.ece
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No nuclear ambitions: 

 Saudi Arabia may be desirous of pursuing an ambitious nuclear programme, but it 

has no capability to do that  

 The widely believed notion that there is a pact between Pakistan and Saudi Arabia for 

nuclear cooperation may be misplaced. 

o  In any event, the Saudis would find it hard to rely on such an assurance now, 

especially in the wake of Islamabad’s rejection of the Saudi request to take 

part in the Yemen campaign. 

Should India be worried ? 

Yes : 

 Especially with the present geopolitical situation in the region nuclear ambitions will 

only add further problems and conflict 

 Would Threatening Indian expatriates there and would dent remittances 

 Any nuclear conflict would impact India adversely especially regarding energy 

security.  

 India will be diplomatically challenged to take sides  

 will further trigger the terrorist problem that is already going on and destabilising the 

entire region 

 India should watch the situation with great caution and take necessary steps to 

strengthen cooperation with both the countries and also diversify its energy sources . 

Q) India and USA are negotiating signing of bilateral investment treaty (BIT) between them 

for many years. Compare the features of their model BIT provisions and examine the issues 

that are stalling signing of BIT between them. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background: 

 BITs impose obligations under international law on host states to protect foreign 

investment from the other state. It would help in creating a predictable investment 

climate and boost bilateral investment flows. 

Models and challenges :- 

 Even though both the countries started negotiating BIT in 2009,these negotiations 

lost steam because both countries were updating their model BITs.  

 The U.S. adopted one in 2012 replacing the 2004 model. India adopted a new model 

BIT in 2015 as a reaction to foreign corporations suing the country under different 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/5-india-usa-negotiating-signing-bilateral-investment-treaty-bit-many-years-compare-features-model-bit-provisions-examine-issues-stalling-s/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/5-india-usa-negotiating-signing-bilateral-investment-treaty-bit-many-years-compare-features-model-bit-provisions-examine-issues-stalling-s/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/5-india-usa-negotiating-signing-bilateral-investment-treaty-bit-many-years-compare-features-model-bit-provisions-examine-issues-stalling-s/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/bit-of-a-bumpy-ride/article8678903.ece
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BITs, and with the objective to immunise itself from claims of foreign corporations 

under international law. 

 Differences in definition: 

o The US model adopts a broad, asset-based definition that includes business 

enterprises, shares, bonds, debentures, derivatives, intellectual property 

rights, business concessions, contractual rights and moveable and immovable 

property. 

o In contrast, India’s new model BIT adopts an “enterprise” based definition, 

confining it to foreign direct investment in the host state. 

 Unlike the US model, India’s model only recognizes those investors who directly 

own and control an enterprise, precluding claims being brought by indirect or 

minority shareholders. A holding company would also not qualify as an investment 

entity. 

 gap between the two sides on core foreign investment protection standards making 

negotiations very difficult. 

 Market access will be another bone of contention: 

o  The US government seeks strong market access commitments through pre-

establishment of national treatment (NT)  

o while India’s new model and its existing treaties to date only provide post-

establishment NT with exceptions.  

o India maintains the right to screen foreign investors prior to their establishing 

an investment presence in the country. 

 Environmental and labour standards: 
o The US model contains detailed provisions on environment and labour 

standards, while India has always opposed such standards at the WTO and 
bilateral agreements.  

o The Indian model deals only with disclosure and anti-corruption provisions. 

 Most favoured nation: 
o The U.S. model BIT contains a Most Favoured Nation (MFN) provision which is 

missing in the Indian model.  
o It will be very difficult for India to convince the U.S. to have a BIT without a 

MFN provision. 
o  From the U.S.’s perspective, this would mean that American businesses would 

have no remedy under international law, if the latter were discriminated 
against in India. The same argument would apply for Indian investment in the 
U.S. 

 Taxation: 
o The Indian model completely excludes taxation from the purview of the BIT  a 

direct response to Vodafone and Cairn Energy bringing BIT claims against India 
for imposing taxes retrospectively.  
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o But in the U.S. model, foreign investors can assert claims that taxation 
measures, such as confiscatory taxation, involve an expropriation of foreign 
investment.  

o it will be quite difficult for India to convince the U.S. to agree to completely 
exclude taxation from the BIT. 

 Compulsory licenses and IPR:- 
o The Indian model completely excludes issuance of compulsory licenses (CLs) 

and revocation of intellectual property rights (IPR) from its purview.  
o The U.S. model BIT excludes issuance of CLs and revocation of IPR only from 

the purview of the expropriation provision. 
o  It means while the foreign companies, including pharmaceutical companies, 

cannot challenge issuance of CLs and revocation of IPR as expropriation, they 
can surely challenge it as violation of other BIT provisions such as fair and 
equitable treatment (FET)  

o Complete exclusion of issuance of CLs and revocation of IPR from the purview 
of the BIT might not be acceptable to the U.S. for two reasons:  

 it would not allow U.S. companies to sue India directly for issuance of 
CLs or revocation of IPR 

 the U.S. continues to place India, along with China and Russia, on a 
‘priority watch list’ for IPR violations, and thus would not like to lose 
opportunities for challenging India’s IP laws internationally.  

 Issue of investor state dispute settlement (ISDS) provisions :- 
o ISDS provision in BITs allows foreign investors to directly bring claims against 

the host state under international law, without the approval of the investor’s 
home state. 

o  The Indian model BIT, unlike the U.S. model, mandatorily requires foreign 
investors to litigate in domestic courts for five years before pursuing a claim 
under international law. 

o  This is not considered an attractive proposition for U.S. companies in India 
because of the pendency of the cases in the Indian judicial system . 

 There are other economic issues beyond BIT which impact the negotiations of BIT 
like especially the trade battle at the World Trade Organisation.  

o The U.S. continues to accuse India for stalling the trade talks at WTO 
o Also, India and the U.S. have been involved in a spate of trade disputes at the 

WTO. 
o In 2015, India lost the case on ban of poultry imports to the U.S. at the WTO.  
o Visa fees dispute  

o India lost the solar panel case to the U.S. in the WTO.  
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Q) India’s strategic engagements in its neighbourhood and beyond suffer from several 

handicaps. Analyse these handicaps and examine how India can overcome this material and 

political inability to take its strategic initiatives to their logical conclusion and leverage them 

in the longer term. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Handicaps India is suffering from :- 

 There is considerable scepticism within the strategic community regarding India’s 

material and political wherewithal to stay the course vis-à-vis these long-term 

projects, especially in the context of India’s not-so-impressive record when it comes 

to delivering on strategically important projects in the region and beyond. 

 lacks the financial resources to invest in crucial projects in a sustained manner due 

to budget constraints and compulsions of domestic priorities. 

o New Delhi’s inability to accept Colombo’s offer to build the Hambantota Port 

some years ago is a case in point.  

 There is also a problem of severe attention deficit resulting from an inability to 

commit diplomatic and political capital to pursue key strategic objectives.  

  Many of India’s strategic initiatives in the region, Chabahar for instance, often get 

portrayed in competitive terms, thereby getting into the cross hairs of 

adversarial/insecure neighbours. 

 This problem is compounded by the fact that India has traditionally displayed a self-

imposed “unilateral bias” in addressing key challenges in the neighbourhood and 

near abroad.  

o This unilateral tendency explains the lacklustre performance of at least some 

of India’s strategic initiatives, and has, indeed, contributed to a certain 

“strategic diffidence”. 

o It is delusional to think India can develop the port complex and the land access 

to Afghanistan onwards to Central Asia all on its own and maintain them 

because it is very difficult to sustain them in the longer run due to financial and 

security reasons. 

  The Chabahar project was conceived of 13 years ago but it could not be 

completed due to a number of reasons, including financial commitment 

issues and U.S. sanctions on Iran. 

 Afghanistan: 

o With Taliban on the rise and NATO and U.S. troops withdrawing from 

Afghanistan there is real threat and danger to Indian interests and assets. In 

the past eight years, the Indian embassy was attacked twice 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/03/6-indias-strategic-engagements-neighbourhood-beyond-suffer-several-handicaps-analyse-handicaps-examine-india-can-overcome-material-political-inability/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/03/6-indias-strategic-engagements-neighbourhood-beyond-suffer-several-handicaps-analyse-handicaps-examine-india-can-overcome-material-political-inability/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/03/6-indias-strategic-engagements-neighbourhood-beyond-suffer-several-handicaps-analyse-handicaps-examine-india-can-overcome-material-political-inability/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/03/6-indias-strategic-engagements-neighbourhood-beyond-suffer-several-handicaps-analyse-handicaps-examine-india-can-overcome-material-political-inability/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/why-go-it-alone/article8683614.ece
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o while there is no guarantee that India’s investments in Afghanistan would be 

safe from future attacks, India does not seem to have a contingency plan to 

deal with it other than perhaps putting an end to the good work there.  

o India does not seem to have recognised the fact that reconstruction and 

peace-building should go hand in hand.  

o India has so far shied away from participating in the Afghan peace process 

since the ouster of the Taliban regime in 2001. 

How to overcome this ? 

 adopting a grand strategic approach to addressing key strategic challenges 

 moving from a unilateral approach to tackling problems to a multilateral approach: 

o For the Afghan policy  to be meaningful and sustainable, it needs to do two 

things 

 get like-minded countries on board India’s reconstruction efforts in 

Afghanistan 

 support and engage in the Afghan reconciliation and peace-building 

process.  

 creating a regional/global consensus on key challenges: 

o Partnering with Japan or European countries to co-develop the port with 

India would ease financial pressure, enable India to complete the project on 

time, and ensure more security and acceptability to the project. 

 Cooperation with China: 

o India should also try to engage China more proactively and with a long-term 

geopolitical imagination. 

o By jointly fighting terror in the region: 

 A Sino-Indian joint task force on terrorism to discuss the spread of 

terrorism in the region and to devise methods to deal with it would be a 

useful way ahead 

o China today is a major contributor to South Asia’s developmental needs. 

India should therefore join hands with Beijing to develop the region’s 

economy, trade and infrastructure. 

o Finally, India should see how it can utilise the many economic, infrastructural 

and other opportunities opened up by One belt One Road project rather than 

getting worried by it.  

Q) What are the points of divergence in the relationship between India and USA. In your 

opinion, how can they be resolved? Comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/06/2-points-divergence-relationship-india-usa-opinion-can-resolved-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/06/2-points-divergence-relationship-india-usa-opinion-can-resolved-comment/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/convergence-but-hard-choices-ahead/article8694870.ece
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Points of divergence : 

Peace and security : 

 There are also significantly different approaches the two countries adopt on issues 

relating to peace and security, the “use of force” and regime change in West Asia.  

 Iraq 2003, Libya 2011 and the multi-layered crises in Syria, with an on-going civil war, 

a sectarian war and a proxy war, provide the best examples in the divergence of 

approach.  

 US was not very happy with the efforts of the so-called BRICS countries to establish 

a New Development Bank that rivals the World Bank and IMF. 

 There are also significant differences in the perception and approaches of the two 

countries in relation to developments in the countries particularly Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. The US with a long history of partnering Pakistan is unlikely to change 

sufficiently in a realistic time frame.  

 Pakistan: 

o The objective of the two countries to advance regional security together is 

impeded by the continuation of U.S. military aid to Pakistan.  

o This is done through presidential waivers to overcome the provisions of the 

Kerry-Lugar legislation, which requires Pakistan to act verifiably against 

terrorist groups on its soil before U.S. aid can be released. 

 Taliban: 

o Furthermore, the United States does not consider the Taliban as a terrorist 

organization.  

o The U.S. is, in reality, engaged in an effort to accommodate the Taliban 

politically in Afghanistan in a Pakistan-brokered deal, which is a risk to India’s 

security.  

UN seat : 

 Up to now, the United States has not clearly defined its position on the expansion of 

the United Nations Security Council, due to the fact that U.S. openness to India’s 

hope for permanent membership on the council remains at a declaratory stage. 

 Similarly, while past joint U.S.-India statements have repeatedly spoken about India’s 

membership in the four export control regimes, and, India has been declared ready 

for Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) as well as Nuclear Supplier Group 

(NSG) membership, so far no tangible progress has occurred. 

Nuclear security: 

 Issues regarding the liability of the suppliers of nuclear parts for the reactors 

https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/policy-guidance/multilateral-export-control-regimes
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 The larger question of the commercial viability of U.S. supplied nuclear reactors 

remains.  

 With India ratifying the Convention on Supplementary Compensation, an 

international nuclear liability regime governed by the International Atomic Energy 

Agency, it appears that the decks have been cleared for progress within a year on the 

project to supply six Westinghouse nuclear reactors to India. Nevertheless General 

Electric, another supplier, continues to hold out. Without a strong U.S. leadership 

role, progress is unlikely to come soon. 

Economic relations: 

 When it comes to deepening bilateral economic relations between the two countries, 

progress has been mixed.  

 For one thing, U.S. businesses remain reluctant to invest in India because of their 

beliefs that the Indian government has not yet delivered on promises to ease doing 

business in India including taxation issues, and implement general economic 

reforms in the country. 

 BIT problems  

 WTO issues - 
o Significant differences continue to characterise the two countries’ approaches 

to trade policy issues.  
o It is not averse to using unilateral coercive measures in relation to perceived 

violation of its interests in the area of intellectual property, for instance. 

o the two sides have been actively locked in a trade dispute over access to the 

Indian market for agricultural imports that nearly brought down the Doha 

round of trade negations in the World Trade Organisation. 

o Recent WTO disputes between the two countries regarding solar energy and 

other issues are also a bone of contention. 

 US. Protection of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR), which remains a concern with US 

pharma companies, has the potential to become a headache. 

  Recent bilateral trade disputes: The 2012 disputes over steel duties imposed by the 

US on India and the poultry ban by India on the US, apart from prohibitions on some 

other US import items. 

Climate change : 

 When it comes to the climate, the United States would like to encourage India’s 

move towards renewable energy and perhaps even secure an agreement to cap 

emissions of greenhouse gases. Conversely, the priority for India is economic 

development, not reduction of carbon emissions 

https://www.iaea.org/publications/documents/treaties/convention-supplementary-compensation-nuclear-damage
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Visa issues : 

 The United States is unfortunately targeting this sector with higher visa costs and 

increased restrictions. 

How to resolve issues: 

 Among other things, the India-U.S. collaborative economic agenda should include co-
production and co-development of defense products under the Make in 
India program, coal gasification technologies, and the issuance of a non-
FTA country waiver in order for India to gain access to U.S. fossil fuel reserves. 

 The bilateral economic agenda should also extend to partnerships in the area of 
agricultural technology, the civil aviation sector, life sciences, infrastructure 
financing, and green financing, among others.  

 Bilateral dialogues should also address visa issues in the IT/ITES (i.e. outsourcing 
services) sectors, focus on exporting synergies in the biotech and pharmaceutical 
sectors, and find means to support university and other skill development exchanges. 

 Establish a joint training center on nuclear safety: 
o  Such a center could train security forces from developing countries in 

preventing nuclear accidents or catastrophes. India has a large nuclear 
establishment and could spearhead such an effort with U.S. assistance. 

 To maintain India's positive momentum regarding reforms of protection of 
intellectual property, India should consider a few suggestions in the recent “2012 
Special 301 Report.” The new IPR policy is a welcome step in this regard. 

 

Q) Analyse the recent agreements made between India and Qatar. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

Livemint 

India and Qatar inked seven agreements, to bolster bilateral ties between both nations: 

1.The MoU aims at establishing a framework for facilitating participation of Qatari 

institutional investors in infrastructure projects in India under NIIF.- 

 To open up the Indian market to the estimated $300 billion Qatar Investment 

Authority. 

 The MoU involves establishing a framework for promoting Qatari investment in India 

including in asset reconstruction in public sector undertakings whose assets are in 

distress and getting FDI into them. 

2. promotes cooperation and mutual assistance between the two countries on matters 

pertaining to customs administration through exchange of information and intelligence. 

http://www.makeinindia.com/home
http://www.makeinindia.com/home
http://trade.gov/fta/
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/nri/visa-and-immigration/outsourcing-fee-on-h-1b-us-visas-lapses-domestic-it-firms-get-breather/articleshow/49192949.cms
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/06/3-analyse-recent-agreements-made-india-qatar/
http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/india-keen-on-joint-works-of-oil-gas-blocks-in-qatar-116060500596_1.html
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/D0YLkXM3VsBFoy7LfGPcuJ/India-and-Qatar-boost-energy-ties-ink-seven-pacts.html
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 The MoU on customs matters included resolving the issues of under-invoicing and 

over-invoicing as well as money laundering issues. 

3. The MoU facilitates exchange of intelligence related to money laundering, terrorism-

financing and related crimes and persons connected thereto  

 tracking money flow and investment from Qatar to India.  

 It would also help authorities to safeguard against money laundering, terrorism 

financing and other economic offences 

 The two leaders highlighted the need to isolate the sponsors and supporters of 

terrorism and agreed that urgent action against all such entities, which support 

terrorism and use it as an instrument of policy, must be taken 

 The two sides also underlined the need to disrupt terrorist movements, stopping all 

sources for financing of terrorism and countering terrorist propaganda through 

Internet. 

4.This MoU aims to enhance cooperation between the two countries on skill development 

and mutual recognition of qualifications to facilitate mobility of skilled workers from India 

to Qatar. 

 Can ease the unemployment issue in India to some extent. 

5. The MoU aims at bilateral cooperation in the field of planning and developing of 

tourism, through marketing and promotion as also to support cooperation between private 

sector stakeholders. 

6.MoU on sports - As a follow up to the existing MoU in the field of Youth and Sports, the 

first Executive Programme provides for exchanges and cooperation in sports activities, 

training camps for sports teams  

7.MoU on health  

 improving ties with the Gulf region which is crucial for India's energy security. It is 

largest partner of India for liquified natural gas . 

Fact: 

 Qatar is an important trading partner for India in the Gulf region with bilateral trade 

in 2014-15 standing at $15.67 billion. It is also one of India's key sources of crude oil. 
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Q) Do you think it’s time for India to seriously act on the conception of Indo – Pacific idea? 

Examine India’s geopolitical interests in Indo-Pacific region and the significance of Indo-

Pacific idea for India. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Conception of indo Pacific idea : 

Yes, India has to act: 

 Since historic times India has been active in ensuring regional stability of indo pacific 

Region. The idea that India’s security perimeter extends from Aden to Malacca or the 

Suez to the South China Sea is very much part of modern India’s strategic tradition. 

 India’s position that it would work for maintaining status quo in the Indo -Pacific 

region, ensuring freedom of navigation and code of conduct for maritime 

security 

 Economic reasons: 

o India’s growing economic interests in the tension-ridden South China Sea 

o As Delhi’s economic weight grows and its strategic footprint widens, the return 

of the Indo-Pacific was inevitable.  

 Interest in expanding maritime engagement with all major powers, including the US, 

Japan and China.  

 India’s commitment to assist the smaller nations in capacity building and supported 

multilateral security arrangements. 

 US factor: 

o One prominent decision affecting the changing politics in this region is 

the decision by the U.S. to rebalance.  

o To demonstrate this, the Naval resources of the U.S. are currently being 

augmented in the Pacific, and by 2020 the US aims to have 60 percent of 

their naval assets in the Indo-Pacific.  

 Rise of China: 

o The enormity of the country and its capacity obviates rebalancing and 

makes balance of power a tenuous conceptual tool in Asia  

 India’s Look East Policy: 

o India has realised the geopolitical importance of Fiji, and renewed the 

historic connections with the country with the recent visit by the Indian 

PM there. 

o Keeping with the imperatives of networked alliances, India’s Look East 

Policy, recently christened Act East Policy, has assumed strategic 

dimensions . 

 ASEAN: 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/4-think-time-india-seriously-act-conception-indo-pacific-idea-examine-indias-geopolitical-interests-indo-pacific-region-significance-indo-pacific-idea-f/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/4-think-time-india-seriously-act-conception-indo-pacific-idea-examine-indias-geopolitical-interests-indo-pacific-region-significance-indo-pacific-idea-f/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/07/4-think-time-india-seriously-act-conception-indo-pacific-idea-examine-indias-geopolitical-interests-indo-pacific-region-significance-indo-pacific-idea-f/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/raja-mandala-sailing-into-the-indo-pacific-narendra-modi-manohar-parikar-india-development-indo-china-2838242/
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o It has been developing a multidirectional engagement with the regional 

and extra-regional powers to protect and promote its national interests. 

Over the years, it has emerged as a key regional player and created 

important strategic space for itself. It recognises the ASEAN centrality in 

the Indo-Pacific and looks to play a key role in shaping the economic and 

security architectures. 

o In this regard, India looks to integrate its north-eastern region with 

South-East Asia by enhancing economic cooperation, connectivity, 

cultural and people-to-people exchange and capacity building. 

 No ,India need not be serious about the Indo-Pacific idea: 

 Experts feel that the term Indo pacific itself is considered as an American idea India 

into a containment ring against China. 

 Right now India wants to focus on freedom of navigation and not interfere in the 

disputed of other countries. 

Geopolitical interests for India in the indo Pacific : 

 Two of the largest economies are in the region. 

  Nuclear countries, powerful militaries and navies, energy, terrorism, and 

problem states are all present in this geo-strategic space called the Indo-Pacific. 

o  In addition, the region has emerged as highly volatile, with proliferation of 

nuclear and missile weapons 

  Linked to this Asia has witnessed a rising Continentalism, marked by the 

dramatic rise of both China and India. 

  Additionally, increased Energy interests amongst Asian Nations, as well as a 

new ’self-conscious’ US approach to the region have dramatically altered the 

changing geopolitics of the region. 

 The concept can also be seen as a natural corollary to that of India’s Look East Policy 

(LEP), ‘Act East Policy’, which not only seeks to increase the people-to-people 

contact and greater connectivity in the region but also seeks to play a larger and 

active role in this vital region.  

 Economic interests: 

o It is rich in natural resources, especially hydrocarbons which fuel the industrial 

engines of the world’s economies. 

o In recent years, with the global economic power shift, it has swiftly emerged as 

a centre of international trade and investments. It indeed embodies a large 

market which is defined by nearly half of the world’s population 
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o 90 per cent of the world’s trade by volume is by sea. The region consists of 

many of the world’s vital choke points for global commerce, including the 

Straits of Malacca which is very critical for the growth of world economy.  

o In addition, the boom in port construction has only heightened the strategic 

significance of the Indo-Pacific and this in turn is likely to generate greater 

commercial traffic and the possibility for greater strategic competition. 

o Strategic partnership with East Asian countries can be enhanced.  

 Significance of indo Pacific idea for India : 

 The rapid resurgence of China and the slower emergence of India, however, are 

compelling a reframing of their shared spaces into the composite notion of the Indo-

Pacific. 

  Importantly, the maritime powers, such as Australia, China, Japan, India and the US, 

determine the pivot of the Indo-Pacific region, while they seek to dominate and 

influence each other to achieve their national goals.  

 Indeed, the Indo-Pacific ‘forms a composite entity of sea regions and littorals marked 

by a multiplicity of cultures, ethnicities, religions, economic models and 

governance structures. A common link binding the diverse subsystems within the 

Indo-Pacific is the sea. 

Q) What are the broad issues on which referendum debate on UK’s exit from the European 

Union is resting on? Analyse. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Broad issues : 

Immigration and the open borders policy of the EU 

 Some have cynically exploited immigration fears by reinforcing racial immigration 

stereotypes however the camp which wants Britain to be with EU argues  that EU 

migrants contribute more to the national economy than they take out. 

  Brexiteers counter this by saying that EU migrants put an enormous strain on the 

National Health Service, housing, schools and the social infrastructure. 

Security: 

 With one side arguing that in the era of international terrorism and criminality, 

cooperating with the EU will make the U.K. safer, while the other side says that the 

security risk will in fact increase if the U.K. does not have control over its borders.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/2-broad-issues-referendum-debate-uks-exit-european-union-resting-analyse/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/2-broad-issues-referendum-debate-uks-exit-european-union-resting-analyse/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/brexiteers-lexiteers-and-others/article8711588.ece
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 The EU is a pro-market and pro-austerity economic union that has through its trade 

policies and military alliances made by some EU nations destabilised countries like 

Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria. 

 Leaving the EU offers Britain the potential and the objective basis to create a 

sovereign state based on greater social and economic fairness in the long term. 

Issue of jobs: 

 One side argues that as three million jobs are tied to the EU there could be a jobs 

crisis if the U.K. leaves the EU 

 Brexiteers claim that there will be a jobs boom without the fetters that EU 

regulations impose. 

Trade: 

 One side says that access to the single European market, free of tariffs and border 

controls, is critical for the U.K. as 45 per cent of its trade is with the EU.  

 Brexiteers feel that the EU needs British markets and individual trade deals with 

European countries can be easily negotiated.  

Future of the City of London 

 One side argues that leaving the EU will put the dominance of the city at risk as banks 

will move out, whereas the Brexiteers argue that London’s status is unassailable as it 

is already a global power base. 

Q) Recently, the Prime Minister declared that the partnership between India and the United 

States has overcome the “hesitations of history”. Analyse the areas in which both countries 

have overcome their ‘hesitations’. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Areas where the hesitations of history have been overcome: 

 Nuclear: 

o Relating to the renewal of civil nuclear energy cooperation between the two 

countries and the integration of India into the global nuclear order. 

o Since 1970’s  the nuclear warmth between India and the US would soon turn 

into four decades of nuclear hostility.  

o Not long after the Tarapur power station came the 1970 Nuclear 

Nonproliferation Treaty that India could not afford to sign under any 

circumstances. India’s “peaceful nuclear explosion” in 1974 put Delhi at 

seemingly permanent conflict with Washington. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/5-recently-prime-minister-declared-partnership-india-united-states-overcome-hesitations-history-analyse-areas-countries-h/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/5-recently-prime-minister-declared-partnership-india-united-states-overcome-hesitations-history-analyse-areas-countries-h/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/5-recently-prime-minister-declared-partnership-india-united-states-overcome-hesitations-history-analyse-areas-countries-h/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/narendra-modi-us-visit-barack-obama-modi-in-us-nuclear-suppliers-group-2844177/
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o India became the principal target of the US’s domestic non-proliferation law 

and the newly set up Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) that set global terms of 

nuclear trade that were so inimical to India.  

o This changed now with the signing of civil nuclear liability bill and the recent 

announcement that India’s nuclear plant operator, NPCIL and the US vendor, 

Westinghouse are now ready to begin the preparatory work on the 

construction of six nuclear reactors in Andhra Pradesh.  

o US support to India’s membership of the NSG. US also welcomed India’s 

imminent entry into the Missile Technology Control Regime and backed its 

claim to join the Australia Group on chemical weapons and the Wassenaar 

Arrangement on conventional weapons and dual use technologies. 

 Defence : 

o The formal declaration of India as a “Major Defence Partner” by US could help 

launch a very consequential phase in India-US strategic partnership. 

 US will give India the same level of access to defence technologies that 

it grants America’s closest allies and partners. 

o India and the US seemed to pick up the threads 40 years later in 2005, when 

the two sides unveiled an ambitious 10-year defence framework of 

cooperation.  

o Renewed the defence framework with a more ambitious agenda than in 2005.  

o The two sides announced the successful negotiation of an agreement on 

mutual logistics support and made progress on a range of other agreements. 

o US support for the Make in India projects in the defence sector that will help 

modernise India’s arms industry. 

 Security : 

o This mandate could generate the momentum for a big leap forward in 

addressing the shared challenges from violent extremism in the region. 

o If concern for Pakistan’s sensitivities seemed to prevent the US from extending 

full cooperation on counter terrorism in the past, the growing American 

disenchantment with Islamabad may finally move towards substantive 

engagement in this issue-area. 

Climate change: 

 A separate joint document focusing on cyber security was issued and a funding 

initiative towards climate change was announced. 
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Delhi and Washington must look to each other as “priority partners” in the Indo-Pacific. 

Beyond the bilateral and regional, the two countries have also set out an ambitious 

framework long-term partnership in maritime, air, space and cyber domains. 

However there are still many underlying issues: 

 US criticised the government's record on religious tolerance and combating human 

trafficking and slavery. 

 BIT 

 IPR issues 

 WTO disputes  

  

Q) India will become a functional member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) 

from this year. Critically analyse SCO’s performance in regional economic and strategic 

matters, and how India’s new role in SCO would affect its interests. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

SCO performance : 

Success: 

 Strategic areas: 

o The SCO has the potential to play a strategically important role in Asia given its 

geographical significance. The forum has the Central Asian countries at its core 

and is fanning out to include China, Russia, Pakistan and India, on its east, 

south and north, respectively. 

o  If it is able to draw in some countries from the Middle East, particularly those 

bordering Iran, it would cover a huge land mass in the world and would be 

among regional associations with the largest populations and energy and 

mineral resources. 

o The presence of Pakistan and India in the SCO provide its members the much-

desired access to the Arabian Sea that leads to the Indian Ocean.  

 Trade and economy: 

o With the US-led sanctions on Russia and Iran, both countries view SCO as a 

powerful platform that has the ability to develop trade and regional security, 

independent of the traditional US-Europe domination.  

o The growing political and trade significance of SCO can be judged by the fact 

that despite being a member of NATO, Turkey is willing to hedge its bets with 

SCO and may join it as a permanent member in future. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/6-india-will-become-functional-member-shanghai-cooperation-organisation-sco-year-critically-analyse-scos-performance-regional-economic-strategic-matters-indias/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/6-india-will-become-functional-member-shanghai-cooperation-organisation-sco-year-critically-analyse-scos-performance-regional-economic-strategic-matters-indias/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/10/6-india-will-become-functional-member-shanghai-cooperation-organisation-sco-year-critically-analyse-scos-performance-regional-economic-strategic-matters-indias/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/shanghai-cooperation-organisation-india-membership-connecting-asia-2844179/
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 Increasing cooperation between member countries on intelligence sharing, counter 

terrorism and joint military training is contributing to regional stability and 

enhancing the role and influence of SCO in international affairs. 

Failure : 

 Stalled projects: 

o Because of distinct strategic characteristics  reservoir of abundant energy 

resources, the SCO has not been able to develop a constructive economic 

agenda. 

o Energy cooperation which is one of the key goals of the SCO, has remained 

dormant. Rather, most energy cooperation between the SCO members has 

been happening bilaterally, such as the China-Central Asia gas pipeline.  
o There has been discussion of a number of other entities being created like an 

SCO Bank as well as an SCO University and various other forms of cooperation 
which have not yet started 

o China had proposed a SCO development bank in 2010, which has also 

remained a non-starter.  

 China’s focus has shifted: 

o Meanwhile, China’s interests have shifted to other regional initiatives like the 

New Development Bank of the BRICS and the Asian Infrastructure 

Development Bank 

 China vs Russia : 

o One of the key reasons behind the SCO’s stunted growth in regional economic 

and strategic matters is the complicated dynamics between China and Russia.  

o Neither has been willing to concede each other greater turf. India’s entry in 

the forum at this point in time would be visualised as a balancing factor for 

both.  

 In reality, the organization has done little in practical terms to counter terrorism, 

except for holding regular meetings, establishing the RATS (Regional Anti-Terrorism 

Structure) center in Tashkent – really just a repository of information of proscribed 

individuals – and organizing large-scale joint military exercises under the rubric of 

counter-terrorism.  

How India’s role in SCO would affect its interests? 

Positives : 

 Economic benefits: 

o India can surely gain from access to Central Asia’s minerals and energy, as also 

market access to Russia and ultimately Europe. 
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o Central Asia is still deeply underdeveloped, offering an entree for Indian 

construction firms and others.  

 India has been seeking to enhance its energy security and increase in trade, by 

opening up new transit routes to Central Asian countries. 

o Projects might take off: 

 For several years now, the Iran-Pakistan-India oil pipeline has been in 

discussion but no progress has been made on account of security 

concerns.  

 Similarly, the proposed project between Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, 

Pakistan and India has been stalled.  

 With both Pakistan and India now joining SCO, it is very likely that either 

or both projects may finally take off. Both projects have the potential to 

significantly enhance the energy scenario in the region, while boosting 

regional cooperation and trade between stakeholder countries. 

 India, with its fast emerging economy and vast coastline, can open new access to sea 

trade for SCO countries and can play an important role in balancing the security, 

trade and political order that is now emerging between members of SCO on one 

side, and the US-led NATO/EU nations, on the other. 

 With SCO members China, Russia and now India, NDB is likely to emerge as a major 

financial body in future, and as membership increases, it will increasingly exert its 

influence on global economic policy and international trade.  

 Pakistan: 

o In 2016, as India and Pakistan formalise their permanent member status of 

SCO, China and Russia are likely to play an important role in influencing 

Pakistan to tone down its belligerent attitude towards India and work 

towards resolving outstanding issues. 

o The regular leadership and other meetings around the SCO now means that 

both Indian and Pakistani officials at a senior level will now have to encounter 

each other at least once a year. 

o  This is not negative as it will provide another neutral forum in which the two 

rival powers have an opportunity to interact. 

 An Opportunity to Resolve Border Disputes 

o  Likewise, under the new relationship as members of SCO, China, too, will have 

to come around and work towards settling the border dispute with India. 

o An important prerogative for India at the SCO would be to fix a strategy for the 

OBOR. 

 Anti terrorism: 
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o Participation in RATS may bring some new levels of intelligence sharing, as well 

as help the others develop counter-terrorism strategies based on India’s long 

experience of it. 

 Balancing power: 

o The Central Asian powers are sandwiched between China and Russia and find 

themselves increasingly drawn into China’s economic thrall, in the face of a 

declining Russia to which they are still bound by history and physical and 

linguistic infrastructure.  

o They constantly seek new partners and India offers an alternative they can 

appreciate and work with 

 Military and security interests: 

o A major dispute erupted a few years back over the Ayni Air Force Base in 

Tajikistan, the reconstruction of which was financed by Indian loans. India 

clearly views Central Asia as a strategic clamp with which to exert pressure 

on Pakistan from the rear should the situation on the Indian-Pakistani border 

flare up. 

o India should join the SCO because it is a body that could play an important role 

in stabilizing the security situation in the region given the drawdown of U.S.-

led international forces 

 

Concerns : 

 India might have some concerns over how the forum might react to its delicate 

relations with Pakistan.  

 China would be aiming to utilise the SCO as an important organisation for 

drumming up regional support for the OBOR. In this respect, India, which till now 

has refrained from committing to the OBOR, might find itself on relatively weak 

ground. 

o Thirdly, China has dropped its opposition to India’s membership because it has 

lost interest in the SCO and is pursuing its agenda independently through 

bilateral contacts and the One Belt One Road (OBOR) project. Therefore, there 

is no real benefit for India as China is the driving force in the SCO. 

Q) Do you think India’s growing relations with USA constrain India’s ability to conduct its 

diplomacy with other major powers like China and Russia? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/3-think-indias-growing-relations-usa-constrain-indias-ability-conduct-diplomacy-major-powers-like-china-russia-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/3-think-indias-growing-relations-usa-constrain-indias-ability-conduct-diplomacy-major-powers-like-china-russia-discuss/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/no-threat-to-strategic-autonomy-yet/article8725793.ece
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Yes,Indias ability to conduct diplomacy with other major powers like China and Russia get 

constrained: 

 Signing on to two clean energy financing initiatives with the U.S may limit the role of 

the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) in funding India’s clean energy 

sectors. 

 Defence cooperation, as envisioned by the joint statement, is an area where the tilt 

seems pronounced. Recently India’s designation by the U.S. as a ‘major defence 

partner’ is a step in this direction. 

o The United States has become the major arms supplier to India in terms of the 

value of new contracts, wresting that position from Russia.  

o India and the United States have become closer in terms of military policy as 

they share the goal of containing China.  

o India's rapid economic growth has bolstered its purshasing power, and the 

Indian military, therefore, has a growing preference for more high-tech and 

expensive weapon systems.  

o The two nations decided in principle to sign a logistics support agreement, 

which will allow the United States and Indian militaries to share facilities for 

refuelling, supplies and spares. 

 The Obama administration’s support for India’s entry into export control regimes 

especially MTCR where China has been trying to gain membership but has been  

unsuccessful can be a irritant 

 Cybercrime :- 

o On cyber issues, both sides traded bargains evenly. India committed to norms 

that the U.S. sees important for its digital sector.  

o The joint statement’s stand against ICT-enabled theft of intellectual property 

rights is aimed mainly at China, since this is a cyber norm that goes beyond 

what has been agreed at the UN.  

o In return, however, India extracted a number of significant commitments, 

including U.S. support to tackle cybercrime that emanates from its territory. 

 China: 

o Recent negativities in the relations of India China at the international level 

are very visible like  

 China not supporting indias bid for the permanent seat in UNSC 

 China vetoing against indias NSG membership 

 China put a "technical hold" over India's attempts to designate the Jaish-

e-Mohammed chief, Maulana Masood Azhar, as a terrorist at a United 

Nations committee.  

o Chinese policies  

http://www.defensenews.com/story/defense/international/2016/04/12/india-us-reach-agreement-logistics-boost-defense-ties/82936758/
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/just-before-deadline-china-moved-to-ensure-masood-azhar-wasnt-banned/article8425860.ece
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 Through the "Maritime Silk Road" initiative, China has been trying to reach 

out to countries such as Sri Lanka and Maldives, right in India's immediate 

neighbourhood. 

 One belt one road also raised insecurity in India about Chinese influence in 

the region. 
o Pakistan: 

 China's relations with its "all-weather friend" Pakistan are at an all-time 
high, with Beijing announcing that it will invest $46bn in the China-Pakistan 
Economic Corridor, which will connect Kashgar in China's Xinjiang province 
with the port of Gwadar in Pakistan. 

 India has slowly, but surely, moved away from its traditional stance of non-
alignment to multi-alignment. India is pushing its "Act-East Policy" which aims at 
improving India's ties with its neighbours in Southeast and East Asia. 

No,the relation with US would not harm relations with China and Russia: 

 Climate change and energy : 

o Given that the India-U.S. clean energy initiatives amount to a modest $60 

million, Indian negotiators can still leverage AIIB as an alternative source of 

project finance. 

o The joint statement reflects an Indian shift that began with the Paris accord, 

followed by the Dubai Pathway commitment in 2015 to negotiate HFC 

reduction under the Montreal Protocol. The Indian line continues to seek 

maximum flexibility for phasing down greenhouse gas emissions.  

o However, China also made the same commitments .The 2016 U.S.-China Joint 

Presidential Statement on Climate Change expressly agreed to a ‘market 

share’-based approach to reduce aviations emissions. 
o India U.S. nuclear diplomacy revealed that domestic debates in the U.S. on 

export controls can be lengthy and unyielding. 

 On trade, the U.S. continues to push India on “relaxing” its intellectual property 
rights regime, but there is no indication as of now. 

 Russia: 
o India has in fact opted for American weaponry only in those product categories 

where Russia simply has no competitive alternatives to offer.  
o These categories include medium and heavy military transport planes, cutting-

edge airborne anti-submarine systems, and effective attack and heavy 
transport helicopters that have already been tried and tested in real combat.  

o Meanwhile, India continues to place orders for Russian medium transport 
helicopters, and the HAL corporation has secured an Indian MoD contract for 
another batch of 42 Su-30MKI fighters in 2012. 

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/04/china-xi-jinping-pakistan-trade-150420075730666.html
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o  Early reports suggest that large contracts may soon be signed for modern 
Russian air defense systems. Meanwhile, US fighters have not even been 
shortlisted for the second phase of India's MMRCA tender. 

 Military: 
o political and financial context has been changing, but India has been 

unwavering in its policy of diversification of arms and defense technology 
imports. 

 China: 
o India has been cooperating with China in many areas. It was one of the first 

countries to join the China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. 
o An Indian has already been tapped to lead the BRICS Development Bank, 

which will be based in Shanghai with starting capital of $50 billion. 
o Besides, India and China are part of the BRICS, they have also teamed up at 

global forums on climate change to resist demands from developed nations to 
agree to binding emission cuts.  

o The pharmaceutical sector has huge business potential for both countries.  
 India is a large importer of pharmaceuticals ingredients and 

intermediates (worth $3-4 billion annually) from China. 
  Indian firms specialize in formulations development and finished 

dosages. 

What has to be done ? 

 India and Russia need to cooperate in the areas that might include developing an  
o Indian missile attack early warning system 
o  improving the accuracy and effectiveness of Indian medium-range missile 
o  deploying an Indian missile defense system 
o strengthening the naval component of the Indian nuclear triad, and creating 

the airborne component of that triad.  
o All these measures would certainly be in both India's and Russia's national 

interests as they would help to preserve a global balance - and therefore 
safeguard global security. 

 There are numerous business opportunities for India and China, in sectors such as  
o agriculture and food processing 
o asset management 
o construction and infrastructure 
o pharmaceuticals 
o electronics and information technology 
o transport and logistics.  
o India is a potential market for agricultural inputs like fertilizers and processed 

chemicals. In turn, Indian firms can focus on Chinese markets in processed and 
frozen foods and dairy products. 

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/031d71f8-f7c4-11e4-8bd5-00144feab7de.html%23axzz3am0QR1Bn
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/uncorking-the-spirit-of-copenhagen/article402882.ece
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 India needs to balance its relations with the three countries and stick to the basic 
principles of its foreign policy. 

Q) Do you think India is an ‘outlier’ to the non-proliferation regime? Critically comment on 

India’s non-proliferation record and examine how it can effectively use diplomacy to gain 

NSG membership. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Do you think India is an outlier to the NPT regime ? 

No: 

 It may not be out of place to remind the world that India’s activism in this regard 

well predates the NPT.  

o Developments since 1968 only further underline India’s non-proliferation 

credentials.  

 Unlike some other states who eventually joined the NPT, India did not undermine 

the NPT even though it differed with many of its premises.  

 At no stage did India support irresponsible theories that projected nuclear 

proliferation as a new version of balance of power.  

 India, in fact, scrupulously followed all the basic obligations of an NPT member, 

resisting suggestions for nuclear cooperation that could have had adverse 

implications for international security. 

Yes: 

 The 1970 Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) was intended to prevent new countries from 

developing nuclear weapons and confine the arms race to the five nuclear weapons 

countries of the time--the United States, Russia, China, France, and Britain. Today the 

NPT is nearly universal. Only Israel, Pakistan, and India refused to sign the treaty and 

subsequently built nuclear arsenals. A fourth, North Korea, left the treaty in 2003 and 

tested a weapon in 2006. Experts term these countries as outliers . 

India’s non proliferation record analysis: 

Positives: 

 India has maintained an impeccable non-proliferation record coupled with a strong 

commitment to controlling exports of nuclear materials, equipments and 

technologies. 

o The exceptional waiver provided by the NSG in 2008  which cleared the way for 

India to enter into civilian nuclear cooperation agreements was an 

acknowledgement of India’s non-proliferation record. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/4-think-india-outlier-non-proliferation-regime-critically-comment-indias-non-proliferation-record-examine-can-effectively-use-diplomacy-gain-n/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/4-think-india-outlier-non-proliferation-regime-critically-comment-indias-non-proliferation-record-examine-can-effectively-use-diplomacy-gain-n/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/14/4-think-india-outlier-non-proliferation-regime-critically-comment-indias-non-proliferation-record-examine-can-effectively-use-diplomacy-gain-n/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/dual-diplomacy-for-mission-nsg/article8725624.ece
http://www.cfr.org/publication/8437/
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 After the first nuclear test India tightened its systems further by introducing new 

laws and has been a voluntary adherent to the NSG guidelines. 

 India’s behaviour is in sharp contrast to the poor record of some of the nuclear 

weapon states who have been active collaborators, or silent spectators, to 

continuing clandestine and illegal proliferation, including export of nuclear weapons 

or technology. 

 India's export control performance also contrasts favourably with those of many 

developed nations who could not stop their companies from supporting clandestine 

WMD programmes. 

 India's recent entry into the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) highlighted 

that the country was a responsible and important player in the road to non- 

proliferation. 

Negatives: 

 Despite India’s record experts and U.S. lawmakers feel India has "poorly 

implemented" its export controls. The situation could lead the country to transfer 

sensitive information about uranium enrichment technology to other nations. 

 Some experts also say the 2008 deal has harmed efforts to strengthen the NPT 

regime among countries like Brazil and Ukraine, which gave up their weapons 

programs.  

o The deal destroyed support for mandating additional protocols, which 

provides stronger verification procedures and more inspection powers to the 

IAEA. 

 And the U.S.-India deal paves the way for other outliers to make similar 

arrangements such as a reported nuclear deal between Pakistan and China  

How can India use diplomacy to gain NSG membership : 

 India should focus on those countries that reportedly raised concerns about the 
impact of an India exception on the regime. South Africa, New Zealand, Austria 
and Turkey still need to be persuaded. 

 India needs to make China understand that Pakistan is not ready to join the NSG. It 
has not separated its military and civilian nuclear programmes; safeguard 
agreements with the International Atomic Energy Agency for its civilian programme 
are yet to be negotiated; and accession to the Additional Protocol is pending. 

 Indian diplomacy has to argue on the basis of its credentials and track-record. 
 Include further strengthening of relations with USA, Japan, Australia, some ASEAN 

members and others who might have strained or difficult relations with China 

http://www.iaea.org/OurWork/SV/Safeguards/sg_protocol.html
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  India has to make it clear that it does not have any geo-strategic ambitions in 
becoming a member of NSG. It only wishes to ensure stability, certainty and 
predictability in its nuclear commerce with its international partners. 

Q) In recent years, relationship between USA and China is deteriorating. Discuss the reasons 

and examine if it benefits India. (200 Words) 

Livemint  

Reasons why US China relationship is deteriorating : 

 South China Sea and Asia Pacific : 

o US announced recently that it would lift its decades-old arms embargo on 

Vietnam. This upgrading of the defence relationship is seen in the context of 

Vietnam being one of the nations contesting China’s South China Sea claim. 

o Strong geopolitical struggle is going on for the supremacy in the region . 

o US pivot of Asia policy  

 U.S. is concerned with Beijing establishing an Air Defence Identification Zone over 
the region and seeking to reclaim the contested Scarborough Shoal 

 Economic front: 
o Chinese overcapacity in steel has flooded markets, pushed down prices and 

hit domestic industries globally.  
o The US saw a 12% decline in steel production last year and 12,000 industry lay-

offs. This led to high anti-dumping rates consequently imposed on Chinese 
steel imports by US. 

 Plethora of problems : 
o To the litany of the old problems — Taiwan, Tibet, human rights, intellectual 

property, currency policy — a host of new ones have been added.  
o In China 

 advocates for civil and political rights have been arrested 
  civil society groups harassed 
  controls on free expression in academia, the media and civil society 

tightened 
  “universal values” attacked. hacking and other cyberattacks, 

harassment of political and social activists, blockage of news media 
websites, and punitive denials of visa applications for American 
journalists, writers and scholars who want to work in China. 

 The Pew Research Center finds that only 38 percent of Americans view China 
favorably, down from 51 percent four years earlier. 

 Russia –china-pakistan: 
o The dynamics of relationship between Russia China and Pakistan have been 

concerning to US. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/15/2-recent-years-relationship-usa-china-deteriorating-discuss-reasons-examine-benefits-india/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/15/2-recent-years-relationship-usa-china-deteriorating-discuss-reasons-examine-benefits-india/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/oZMVQy3AT8mxSsQ6ZXdYLO/A-troubled-time-for-the-USChina-relationship.html
http://www.pewglobal.org/database/indicator/24/country/233/
http://www.pewglobal.org/database/indicator/24/country/233/
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 Also the formation of new development bank and Asia infrastructure investment 
bank, China's take in UNSC decisions has been a concern to US. 

 China has been very supportive of the nuclear program of the North Korea when 
the whole world is against it. 

 China's string of pearls policy , one belt one road initiative , maritime Silk Road and 
the establish of bases in Gwadar port , Djibouti are a huge concern for US 

 RCEP under China's lead is slowing looking to be a threat to US's TPP. 
 
However not everything is gloomy in the relationship of these two countries : 

 Beijing included the US in a government scheme—the Renminbi Qualified Foreign 
Institutional Investment—that will allow American financial institutions to buy 
securities in mainland China. 

 joint agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is a potential game-changer 

 Economic trade 
 
Suggestions : 

The United States should contemplate some options as: 

 Giving climate change at least as high a priority as democracy and human rights in 
the management of its relationship with China; 

 Acknowledging that China is entitled to some kind of “sphere of influence” in the 
South China Sea, just as the United States has in the Caribbean, without completely 
yielding to all of its territorial claims; 

 Openness to discussing terms for the end of arms sales to Taiwan; 

 • Exploring new ways of giving China a greater governing role in the International 
Monetary Fund and other institutions of global governance; 

The Chinese side might contemplate such options as: 

 Agreeing to allow maritime disputes to be adjudicated by international law 

 Consenting to support sanctions against the North Korean regime in a more 
effective way; 

  Discussing terms for a disavowal of the use of military force in the Taiwan Strait 

US china relationship strain will benefit India :- 

 The competition between the United States, Japan and China is heating up. All 
three countries are aiming to woo India—a country whose uncommitted 
partnership will help to define Asia’s balance of power. 

 India has been reaping the benefits already with US investing in the nuclear 
energy sector again, defence technologies etc. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/11/11/fact-sheet-us-china-joint-announcement-climate-change-and-clean-energy-c
http://ajw.asahi.com/article/asia/korean_peninsula/AJ201305080060
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 India will gain significantly from the recent BRICS initiatives like NDB and it will 
have more role to play with the membership of SCO. 

 

Q) Discuss the features of Japan’s economy. Are these features favourable to India’s 

interests? Comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Features: 

 Japan has had deflation in 10 of the past 25 years.  

o Deflationary spirals can be self-fulfilling, as consumers postpone purchases in 

anticipation of lower prices, and their collective postponement depresses 

demand, leading to further price cuts and discounts. 

 It is not shrinking nor is it growing. Japan is in stagnation, but in a benign way. 

o  For the past 25 years, its nominal gross domestic product (GDP) is more or less 

constant at 500 trillion yen. Since there were periods of deflation, it meant 

that real GDP has often grown faster than nominal GDP. 

 Debt to GDP ratio: 

o There have been repeated and unsuccessful attempts at stoking growth with 

fiscal stimulus. As a result, the debt-to-GDP ratio at 240% is now the highest 

in the world.  

o The annual structural deficit is 5% of GDP. Despite the glut of government 

bonds, the yields on these remain very low. 

o Despite the high debt-to-GDP ratio, it is mostly owned domestically 

 Quantitative easing: 

o Since fiscal measures weren’t effective, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) has tried 

monetary stimulus too. For the past three years, the BoJ has been pursuing its 

own quantitative easing, with annual purchases of 80 trillion yen of 

government bonds. 

o That target may go up to 100 trillion in the future. Despite this massive 

pumping of money, inflation has barely moved, and is nowhere near the 2% 

goal.  

o One consequence of the asset purchases is that the central bank now owns 

more than one-third of all government bonds.. 

 Abe’s strategy is called the three arrows of Abenomics—fiscal, monetary and 

structural. 

 The current plight of Japan with zero growth, and ineffective monetary and fiscal 

policy is now new.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/15/3-discuss-features-japans-economy-features-favourable-indias-interests-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/15/3-discuss-features-japans-economy-features-favourable-indias-interests-comment/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/sXmn8DXwJboEOS3M1w80PK/Japan-the-irresistible-enigma.html
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 Since the population is shrinking, the per capita GDP is actually rising, even with zero 

nominal growth.  

 female participation in the workforce is the lowest among Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. If that increases, then 

GDP and productivity are likely to get a boost. 

 in a world with ageing population, slow growing labour force, slowing productivity, 

labour displacing innovations like driverless cars and 3D printing, the goal of 4% or 

even 2% growth may be a chimera for an economy like Japan 

Are these features favourable to Indian economy ? 

Yes: 

 As for India-Japan ties, there is tremendous complementarity. On the Japanese side 

are huge pension liabilities, the need to generate higher returns, and large pool of 

patient capital. This is a perfect complement for long gestation, capital-hungry 

infrastructure projects of India.  

 India has abundant labour which can be sent to  Japan creating employment for the 

youth and more remittances . 

 Japan's investment can give an impetus to India's make in India and infrastructure 

projects .This will look into the Supply side inflation which is problematic for India . 

 Japan can help India meet its energy security needs by investing more in clean 

energy projects . 

Q) Critically analyse if India’s growing proximity with Vietnam is in its long-term interests in 

the Indo – Pacific region. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Yes: 

 Defence: 

o India seems now ready to sell the supersonic BrahMos missile, made by an 

India-Russian joint venture, to Vietnam 

o Hence, India is helping Vietnam build capacity for repair and maintenance of its 

defence platforms. 

o  India is already providing a concessional line of credit of $100 million for the 

procurement of defence equipment and in a first of its kind has sold four 

offshore patrol vessels to Vietnam, which are likely to be used to strengthen 

the nation’s defences in the energy-rich South China Sea. 

 Strategic: 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/15/4-critically-analyse-indias-growing-proximity-vietnam-long-term-interests-indo-pacific-region/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/15/4-critically-analyse-indias-growing-proximity-vietnam-long-term-interests-indo-pacific-region/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/K4RMcKDJDYtplAwoJcPY9O/Indias-strategic-gambit-in-Vietnam.html
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o It wants to build relations with states like Vietnam that can act as pressure 

points against China. With this in mind, it has been helping Hanoi beef up its 

naval and air capabilities. 

o The two nations also have stakes in ensuring sea-lane security, as well as 

shared concerns about Chinese access to the Indian Ocean and the South China 

Sea.  

o At the same time, the armed forces of the two states have started cooperation 

in areas like IT and English-language training of Vietnamese army personnel. 

The two countries potentially share a common friend—the US.  

o The Modi government’s decision to sell BrahMos missiles to Vietnam 

underscores the evolution in India’s policy towards the Indo-Pacific. New Delhi 

seems to be ready to challenge Beijing on its own turf. And for the moment at 

least, this stance is being welcomed by states like Vietnam, which fear the 

growing aggression of China. A more engaged India will also lead to a more 

stable balance of power in the region. 

o  

 Energy: 

o India signed an agreement with Vietnam in October 2011 to expand and 

promote oil exploration in the South China Sea and then reconfirmed its 

decision to carry on despite the Chinese challenge to the legality of the Indian 

presence. 

 China: 

o If China wants to expand its presence in South Asia and the Indian Ocean 

region, New Delhi’s thinking goes, India can do the same thing in East Asia. 

o  And if China can have a strategic partnership with Pakistan ignoring Indian 

concerns, India can develop robust ties with states like Vietnam on China’s 

periphery without giving China a veto on such relationships. 

No:  

 China India’s relationship might be strained and the side effects can be visible while 

resolving border issues,economic trade,voting regarding NSG membership of India 

 China might further pursue cooperation with Pakistan more aggressively 

 This move might antogonise ASEAN as the deal is struct outside the group. 

Q) “The US sees India as a “swing state” that can help it to tilt the global strategic balance 

against China and Russia.” Critically comment. (200 Words) 

EPW 

The Hindu 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/18/3-us-sees-india-swing-state-can-help-tilt-global-strategic-balance-china-russia-critically-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/18/3-us-sees-india-swing-state-can-help-tilt-global-strategic-balance-china-russia-critically-comment/
http://www.epw.in/journal/2016/24/comment/us-india-ties-need-reset.html
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/on-this-highway-proceed-with-caution/article8743199.ece
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Background : 

 Global swing states are nations that possess large and growing economies, occupy 

central positions in a region or stand at the hinge of multiple regions, and embrace 

democratic government at home. 

  Increasingly active at the regional and global level, they desire changes to the 

existing international order but do not seek to scrap the interlocking web of global 

institutions, rules, and relationships that has fostered peace, prosperity and freedom 

. 

 In U.S. foreign policy, a focus on these nations can deliver a large geopolitical 

payoff because their approach to the international order is more fluid and open 

than that of more established powers like China or Russia. 

Yes, India is a swing state : 

  India's geography dominates the entire rim, from the Cape of Good Hope through 
the Straits of Hormuz to the Straits of Malacca, including the strategic Persian Gulf 
and the South China Sea. It is the third largest economy in the world as well. So US 
has a potential swing state to counter China Russia axis  

 A U.S.-India partnership would make it more difficult for China to challenge 
American leadership in Asia and the world. An international order anchored by 
strong democracies would be fundamentally different from one led by an 
authoritarian superpower. 

 The US is acknowledging India as a key player in the Indo-Pacific region, and a 
putative partner. It affirms the importance of safeguarding maritime security and 
ensuring freedom of navigation and over flight throughout the region, especially 
in the South China Sea. It also wanted India earlier to join it in sea patrols . 
o As part of these efforts, the United States welcomes India's interest in joining 

the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation forum, as the Indian economy is a 
dynamic part of the Asian economy. 

 In the recent visit by the Indian prime minister to US  

o creation of a $20 million U.S.-India Clean Energy Finance initiative and a $40 

million U.S.-India Catalytic Solar Finance Program, with equal financial 

contribution from the two countries  

o an announcement that the U.S. recognises India as a “major defense partner”. 

All these show that India is being a swing state for US. 

 the US has succeeded in getting the joint statement to record that the two sides have 
agreed on a text for the Logistics agreement . 

 Carnegie and Brookings recently set up offices in Delhi to mould Indian opinion-
makers and influence strategic discourses.  
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 Given its size, India remains lucrative for US businesses, although off-shoring 
remains contentious.  

 Partnering with a secular India is a good bet to combat a rise of radical Islamisation. 

 Bringing India to its side can help the US break the harmony of a sizable economic 
bloc like the BRICS, which India cannot allow. 

 A new bill introduced by Congressman proposes to amend the Arms Export Control 
Act in order to expedite arms trade and technology transfers between the two 
countries. The real aim of the new piece of legislation is, however, to end Russia’s 
dominant position in India’s defence sector. 

No, India is not swing state : 

 India-Russia: 

o In 2014 India unequivocally supported Crimea’s reunification with Russia. 

o  Again, as a member of the BRICS group, India backed Russian diplomacy that 

blocked a US assault on Syria.  

o New Delhi also ticked off Australia’s foreign minister for suggesting that 

Russian President Vladimir Putin be banned from the G-20 summit in Brisbane. 

o Russia trusts India enough to make it a key partner in its own stealth fighter 

programme without making India sign such agreements. Again, where the US 

exports stripped down versions of its latest weapons, Moscow provides India 

with Su-30MKI aircraft that are more modern than the Sukhois in its own air 

force. 

 Irritants in India Us relationship: 

o Despite the current warmth in India-U.S. relations, the U.S.’s and India’s 

objectives still remain far apart. U.S. dependence on Pakistan is unlikely to 

shift substantially due to continuing U.S. interest in Afghanistan and Central 

Asia. 

o  India and the U.S. also remain far apart on global trade. The U.S. is neither 

favourably inclined to accommodate India in the Trans-Pacific Partnership 

negotiations nor has pressed strongly for India’s membership of Asia-Pacific 

Economic Cooperation. 

o Arms sales and security dominate the U.S. agenda. India’s objectives are very 

different. It is not in India’s interest to be involved in any kind of showdown in 

the South China Sea, which involves an established superpower and a 

presumptive one, or to align with the U.S. to prevent China from dominating 

Asia.  

 India china relationship has strong economic dimensions and they act together in 

multilateral forums like BRICS,SCO etc. 
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What can be done ? 

 Keeping a multi-nation approach can help India eke the best terms for defence 
procurements. 

 India must, therefore, be wary of buying weapons that may have limited utility and 
questionable effectiveness. 

Q) How will Brexit affect India? Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Benefits: 

 Experts feel EU was the biggest obstacle to U.K.-India trade. An EU trade deal with 

India is out of question for now , and Britain will have to get out of the EU if it is going 

to tie up a bilateral trade deal with India. 

 Experts cited the EU-led ban on Indian mango shipments to the U.K. after fruit flies 

were found in consignments. The ban was lifted in early 2015, but not before Indian 

exporters and local traders suffered considerable losses. High European regulatory 

standards are a dampener on Indian exports, as the mango ban demonstrates. This 

will not be the case if Brexit happens. 

 The possible British exit will also lead to greater investments into less risky assets 

like  gold and increase the overall outflows from the domestic equity markets.  

 Cheaper rupee will make Indian exports, including IT and ITeS, competitive 

Concerns:  

 India remains deeply vested in the outcome of the referendum for two reasons.  

o The first concerns the welfare of a nearly three-million strong diaspora of 

Indian-origin U.K. citizens 

o while the second concerns the interests of a large moving population of 

Indians who come to Britain ever year as tourists, business people, 

professionals, students, spouses, parents and relatives. 

 There are many unanswered questions whether  Brexit will change the rules of 

doing business, or of access to higher education, will it create new barriers for work 

visas or the visitation rights of relatives who have families here. 

 The possibility of ‘Brexit’ may have a bearing on both the UK economy and on Indian 

companies’ appetite for investing in the U.K., particularly those seeking access to the 

European market, 

 If Brexit happens the Indians investment patterns which underscored the 

importance of continued border-free access to European markets as a key driver for 

Indian companies coming to the U.K might change. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/20/2-will-brexit-affect-india-critically-analyse/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/india-and-the-brexit-forecast/article8749807.ece
http://m.economictimes.com/commoditysummary/symbol-GOLD.cms
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/india-and-the-brexit-forecast/article8749807.ece
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 Work-related visa restrictions have already resulted in a fall in the number of Indian 

students studying in British universities from 22,385 in 2012-13 to 18,320 in 2014-

15.Given their tough stance on cutting immigration, a Brexit government could be 

expected to make such curbs more stringent. 

 Brexit is expected to heighten global volatility, thereby impacting capital flows at 

home 

 For Indian companies operating in Europe especially in the UK, there could be a fair 

bit of uncertainty with the pound expected to weaken. The bigger problem will be a 

likely selloff in emerging markets, which India is part of, mainly on account of a 

strength in the dollar and aversion to riskier assets. 

 Rupee may depreciate because of the double effect of foreign fund outflow and 

dollar rise. 

 This will increase petrol and diesel prices to an extent 

 The government then may want to reduce additional excise duty imposed on fuel 

when it was on a downward trajectory. This will increase fiscal deficit, unless 

revenue increased 

 Prices of gold, electronic goods, among others will increase 

 

Q) Recently India and USA agreed to let an US company build six AP1000 nuclear reactors in 

India. Critically examine various implications arising out of this agreement. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background: 

 Under the new atomic-power agreement, Nuclear Power Corporation of India and 

Westinghouse Electric Co., a U.S. unit of Toshiba Corp., will begin engineering and 

site-design work for the reactors, though the final contract won’t be completed until 

June 2017, White House officials said.  

Negative implications : 

 Questions about credibility of the Westinghouse: 

o  Toshiba, which acquired Westinghouse in 2006, announced a $2.3 billion 

write-down in its value, largely because of persistent concerns about the 

economic viability of Westinghouse’s AP1000 design. Of more than a dozen 

orders that Westinghouse expected from within the U.S. a decade ago, only 

four have materialised.  

 Exuberanting costs: 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/20/3-recently-india-usa-agreed-let-us-company-build-six-ap1000-nuclear-reactors-india-critically-examine-various-implications-arising-agreement/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/20/3-recently-india-usa-agreed-let-us-company-build-six-ap1000-nuclear-reactors-india-critically-examine-various-implications-arising-agreement/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-cost-of-nuclear-diplomacy/article8749810.ece
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o detailed calculation indicates that with the high capital costs, the first year 

tariff on electricity from these reactors could be as high as Rs.25 per unit. In 

contrast, recent winning bids for solar power have projected tariffs of about 

Rs.5 per unit. The government claims that it can reduce construction costs in 

India by 25-30 per cent, but this is far from sufficient to make the AP1000 

reactors cost-competitive. 

o Since their projected tariffs are much higher ,India could reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions more efficiently by investing the same resources in other green 

technologies.so joint  statement suggesting that these reactors would help 

India meet its commitments on climate change would be misleading. 

 Lack of liability: 

o India ratified the “Convention on Supplementary Compensation” (CSC) for 

Nuclear Damage that contradicts India’s domestic liability law and protects 

nuclear suppliers from liability for an accident. 

o  Now, in the event of a disaster, Indian courts may find it difficult to exercise 

jurisdiction over Westinghouse that is not based in India and could point to 

India’s international commitments under the CSC to block any potential claims 

against it. 

 China is facing delays in an ongoing project by Westinghouse. This does not bode 

well for India, already best by chronic delays.  

 The insurance pool at Rs.1,500 crore will certainly be insufficient in case of a major 

incident.  

Positive implications : 

 This means US companies can now provide reactor designs and equipment for 
building nuclear power plants in India and transfer technology to local firms, 
apart from a shot at 50% of the project work. 

 In line with India giving broader push to move away from fossil fuels, cut greenhouse 
gas emissions and avoid the dangerous effects of climate change. 

 The deal marked a significant step in resolving obstacles to the sale of nuclear 
reactors and fuel to India. 

 Led to opening of talks and further investment .Another US company GE Hitachi is 
said to be in talks about the techno-commercial viability of its reactors at sites in 
Andhra Pradesh. 

 This will also reduce India's reliance on carbon-intensive sources, that will benefit 
the environment, and will offer India greater energy security for its large and 
growing economy. 

 Reduced vulnerability from imports 
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 Low energy prices will be a big boost to Make in India plan. 

Q) It is said that with the waiver of 2008, India no longer needs the Nuclear Suppliers Group 

for its civil nuclear facilities. Do you think India is unnecessarily spending its time and 

resources on lesser foreign policy goal? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Yes India is wasting it's time : 

 As the record shows, once the NSG adopts changes, it retains them for over a decade, 

because its amendments are comprehensive and reaching agreement on alterations 

is hard. The last changes came after almost 20 years. Therefore, even if India does 

become a member now, it cannot beaver away at new rules. 

 India might want to revise paragraphs 6 and 7 again to suit our needs, but the rule of 

consensus, on which the NSG works, means anything India proposes must be 

accepted by every other member. To expect those who revised Paragraph 6 of the 

guidelines with India in mind to accept a consensus to change or dilute its 

provisions is a distant reality. 

 Experts feel even if India becomes part of NSG it will get a second class membership 

because all other members of the NSG would trade in all phases of the nuclear 

cycle, except for India, where there would be a presumption of denial on 

enrichment and reprocessing. India would be the sole exception in the club, denied a 

privilege to which all the others are entitled. 

 NSG has failed to stop China from exporting nuclear technology to Pakistan illegally 

against the rules. 

 NSG membership has little to do with India’s nuclear programme. India has access 

to technology, thanks to the waiver granted in 2008. No foreign nuclear reactor 

supplier is waiting for India to get a NSG membership. 

 Nuclear liability issue, Japan’s distaste for nuclear, local opposition and pricing were 

the actual problems. ‘NSG membership’ has never shown up in the list. 

 NSG is not going to matter materially in terms of uranium supply. India has already 

made out agreements with Canada and Australia and other countries such as 

Kazakhstan have been supplying too. 

 NSG membership is an assertion of right. When the one-time NSG waiver was 

granted to India in 2008, India agreed that it would abide by any rules that NSG may 

make in the future. Being inside would mean participating in that rule-making. 

How will India benefit from NSG? 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/4-said-waiver-2008-india-no-longer-needs-nuclear-suppliers-group-civil-nuclear-facilities-think-india-unnecessarily-spending-time-resources-l/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/4-said-waiver-2008-india-no-longer-needs-nuclear-suppliers-group-civil-nuclear-facilities-think-india-unnecessarily-spending-time-resources-l/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/4-said-waiver-2008-india-no-longer-needs-nuclear-suppliers-group-civil-nuclear-facilities-think-india-unnecessarily-spending-time-resources-l/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/a-strange-obsession-with-the-nsg/article8766396.ece
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 India is keen to become a member of the NSG and other export control regimes such 

as the Wassenaar Agreement and Australia Group as it seeks to significantly expand 

its nuclear power generation and also enter the export market in the coming years.  

 Although the 2008 NSG waiver does provide significant possibilities for India to 

engage in civilian nuclear trade with other countries  membership of the NSG will 

provide greater certainty and a legal foundation for India's nuclear regime and thus 

greater confidence for those countries investing billions of dollars to set up ambitious 

nuclear power projects in India. Moreover, as India’s international political, 

economic, military and strategic profile and clout increases, India would like to move 

into the category of international rule-creating nations rather than stay in the ranks 

of rule-adhering nations. For this, it is essential that India gets due recognition and a 

place on the NSG high table. 

 India’s voluminous 300-page application for NSG membership which provides 

details on how India can strengthen non-proliferation norms and practices coupled 

with India's desire to play a greater global governance role is a sound basis both for 

its membership and for strengthening the group’s objectives. 

 settles international issues – in other words, a country that matters. 

 Perhaps inclusion in the NSG represents a step towards this dream. India already has 

a partnership arrangement with the suppliers group, and membership would 

advance its status as a nuclear weapons state.  

 Moreover, since the group operates on consensus, membership would give India a 

veto over decision making, including any decision involving Pakistan, which is not 

being considered for membership.  

 Balance of power-India's strategic rival China is a member of NSG which gave him an 

upper hand in manipulating the geopolitics of Asia.The rise of India in this continent 

needs India to play important role in international platforms. 

 But it also runs the risk of exacerbating the regional nuclear arms race and straining 

Washington’s relations with Pakistan, given the latter’s natural inclination to 

respond to Indian gains in defense capabilities. 

 

Solutions: 

 more persuasive diplomacy is needed to bring around naysayers such as China from 

blocking New Delhi’s bid, much as was done to bring China on board to get India the 

NSG waiver in 2008. 
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  For this, the government must begin an internal debate to appraise its own position 

on the NSG membership, and to figure out how far it is willing to go to secure it.  

 If India aims to be part of the elite NSG club, it must have a realistic idea of what the 

fee for full membership is, added to the diplomatic outreach required to win support 

from China. A full and transparent cost-benefit analysis is crucial. 

Topic: India and its neighbours 

Q) Recently, a new Maldivian multi-party opposition platform was launched in London to 

fight for the restoration of democracy in Maldives. Should India support this platform? 

Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
Background: 

o Recently Maldives opposition formed shadow government in London and pledged to 

fight for the restoration of democracy in the Indian Ocean nation. 

o One of the first tasks of the new party would be to formally seek recognition and 

assistance for their cause from India 

Should India act ? 

Yes: 

 Restoring democracy in the island is similar to the ideals of India  

 Also this party is not supportive of excessive Chinese influence on the island which 

is of concern to India as well.  

  India should realize that it can take action to preserve the Maldives’ fledgling 

democracy without outright expressing a political preference for Nasheed’s 

leadership.  

 The last option in India’s toolkit is to implement economic sanctions against Male. 

Sanctions can be a particularly effective coercive tool against small island nations 

with limited resources. 

 Stability in the island region benefits the entire region as a whole . 

 The way the government acted against the opposition leaders is a cause of concern . 

 In recent years, development assistance to the Maldives has comprised as much as 5 

percent of India’s total international development aid budget. 

o Additionally India has provided several loans and grants to the Maldives 

following the island’s formal transition into democracy. 

o Suspending these projects could twist the screws on Yameen’s government 

and discourage any straying from democracy. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/2-recently-new-maldivian-multi-party-opposition-platform-launched-london-fight-restoration-democracy-maldives-india-support-platform-critically-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/2-recently-new-maldivian-multi-party-opposition-platform-launched-london-fight-restoration-democracy-maldives-india-support-platform-critically-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/2-recently-new-maldivian-multi-party-opposition-platform-launched-london-fight-restoration-democracy-maldives-india-support-platform-critically-comment/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/maldives-opposition-forms-shadow-govt-in-london-seeks-help-from-india/article8678915.ece
http://idcr.cprindia.org/blog/india-maldives-bilateral-brief
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 International help might be there too: 

o Already, the United Nations and European Union have urged fairness, 

transparency, and judicial independence in the legal process against Nasheed.  

o India should not hesitate to internationalize its response to the crisis. 

No: 

 Giving open support might back fire against India's favour as it happened in the past 

when Nasheed was arrested and Maldives started inclining more towards China . 

o Same was the case with Nepal and Srilanka  which pushed them more towards 

China. 

 Also Indias Panchsheel agreement prohibits it from interfering with the internal 

affairs of the foreign country. 

Q) Should New Delhi’s engagement be limited to infrastructure development in Afghanistan? 

Substantiate. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Yes:  

 The basic premise behind this policy has been that as the Western countries led by 

the United States fight with the help of Pakistan fight Taliban and other elements to 

stabilize Afghanistan, India will concentrate on the country's social and economic 

development.  

 This policy has covered four broad areas: infrastructure projects, humanitarian 

assistance, small and community based development projects, and education and 

capacity building programmes. 

 Within this framework India has already invested $11 billion in Afghanistan.  

 Salma dam: The 42 MW dam, with an investment of over $275 million, will boost the 

agricultural and industrial sectors of Herat. 

 Projects: 

o It has further pledged another $2 billion for new projects such as Iron ore 

mines 

o a 6 MTPA steel plant (by SAIL-Steel Authority of India Limited) 

o an 800 MW power plant, Hydro-electric power projects, transmission lines, 

roads etc.  

o Then there is the India-Iran transit agreement on transporting goods to 

landlocked Afghanistan at a cost of Rs.710 crores  

o Besides, Afghan people have received aid from Indian people and private 

organisations such as TATA local busses for major cities and many other 

humanitarian aids. 

http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/xinhua-news-agency/150225/un-eu-join-chorus-concern-arrest-former-maldives-president
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/2-new-delhis-engagement-limited-infrastructure-development-afghanistan-substantiate/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/04/2-new-delhis-engagement-limited-infrastructure-development-afghanistan-substantiate/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/drawing-kabul-into-a-closer-embrace/article8688288.ece
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o Overall Afghanistan is second largest recipient of aid from India behind Bhutan 

. 

 Lately, India has signalled a small shift in its policy by delivering M-25 attack 

helicopters to Kabul. But it remains cautious about making larger overtures on 

security. 

 So  to serve the larger foreign policy goal of India in Afghanistan, India has to look 

beyond just infrastructure development. 

No, India’s role has to be more: 

 For India, Afghanistan has immense strategic potential because of many reasons: 

o It has also signed the TAPI pipeline project that aims to bring natural gas from 

Turkmenistan through Afghanistan and Pakistan to India. 

o More important, a friendly, stable regime in Kabul is geopolitical insurance 

against Pakistan’s deep state. 

o  Both countries share concerns about Pakistan’s good-terrorist-bad-terrorist 

nuancing.  

o Afghanistan is very important for India’s connectivity to Central Asia and for 

the success of projects in Iran. 

o Also in the light of Islamist state expanding in the middle east its synergy with 

Taliban would be a concern for India 

o Similarly with US troops withdrawing the role of regional powers like China and 

India is very significant. 

 So India should play a bigger role in a country whose stability is vital for its regional 

ambitions and whose people traditionally count India as a well-meaning friend. 

  New Delhi should work to bring together more regional powers invested in 

Afghanistan’s stability and economic development. 

 So  to protect the infrastructure it has to enhance security strategies . 

Q) Critically analyse recent developments in India – Bangladesh relations. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Positives: 

 India-Bangladesh relations have become warm through closer economic and 

strategic ties . 22 agreements were signed last year including the historic ratification 

of the Land Boundary Agreement.  

 Cross border trade: 

o 'Border Haats’, or markets across the India-Bangladesh border, were a 

successful solution to increase legal business on the borders. Recently, 

Bangladesh and India have agreed to set up six more haats along their borders. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/3-critically-analyse-recent-developments-india-bangladesh-relations/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/nailing-the-neighbourly-dividend/article8766399.ece
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 Energy: 

o Government-to-government power trade is 1,300 MW from India to 

Bangladesh. India’s state-run Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) is building 

the Rampal coal-fired power plant in Bangladesh. 

o Reliance Power has won approval to set up a 750 MW LNG-based power plant 

and an LNG terminal in Bangladesh, paving the way for $1.3 billion investment, 

and Adani Group is set to sell 3,000 MW power to Bangladesh.  

o Last year  Bangladesh has provided India with logistical assistance, for instance 

in setting up the Paltana plant in Tripura. 

 Connectivity : 

o The focus has been on road, rail, rivers, sea, transmission lines, petroleum 

pipelines, and digital links that would give Delhi access to the Northeast and to 

Southeast Asia through Bangladesh. 

o Bangladesh-India coastal shipping began in March this year, and trains are set 

to run from Kolkata to Agartala, a project to be completed by 2017. 

o  Trucks carrying Indian goods reached Tripura from Ashuganj port making the 

long-cherished idea of transhipment into reality. 

o Under the India-Bangladesh Bilateral Trade Agreement, the revised Inland 

Water Transit & Trade Protocol gives both countries right to use each other’s 

territory for transiting goods to third countries. 

  Thus it allows Bangladesh to transit goods to Bhutan and Nepal while 

India can access Myanmar via Bangladesh giving impetus to Act east 

policy.  

 The protocol also facilitates trade and development not only between 

Bangladesh and India but also in the entire sub-region facilitating trade 

and development in the sub-region. 

 Joint interests: 

o The BBIN (Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal ) is a very important project. 

o Apart from the SAARC region, Bangladesh is an important conduit for India’s 

Act East Policy, and there have even been some proposals of a strong trilateral 

between India-Bangladesh and Myanmar, such as a gas pipeline .  

o Both countries are also part of a number of groupings that seek to expand 

South Asia’s connectivity with Southeast Asia and China; these include the 

Mekong Ganga Cooperation Initiative, BIMSTEC, and the BCIM (Bangladesh-

China-India-Myanmar) economic corridor project. 

 Fisheries: 

o The Union Cabinet has given its approval for extension of Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) signed between India and Bangladesh on cooperation in 

the field of Fisheries. 

http://thediplomat.com/2014/11/modi-unveils-indias-act-east-policy-to-asean-in-myanmar/
http://thediplomat.com/2014/11/modi-unveils-indias-act-east-policy-to-asean-in-myanmar/
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o The MoU has strengthened the friendly relations between India and 

Bangladesh. It had played important role in promotion of development of 

cooperation in fisheries and aquaculture and allied sectors through mutually 

agreed activities and procedures . 

 Electricity and Internet bandwidth :- 

o 100 MW power export via transmission lines between Surjamaninagar (Tripura) and South Comilla in 

Bangladesh.  

o Announcement of India’s 3rd Internet Gateway optical fibre connection between Cox Bazaar in 

Bangladesh and Agartala (Tripura).  

o Bangladesh will export 10 gbps (gigabytes per second) of Internet bandwidth to India 

o It will help India strengthen telecom services and connectivity in India’s underdeveloped and sparsely 

connected eight northeastern states. 

Negatives:- 

 Cross border trade : 

o Despite duty-free access, Bangladeshi exporters face high non-tariff barriers 

in the form of bureaucratic and customs bottlenecks, delays due to manual 

clearance, visa problems, lack of banking services and warehouse facilities at 

the border. The cost of cross-border trade is quite high.  

o  India exports goods estimated more than $5 billion through informal channels, 

making the volume of official and non-official trade approximately the same. 

Informal trade is mostly due to corruption and inadequate border 

infrastructure. 

 Cattle trade: 

o In India, there are abundant cows beyond need and eating beef is a religious 

stigma in many places. Exporting such cows to Bangladesh, is still prohibited, 

leading to cattle smuggling. 

 Border killings : 

o Border killing of Bangladeshis by the Indian Border Security Force is a 

continued concern. From 2010-2015, at least 236 Bangladeshis have been 

killed by BSF personnel. 

o  In the most recent incident, the BSF killed two more Bangladeshi nationals on 

Charaldanga frontier in Chapainawabganj for allegedly smuggling illegal goods. 

o  Similarly, the latest decision by the Indian Home Ministry to completely seal 

off border with Assam by June 2017 is inconsistent with healthy neighbourly 

relations. 

 Water : 

o The Teesta water-sharing agreement had been stalled due to the West Bengal 

elections. 
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o  India had also undertaken the Tipaimukh project on the Barak river without 

officially informing Bangladesh. If built, the dam will adversely affect nearly 

40,000 people in Bangladesh. With resistance from Bangladesh and Manipur, 

the project has been temporarily deferred. 

 Terrorism: 
o The challenge for India is to keep up the momentum and not to be perceived 

as being tied to any particular party or ideology but only to the people of 
Bangladesh. 

o The terrorist attacks claimed by IS in Dhaka cause concern about security 
situation in the country and effects on India. 

What needs to be done ? 

 The role of India’s Northeast in India-Bangladesh ties has long been delinked from 
security and migrant issues. It is time that Northeast India and Bangladesh built not 
only strong economic links, but also greater cultural and educational ties.  

 Announce  visa on arrival for those who fly by air, visa issues that obstruct 
interaction between members of civil society and the business community need to be 
given high priority. 

 The two sides should explore the possibility of sister city arrangements to promote 
more people-to-people interactions. 

Q) The issue of poaching by Indian trawlers in Sri Lankan waters and certain actions taken by 

Sri Lankan authorities against Indian fishermen is yet to be resolved.  Critically examine why 

this issue is unresolved and what necessary steps should be taken by both governments to 

address this issue. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
Poaching by Indian trawlers for livelihood opportunities has become a source of contention 
in bilateral relation among India and sri lanka. Causes of non-resolution of disputes: 

*loss of livelihood opportunities: coastal fishing is the major source of economic livelihood 
of tribal and farmers of coastal areas due to shift to protein based diet and market 
availability. 
*Works against cooperative approach among nations: demarcation of boundaries may 
lead to dispute to UN, which might lead to hostile relations among business and export 
communities. 
*China's influence: china's infra projects have dissuaded sri- lanka from participating with 
India for amicable resolution of poaching in Indian ocean waters by trawlers: 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/5-issue-poaching-indian-trawlers-sri-lankan-waters-certain-actions-taken-sri-lankan-authorities-indian-fishermen-yet-resolved-critically-examine-issue/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/5-issue-poaching-indian-trawlers-sri-lankan-waters-certain-actions-taken-sri-lankan-authorities-indian-fishermen-yet-resolved-critically-examine-issue/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/5-issue-poaching-indian-trawlers-sri-lankan-waters-certain-actions-taken-sri-lankan-authorities-indian-fishermen-yet-resolved-critically-examine-issue/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/29/5-issue-poaching-indian-trawlers-sri-lankan-waters-certain-actions-taken-sri-lankan-authorities-indian-fishermen-yet-resolved-critically-examine-issue/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/fishing-in-troubled-waters/article8785360.ece
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need for resolution: 
*preventing anti-terror maritime activities : usage of trawlers by terror groups may lead to 
breach of coastal security and encouragement to anti-nationalistic trends. 

*Reduces influence of 3rd party: china influence in sri Lankan foreign policy toward India 
could be tackled effectively. 

way forward: 
*joint cooperation among coastal communities : agreement on sharing of total output 
extraction as per capacity of nations can be pursued. 

* use of GIS and remote sensing for fishing rich regions for fishing community awareness 
and education can be done. 

*Invocation of UNCLOS defined boundary so as to prevent disputes in future . 

Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests, 

Indian diaspora  

Q) Critically comment on Germany’s refugee integration process and its impact on EU. Also 

examine how it will affect Indians.  (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Hindu 

Carnegie 

Background: 

Germany’s refugee integration process rests on three pillars:  

 weeding out economic migrants from those fleeing persecution, and sending the 

former back home 

 ensuring refugees learn the German language and ‘German values 

 ensuring those granted asylum/residence in Germany possess the skills necessary to 

be integrated into the labour market — this is the logic behind the compulsory 

attendance of job training courses. 

Success of the integration process of Germany :- 

 Germany has the best track record on the security front. There have been Islamist 
terror attacks in Madrid, London, Paris, and, most recently, in Brussels, but none on 
German soil. This impressive record is linked to Germany’s relative success in 
integration of migrant minorities . 

 Apart from these measures, German municipal authorities have aimed to disperse 
refugee housing and shelters across neighbourhoods so as to prevent the formation 
of ghettoes.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/6-critically-comment-germanys-refugee-integration-process-impact-eu-also-examine-will-affect-indians/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/02/6-critically-comment-germanys-refugee-integration-process-impact-eu-also-examine-will-affect-indians/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-promise-of-open-arms/article8678905.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/merkels-efforts-to-attract-indian-workers-take-backseat-amid-refugee-crisis/article7761303.ece
http://carnegieeurope.eu/2016/02/04/how-refugee-crisis-will-reshape-eu/itj7
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 A steady source of optimism and energy has been that the Germans  are still 
committed to the official values that Europe claims to stand for: human rights and 
democracy. 

 The German economy desperately needs immigrants to counter an ageing 
demographic. This practical consideration is one of the deciding factors driving 
integration policy, for there really is no other way to address the looming labour 
shortage facing Germany.  

Concerns arising :- 

 A new law on refugee integration was announced. The draft bill makes learning 
German and attending job training courses compulsory for refugees. Not doing so 
would attract penalties in the form of benefit cuts. 

 The bill has provoked contrasting reactions. The penal provisions send out the signal 
that it is the refugees who are uninterested in integration.  

 The integration process does not mean that Germany’s immigrant population of 16 
million is properly integrated. The Turks, who comprise the largest immigrant group, 
numbering 1.5 million, score consistently below ethnic Germans on most socio-
economic indicators, including education and income levels.  

 The inflow of refugees especially the volume of the recent arrivals can create a 
situation of  under-preparedness of the country’s political class towards the 
inevitable. 

 The heady days of ‘Wilkommenskultur’ (welcoming culture) seem a distant 
memory. The anti-refugee party AfD has made an electoral comeback. With Germany 
getting polarised between the two camps for doing too much for the refugees, and 
for not doing enough. 

 There is a cultural fear, fuelled by the right, of a creeping Islamic take over of Europe 
that is particularly pronounced in eastern Germany. 

 Other challenges have emerged from the social matrix of the refugees themselves  
for instance, sexual violence against women and minors in refugee shelters.  

o That Germany doesn’t have the manpower to process the volume of 
paperwork of asylum-seekers also means that refugee youth are forced to 
remain in camps for several months, just waiting.  

o This is a recipe for frustration that could be tapped by radical elements. 

Impact on EU: 

Positives: 

 Many economists believe that in view of the low birthrates in the majority of EU 
countries, a large number of immigrants will be needed to preserve the potential for 
economic growth and ensure the long-term financing of European welfare systems. 
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Negatives : 

 In light of the collective weakness of the EU, member states increasingly resorted to 
individual actions such as reimposing border controls or building fences along their 
frontiers.  

 The Dutch government briefly floated the idea of replacing Schengen with a “mini-
Schengen” consisting of a smaller number of countries ready to accept a higher level 
of solidarity on migration issues.  

 German politicians and bureaucrats privately expressed fears about the refugee 
influx toppling the European project, and that seems to be one big reason why 
Germany is keen to get refugee integration right.  

o For instance, the recent move by Hungary, Croatia, and Austria to tighten 
border controls to check the flow of refugees has threatened to set the clock 
back on freedom of movement within the Schengen zone — something neither 
the German economy nor the EU can afford at this point. 

 One important factor was the historical context. The crisis over Schengen came at a 
time when solidarity among the EU was already at a low point. The eurozone 
instability had diminished the EU’s self-confidence and the mutual trust among its 
member states. The single currency’s slow economic recovery, the weak political 
leadership of the EU, and the rise of populist anti-EU parties in many member states 
resulted in a widespread sense of European malaise and a reassertion of national 
identities at the cost of support for EU integration. 

How it will affect Indians ? 

 an initiative to offer German as an additional foreign language at 1,000 Indian state 

schools is to be launched. The German government had already invested €2 million 

in the programme when it was temporarily shelved in 2014 

 Germany is facing a labour market shortfall, especially in the engineering, 

manufacturing and IT sectors, that could threaten growth in its export-driven 

economy.  

 As a consequence of one of the world’s lowest birth rates — 1.38 births per woman, 

as compared to India’s 2.4 — Germany’s population is ageing rapidly. According to 

the Federation of German Employers, the country will lack 1.7 million workers by 

2020. 

 India, meanwhile, does not have enough jobs to accommodate its growing working-

age population. According to the World Bank, 10.5% of Indians aged between 15 and 

24 were unemployed in 2013. But plans to overhaul Germany’s immigration laws to 

make it easier for non-EU citizens to get work and residency permits were recently 

put on the back burner. 

http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-europe-migrants-dijsselbloem-schengen-idUKKBN0TG0W420151127
http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-europe-migrants-dijsselbloem-schengen-idUKKBN0TG0W420151127
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 1,10,000 children are currently learning German at Indian secondary schools, and an 

increasing number seem to be expressing an interest in moving to Germany for 

higher education and jobs. 

Fact: 

 In 2015 alone, 1.1 million refugees entered Germany. 

  Around 4,76,000 asylum applications were registered in the country in 2015  more 
than all the other EU countries combined.  

 It is expected to receive 8,00,000 asylum applications this year. 

Q) It is said that the Multilateral diplomacy is facing unprecedented strain, both from the 

global hegemon and the contenders. How is India affected by this strain? Is it prepared to 

address this strain? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

EPW 

How is India affected ? 

 Both developed and developing countries expect India to be on their camp. Just as 

the U.S. and increasingly the European Union look to India for strategic convergence, 

Asian and African nations expect Indian leadership at the WTO and UN forums. As a 

result, India’s foreign policy decisions are at a awkward situation. 

 The Indian establishment has placed all its bets on bilateral relations. As China’s 

opposition to India’s joining the Nuclear Suppliers Group revealed, reality is more 

complicated. India’s political and economic profile may be courted by big powers, but 

bilateral ties are still no substitute for predictable, international regimes.  

 Role of Indian ideas in governing the world decreased: 

o India during Nehru government punched way above its international weight at 

the UN on issues ranging from human rights to nuclear arms control. 

o Despite India  not a permanent member of the UNSC,  it had big ideas on 

governing the world which has degraded now . 

o As Delhi set more ambitious global goals  such as the New International 

Economic Order India’s voice became less effective.  

 External pressure: 

o India often acted against its own interests on the world stage. 

o In the US sanctions against Iran India had to take a stand which kind of 

appeased US .  

 Delhi was constantly torn between the imperatives of economic reform demanded 

by the new era of globalisation and limited domestic support for structural change. 

 Because of other issues like  climate change, Refugee crisis, trade and IPR issues 

,Terrorism and conflicts multilateral diplomacy becomes even more complicated. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/06/4-said-multilateral-diplomacy-facing-unprecedented-strain-global-hegemon-contenders-india-affected-strain-prepared-address-stra/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/06/4-said-multilateral-diplomacy-facing-unprecedented-strain-global-hegemon-contenders-india-affected-strain-prepared-address-stra/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/06/4-said-multilateral-diplomacy-facing-unprecedented-strain-global-hegemon-contenders-india-affected-strain-prepared-address-stra/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/waiting-for-regime-change/article8694716.ece
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 Is India ready to address ? 

 Instances which show India can address these issues: 

o After initially rejecting the Bali accord on food security, India worked with US 

to find a mutually acceptable compromise.  

o On climate change, India has hinted at greater flexibility by underlining the 

urgency of mitigating climate change and India’s commitment to constructive 

outcomes at the Paris talks later last year.  

o On internet governance, India moved from an excessive state-centric 

approach to “multistakeholderism” that recognises the role of the private 

sector and civil society. 

 Economic power: 

o India is still considered a major power in the world with huge economic power 

o Unlike in the past, India today has the economic weight and the market size to 

negotiate effectively and generate sensible outcomes that are in tune with its 

national interest as well as global public good. 

 Politically it is still strongly abiding by its foreign policy tenets of no interference and 

not coming under the pressure of external powers. 

 It is playing major role in the international forums and with the formation of BRICS , 

NDB ,AIIB the role of India has only increased  

Suggestions ? 

 Recognition that multilateralism really matters for India’s future growth and 

national security. India’s expanding economic interdependence -trade is now nearly 

50 per cent of the GDP  demands that India must actively shape the international 

environment by becoming a rule-maker. 

  India should treat multilateral diplomacy as a tool for the pursuit of India’s national 

interests as well as the expression of its universalist ideals. Finding a better balance 

between the two imperatives is the key to successful multilateralism. 

 India cannot forget that multilateral negotiations are deeply influenced by the nature 

of international power hierarchies. While it must bargain hard, India must also have 

the flexibility to make reasonable compromises 

Q) How is India’s entry into Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) is good for the cause of non-

proliferation? Examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/20/5-indias-entry-nuclear-suppliers-group-nsg-good-cause-non-proliferation-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/20/5-indias-entry-nuclear-suppliers-group-nsg-good-cause-non-proliferation-examine/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/q9ucLQz20hyRhDPgWbhQbJ/Hypocritical-to-block-India-at-the-NSG.html
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Indias entry is good for non proliferation because of the following reasons: 

 India’s voluminous 300-page application for NSG membership which provides 

details on how India can strengthen non-proliferation norms and practices 

coupled with India's desire to play a greater global governance role is a sound basis 

both for its membership and for strengthening the group’s objectives. 

 Blocking India’s entry by endorsing China's criteria will mark a victory for China and 

a defeat for the cause of non-proliferation. 

 none of the NSG nuclear-armed states have signed the Bangkok Treaty to establish 

the South-East Asian Nuclear Weapon-Free Zone which  India is willing to sign. 

 Besides, by declaring a voluntary moratorium on further underground nuclear 

tests India has effectively acted in sense and spirit of NPT/CTBT provisions.  

 By steering its programme only as a minimum deterrence and pledging No first 

use unless faced with an attack of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), India has 

established itself as a responsible nuclear state. 

 India has a credible nuclear weapons programme through honest and civilian means . 

India's entry would not help : 

 the pace and progress of weapons programmes of all nuclear-armed states will be 
determined by the unfolding geopolitical competition, particularly between the 
US and China, rather than their legal obligations. 

Q) The relationship between Russia and the West is deteriorating. How will it impact India? 

Why relations between Russia and the West in everyone’s interest? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background: 

 Russia saw NATO’s eastward expansion and missile defence systems in Central 

Europe as an American drive to box it in.  

 The revolutions in Georgia, Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan  in which Western non-

governmental organisations and foreign mercenaries were allegedly active was also 

similarly viewed. 

 Russian President Vladimir Putin last month threatened retaliation against U.S. 

missile defence system deployments in Romania and Poland. 

How will the deteriorating relations between West and Russia impact India? 

 For India, political, defence and strategic relations with Russia retain great 
importance. India does not want Cold War-like pressures to curtail this relationship 
as the price for strengthening another.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/5-relationship-russia-west-deteriorating-will-impact-india-relations-russia-west-everyones-interest-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/5-relationship-russia-west-deteriorating-will-impact-india-relations-russia-west-everyones-interest-examine/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/limits-of-the-big-freeze/article8761781.ece
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 Some areas of India-Russia relations cannot yet be substituted by other 
relationships. Russian collaboration strengthens indias leverage with other partners. 

 Of wider concern is the recent intensification of Russia-China cooperation. So far 
history of strategic rivalry ensured that, notwithstanding flourishing trade, Russia 
calibrated its cooperation in strategic sectors. This reserve progressively weakened 
as tensions with the West increased and China’s political and economic support 
acquired critical importance.  

Why is good relationship of Russia with west needed ? 

 In terms of international peace and security, Russia holds a permanent seat on the 
UN Security Council. 

o The veto this provides has already been used to block Western action in a 
number of situations, most notably in Syria, with profound indirect effects on 
European order and solidarity. 

 Russia is an important global energy provider: 
o Russia holds 6.87% of the world’s proven oil reserves and 17.4% of its proven 

gas reserves, and is the fourth largest carbon emitter.  
o It is the world’s largest exporter of natural gas, and the second largest 

producer of oil. All this makes Russia vital for the world’s energy security, and 
of course its efforts to tackle climate change. 

 Militarily, Russia is the world’s third largest spender and second largest arms 
exporter.   

o It is also true that meaningful conventional and nuclear arms control, at least 
in the Euro-Atlantic area, is not possible without Russia. 

 Russia’s ambition to help establish a non-Western system of international 
governance is evident through its activities in the BRICS forum, the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organisation, and the establishment of Eurasian Economic Union.  

o Most recently Russia secured the third most voting shares in the Chinese led 
Asian Infrastructure and Investment Bank. 

o Western policy that does not engage Russia will only strengthen Moscow’s 
turn to these institutions and encourage its efforts to use them to provide a 
counterbalance to the West. 

 Russia’s importance to Europe is even clearer: 

o  With over 80% of Russians living in Europe, accounting for around 16% of the 

continent’s total population, Russia is a major European player by virtue of 

geography and demography alone. 

 Russia’s role in the region’s governance is strengthened by its membership of the 

Council of Europe and the OSCE: 

http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/energy-economics/statistical-review-of-world-energy.html
http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/milex_database
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o Moscow has also shown time and time again its ability to act as a spoiler in 

Europe’s attempts to secure peace and stability, Georgia and Ukraine being but 

two examples.  

 Russia recently submitted a claim to over 463,000 square miles of the Arctic, and its 

Arctic zone is expected to contain the majority of the region’s gas and a large share of 

its oil.  

  West must also take into consideration Russia’s position. China hopes its Silk Road 

Economic Belt will help develop economic relations with Eurasia.   

Q) Thailand is said to be a good example of how a middle-income country can provide 

healthcare cover to its entire population  in a relatively short period of time. Why and how 

should India emulate this model? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Reasons why India should learn from Thailands experience: 

 Thailand health care reforms mainly focussed on two measures: 

o The establishment in 2001 of the National Health Security Act, which entitled 

the Thai population to health services of certain standard and efficiency as 

given in the Act. 

o The creation of the National Health Security Office (NHSO), an autonomous 

state agency that administered healthcare fund received from the government 

and was responsible for registration of beneficiaries and healthcare providers 

and making payments as per the regulations. 

 This separation brought explicit focus on what the NHSO was getting for the money 
it was giving to the contractors.  

o Further, the method adopted by the NHSO to pay healthcare providers that is 
the age adjusted per-capita payments for every registered person for out-
patient care and case-based payment with a global budget ceiling for in-patient 
care incentivised healthcare providers and hospitals to be efficient and cost 
conscious. 

 

 Thailand’s health indicators are far better than India: 
o Average life expectancy at birth is 75 years in Thailand compared to 66 years 

in India and infant mortality rate is 11.3 compared to 41.4 in India  
o it is because Thailand has prioritised healthcare unlike most Indian states. 

Despite Thailand’s political instability, successive country leadership did not 
de-prioritise healthcare. 

 How should India do that ? 

http://europe.newsweek.com/russia-claims-463000-square-miles-arctic-territory-331201?rm=eu
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/6-thailand-said-good-example-middle-income-country-can-provide-healthcare-cover-entire-population-relatively-short-period-time-india-emulate-th/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/6-thailand-said-good-example-middle-income-country-can-provide-healthcare-cover-entire-population-relatively-short-period-time-india-emulate-th/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/23/6-thailand-said-good-example-middle-income-country-can-provide-healthcare-cover-entire-population-relatively-short-period-time-india-emulate-th/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/thailand-pm-meet-modi-healthcare-relations-column-2869921/
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 Indian states could try out the twin reforms of purchaser-provider split and 
performance-based payment system in districts that have decent health 
infrastructure and manpower.  

 Thailand focussed on rural population and development of health infrastructure 
there first.so India needs to upgrade the public health system in the country. 

 High immunisation coverage and availability of essential drugs were already being 
observed, with a strong culture of public service among the health workforce need 
to be developed. 

 Set up publicly owned corporations at the state level that can take over the existing 
state health infrastructure and health delivery operations, thus permitting greater 
flexibility in management  

 Requires adequate public funding to improve the safety and quality of services, 
addressing of inequities and investments in prevention efforts. 

 
Fact: 

 2010 World Bank study showed that India lost 53.8 billion USD annually in premature 
mortality, lost productivity, health care provision and other losses due to inadequate 
sanitation. 

Q) It is said that the IMF has reversed its pro-austerity stance. What are the merits and 

demerits of imposing austerity measures on a troubled economy? Do you support austerity? 

Comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background: 

 A recent paper showed that the IMF had been consistently wrong in its forecasts of 

the effects of austerity. The more beneficial the IMF predicted that austerity would 

be, the more incorrect its predictions were.so recently IMF accepted this . 

Merits of austerity measures: 

 Budget Deficits are too high and need to be reduced. If budget deficits are not cut, it 

will lead to higher bond yields (e.g. in case of Greece, Spain and Ireland). 

 Higher bond yields increase cost of financing the deficit.  

 Higher bond yields and interest rates on other bonds can reduce private investment. 

 Cutting budget deficits will give investors greater confidence about the long term 

performance of the economy. Lower debt levels will encourage the private sector to 

invest. 

 The EU commission recently produced a report saying that austerity measures are 

working to reduce budget deficits. The EU point to falling deficits in countries such as 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2010/12/20/inadequate-sanitation-costs-india-the-equivalent-of-64-per-cent-of-gdp
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/5-said-imf-reversed-pro-austerity-stance-merits-demerits-imposing-austerity-measures-troubled-economy-support-austerity-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/5-said-imf-reversed-pro-austerity-stance-merits-demerits-imposing-austerity-measures-troubled-economy-support-austerity-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/24/5-said-imf-reversed-pro-austerity-stance-merits-demerits-imposing-austerity-measures-troubled-economy-support-austerity-comment/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/UUOfZSoVWjf43D5yw6DEdL/The-myth-of-austerity-and-growth.html
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Estonia, Finland, Luxembourg and Sweden. Hungary has also improved its fiscal 

position. 

 Government spending as a % of GDP has grown too high crowding out private sector. 

Many claim that governments with lower share of GDP tend to be more successful, 

though evidence is very mixed. 

 Examples of countries who have pursued austerity and later showed strong economic 

growth. For example, Canada in 1993-96, cut fiscal deficit but maintained strong 

growth. More recently, supporters of austerity argue that the rebound in economic 

growth in Latvia and Estonia show that countries who pursue fiscal austerity can 

overcome their problems. 

 Morality that the government shouldn’t be spending money they don’t have. 

Demerits: 

 After the Asian financial crisis IMF wanted governments to cut spending but 

the principles of Keynesian fiscal policy say that tightening is the worst thing you 

can do in the middle of a recession.  

 there isn’t any evidence that high debt causes low growth. 

  government investment boosts the private sector rather than crowd it out 

 In a recession, private sector is paying off debt. This leads to a fall in aggregate 

demand. If the government also cuts spending then there will be an even bigger fall 

in demand. Keynesian economics suggests in a liquidity trap, there should be 

increase in government spending to offset the fall in private sector spending. 

 In a recession and liquidity trap, there is a rise in private sector saving and therefore 

strong demand for government bonds. Despite rise in UK and US government 

deficits, bond yields have continued to fall – suggesting that there is no immediate 

need to cut spending in a recession. 

 Higher bond yields in Greece, Spain and Ireland are due to the problems inherent in 

the Eurozone – i.e. no lender of last resort. A better way of dealing with rising bond 

yields would be through common Euro bond and full fiscal union – cutting spending 

doesn’t help. 

 Austerity measures in Greece, Spain and Ireland have not stopped rising bond yields. 

In fact austerity measures have led to higher bond yields. This is because markets 

see that austerity has caused lower growth and lower tax revenues, therefore, with a 

shrinking economy markets can’t see how governments can repay. 

 Austerity is self-defeating: 

o In a recession, governments who cut spending hard, have seen a large fall in 

nominal GDP. E.g. in 2011, Greece had a fall of 6% in GDP. 

http://econ.economicshelp.org/2009/10/liquidity-trap-explained.html
http://econ.economicshelp.org/2008/04/problem-with-euro.html
http://econ.economicshelp.org/2008/04/problem-with-euro.html
https://www.economicshelp.org/blog/5354/economics/factors-that-determine-bond-yields/
https://www.economicshelp.org/blog/5268/economics/is-austerity-self-defeating/
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o This has led to a shrinking of tax revenues. Debt to GDP has continued to rise. 

In other words, austerity has reduced economic growth so much that the 

budget deficit has failed to improve. 

 Recession is not the time for austerity. Austerity should be pursued when there is 

strong economic growth. 

 There is no evidence that cutting spending creates increased confidence. In the UK, 

confidence collapsed after the coalition came into power and this contributed to 

double dip recession. 

 Success stories like Ireland, Estonia and Latvia are dubious: 

o After a 20% fall in GDP, Estonia has seen a rebound, but GDP is still 10% below 

2007 peak.  

o Unemployment has been in double figures for the past 4 years. This is not a 

success story.  

o It is a similar story with Latvia – often praises as a success, but still with 

unemployment of 15% and GDP below 2007 peak. 

 So IMF should reduce the amount of advice it gives to borrower nations. If there is 

confusion about which policies are good, the best approach might be to let each 

country figure things out for itself.  

Q) Does recent Brexit portend a more global anger against the governing structures of our 

time? Does it embolden the world to experiment with risky alternatives? Critically examine. 

(200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

The Hindu 

The Indian Express 
Brexit portends a global anger against the governing structures: 

 European Union failed as an institution as it became a dysfunctional entity regarding 

monetary policy incapable of defending itself. 

 Had an immigration policy that unsettled local communities. 

 Common markets that came at the price of highly bureaucratised regulation. 

 A new set of institutions that are accused more of exemplifying democratic deficit 

than a new political identity.  

  England outside of the city of London clearly did not see the economic benefits this 

integration had promised. London became a home for crony capitalism driven by 

real estate speculation and a cosmopolitanism that dilutes British identity. 

 Britain decided to leave EU despite British government warning that the move is 

extremely risky because Euroscepticism has been a strong sentiment among 

Britons.  

https://www.economicshelp.org/blog/5295/economics/confidence-fairy-explained/
https://www.economicshelp.org/blog/5295/economics/confidence-fairy-explained/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/25/5-recent-brexit-portend-global-anger-governing-structures-time-embolden-world-experiment-risky-alternatives-critically-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/25/5-recent-brexit-portend-global-anger-governing-structures-time-embolden-world-experiment-risky-alternatives-critically-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/25/5-recent-brexit-portend-global-anger-governing-structures-time-embolden-world-experiment-risky-alternatives-critically-examine/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/european-union-referendum-brexit-britain-vote-leave-remain-camp-2874128/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/stepping-into-the-unknown/article8770658.ece
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/brexit-europe-referendum-eu-united-kingdom-uk-france-polish-plumber-2874127/
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 But over the past few years, nationalist sentiment has grown stronger in the U.K 

because of the public anger in Britain towards the status quo increased. Ordinary 

Britons, were hit hard by the economic crisis and felt by their political leadership.  

 The government’s austerity policies have further alienated these sections. ultra-

nationalist sections  stepped up into this space and gave free play to fear-mongering 

on immigration. 

Referendum emboldens people to try for newer and risky alternatives:- 

 BREXIT referendum represents the revolt of a significant section of England against 

itself, against the city of London, against the unanimity of its political classes, against 

England’s historical tendency to have a larger footprint on the world, first through 

Union, then Empire, and then the EU. 

 The chaos emanating from the vote also holds a lesson for democracies elsewhere.  

o It underlines both the recklessness of populist politics and the unheard voices 

of the people seeking socio economic justice affected by the policies by the 

government . 

o the real cause of hardship to the English poor, was consistent government 

underinvestment in housing, public health and job-creation  

 Referendum is an authentic form of democracy where the opinions of gargantuan 

numbers of citizens could be ascertained instantly.  

o Advocates of direct democracy point to the success of Switzerland, where a 

multi-lingual, multi-cultural state has demonstrated both political stability and 

economic success. 

This referendum led to many challenges ahead like : 

 Because of referendums complex questions turn to simple yes-no answers. 

o In this case, White English working class anxieties around unemployment and 

falling wages crystallised around immigration which was  a consequence of 

European Union membership.  

o The economic data showed that immigration wasn’t the actual cause of their 

hardship, but the facts were obscured 

 Referendum reduces democracy to the tyranny of majority . In Switzerland, voters 

banned the construction of mosque minarets in 2009. 

 England will have to manage the panic 

o  in the financial markets. 

o The anxiety in Scotland and Northern Ireland 

o The existence of European Union itself is in question  

 The question of the international ramifications of the British isles moving away from 

the continent.  
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Q) In your opinion, what lessons should India learn from its recently failed effort to get 

Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG’s) membership? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
The Hindu 
Nuclear Suppler Group (NSG) is a 48-countries informal block that governs the trade of 
nuclear technology. Although India has gained a waiver in 2008 to indulge in civilian nuclear 
trade, it has failed to get its membership. 
Lessons learnt from the episode- 

1. Geopolitics- The individual stand taken by the members reflected the geo-politic 
mindset and not merit-based, especially with the China hyphenating India with 
Pakistan.  

2. Individual diplomacy- The countries that backed India were countries with which 
India indulged in extensive diplomacy (leaving China). This reflects the importance of 
diplomatic efforts replication on international forums. 

3. Difficulty in membership to Security Council- India could be facing the similar 
dilemma at the UNSC, with China in the P5. 

On the other hand, the episode showcase that India should have focussed on negotiating an 
objective formula criterion, before any discussion on country-specific admissions. India 
could have easily cleared the same taking in view its nuclear credibility. The NPT criteria 
should have been omitted citing the example of France (which was not a signatory of NPT 
at the time of admission).  
The most important lesson learned, therefore, is it is more about individual diplomacy and 
relations than merit in these kinds of forums. 

Q)  Recently, in US Congress, effort to make an amendment to the National Defense 

Authorization Act (NDAA-17) that encouraged the President to treat India as a major ally and 

to loosen export controls on military technology was failed. Will it have negative impact on 

India – US relations? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
Recently, the NDAA-17(National defense authorisation act) proposed by John McCain on 
US- India defense ties failed to pass by the senate. However, it was declared earlier by the 
US president that India would be considered a "Major Defense Partner" of the US. 

Will it have a negative impact on India-US relation? 
Certainly not , because of the following reasons- 

1. The U.S. Congress has very little power over how the American President carries out 
foreign policy and his strategy to achieve his goals in this matter. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/27/4-opinion-lessons-india-learn-recently-failed-effort-get-nuclear-suppliers-group-nsgs-membership-critically-comment/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/06/27/4-opinion-lessons-india-learn-recently-failed-effort-get-nuclear-suppliers-group-nsgs-membership-critically-comment/
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2. The U.S. is already working to remove the remaining barriers to defense exports to 
India. India would need to allocate the money necessary to purchase the expensive 
US arms. 

3. The true purpose of the US congress is to indicate to bureaucracies on both sides that 
the White House takes India seriously, and is intent on increasing the pace and depth 
of cooperation.  

4. The failure to pass the bill does not represent a serious setback for the relationship, 
nor is it a referendum on Congress’s attitudes towards India. 

Conclusion- 
The future of the India -US relationship depends on a continued convergence of national 
interests and on India’s willingness to break away from its historic posture of strategic 
autonomy and fully engage with the U.S.. Whether or not a particular bill passes Congress is 
much less important than whether India seizes its moment in the sun. 

Q) Critically examine the reasons why Britain voted in favour of Brexit. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
Economic issues seem to be the central reason for Brexit among a labyrinth of several other 
reasons.  

1. EU law guarantees that citizens of a member state can live, travel, work in other EU 
countries; this lead to increased immigration in UK from other EU members. The 
flood of immigrants led to not only greater competition for jobs but also lower 
wages. So, it is believed that UK would have a better immigration policy outside EU.  
But the leave vote fails to acknowledge the fact that UK citizens have equal rights to 
seek jobs in other member states like France, Germany, etc. Moreover, the strain in 
employment and incomes may not be solely due to increasing immigrants but 
several other factors - global economic slowdown, falling crude prices, uncertainty in 
West Asia, etc. The exit could hamper the tourism industry of Britain as movement of 
people from EU states would become restricted.  

2. The refugee crisis has been worsening with growing uncertainty in the West Asian 
and North African region. The obligation of the UK to accommodate refugees is seen 
with skepticism - law and order issues; growing burden on the scarce public 
services.  
The UK was a part of the problem but it's hesitant to be a part of the solution: NATO 
lead the war against Iraq, Afghanistan and against ISIS in Syria that became the main 
reason for today's crisis in the region. Today, UK chose to back off when it had to 
share the burden of its own actions.  

3. The Greek crisis had considerable repercussions on UK's economy and on other EU 
member states.  
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4. Threat to Sovereignty of the UK: the Executive arm of the EU, the European 
Commission isn't accountable to British Parliament or its people; the UK only has 
influence in selection of a few of its members for a five-year term. 

Several reasons for Brexit are either temporary issues or solvable and thus, the leave vote 
seems to have been fuelled by misconceptions and EU scepticism. Apparently, the leave 
vote wasn't enjoying a substantial majority besides it didn't reflect the views of other 
members of the Kingdom - Scotland voted overwhelmingly to remain in EU.  

Q) Recently, India was admitted to the Missile Technology Control Regime. Discuss 

its significance for India. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 
Missile Technology Control Group (MTCR) is a group of nations which controls the transfer 
of missile and related technology and keeps a check on its proliferation. India recently 
gained its membership which is going to benefit India in following way - 

1. Rule Maker - India can now help shape rules to ensure fairness and control on 
proliferation to make a peaceful world. It was this illegal missile export which led to 
increased casualties in Crimea and Syria. 

2. Ease of import - India can now import among other technology predatory drones from 
USA like globalhawk which can help India against Naxalism, terrorism, disaster etc. 

3. Ease of export - India can now legally export missiles and technology for economic and 
strategic purpose as MTCR member can export to non MTCR member without fear of 
sanctions. India has been thinking on selling Brahmos to Vietnam to counter Chinese 
assertion in South china sea. 

4. Bargaining Chip - China, denying India NSG membership, has been trying to get into 
MTCR of which India is a member. Both admits member on consensus and India can act on 
quid pro quo basis. 

5. Role of Leadership and Other groups - India can bring concerns of developing nations 
and this leadership can re inforce its memebership claim on other groups like UNSC, 
Australia group etc. 

6. Can give boost to India's space program from dual use technology likely to flow in. 

7. This forum will further increase India's cooperation and understanding with other 
members like Italy, Japan etc which can have incidental impact on issues like trade and geo 
strategy. 
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India has a strong missile development program and is a senior player which is expected to 
act pro actively especially to negate transfer of missiles to terrorist groups like ISIS which 
can lead to neo world war. It is indeed a long road ahead. 

Topic: Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure, mandate; 

Q) “..the European Central Bank (ECB) is the quintessentially independent central bank: No 

single government stands behind it, and it is expressly prohibited from standing behind any 

of the national governments whose central bank it is. And yet, the ECB is the least 

independent central bank in the developed world.” Analyse. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

 

How is it least independent ? 

 The key difficulty is the ECB’s “no bailout” clause i.e., the ban on aiding an insolvent 

member-state government. Because commercial banks are an essential source of 

funding for member governments, the ECB is forced to refuse liquidity to banks 

domiciled in insolvent members. Thus, the ECB is founded on rules that prevent it 

from serving as a lender of last resort. 

 The lack of insolvency procedures for euro members.  

o For example: 

 when Greece became insolvent in 2010, the German and French 

governments denied its government the right to default on debt held by 

German and French banks. 

  Greece’s first “bailout” was used to make French and German banks 

whole. But doing so deepened Greece’s insolvency. 

 It was at this point that the ECB’s lack of independence was fully 

exposed. Since 2010, the Greek government has been relying on a 

sequence of loans that it can never repay to maintain a façade of 

solvency. A truly independent ECB, adhering to its own rules, should 

have refused to accept. 

 The ECB’s ongoing acquiescence in the extend-and-pretend charade demanded by 

Greece’s creditors has demolished its claim to be independent. 

 The ECB, pressured by Germany, rescinded an important part of its exemption, 

thereby cutting off Greek banks’ direct access to the ECB and diverting them to 

pricier financing from Greece’s central bank. 

 This was not the ECB’s only politically driven intervention. Equally aggressive was 

its decision to curtail Greek banks’ spending on government treasuries, by 

instructing them to refuse debt rollovers.  
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 Greece ultimately suffered as the ECB was openly embracing its role as enforcer for 

its political masters: the creditors. 

But despite this observations ECB is still considered to be very powerful because: 

 

  It abuses its vast, unaccountable power by acting in a brazenly political way on issues 

well outside its monetary-policy remit.  

 The ECB’s power is exceptional. Other operationally independent central banks are 

ultimately subservient to elected governments: While Treasury Department officials 

do not meddle in the day-to-day conduct of monetary policy, it is inconceivable that 

the U.S. Federal Reserve would refuse to buy Treasury bonds in a crisis if the federal 

government demanded it do so. But the unelected ECB does not have a political 

master. There is no eurozone government.  

 The ECB’s inordinate independence is entrenched in the EU treaty, which can only 

be amended if all 28 European Union governments, parliaments, and, in some 

countries, a popular vote, agree. It is further insulated by questioning its independent 

actions and powers. 

  Such immense power in the hands of unelected officials requires proper 

accountability, yet the ECB deigns only to a dialogue with members of the European 

Parliament, to whom it provides insufficient information to thoroughly scrutinize its 

activities. Nor can the parliament sanction ECB officials for failing to perform their 

duties or abusing their power. 

 The ECB even dictates to governments on issues outside its remit, notably opposing 

debt restructuring and demanding fiscal consolidation and structural reforms.  

o To get its way, it has even, in effect, threatened to illegally deprive the Greeks 

and the Irish  of the right to use their own currency, the euro, as legal tender. 

o  threatened to cut off Irish banks’ access to ECB funding which would have 

forced Ireland out of the euro  unless the government applied for an EU-IMF 

loan, bailed out the banks’ (often German) creditors, and implemented 

austerity and structural reforms.  

o That abuse of power lumbered Irish taxpayers with some 64 billion euros 

($68.4 billion) in bank debt — 14,000 euros for every person in Ireland. 

 The ECB has also had a direct hand in setting fiscal policy and economy-wide 
reforms as part of the Troika (which also includes the IMF and the European 
Commission), which has run countries that have received EU-IMF loans — Greece, 
Ireland, Portugal, and Cyprus — as quasi-colonies. 

 While most central banks report to national parliaments, the ECB reports to the 
European Parliament--a body known neither for its political weight nor its sharp 
criticism of those who testify before it.  
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 ECB is not under severe budgetary constraints-there's no powerful body that 
monitors its spending, unlike the U.S. Federal Reserve which has to submit its budget 
to the U.S. Congress.  

o Its board members also are appointed from existing, already independent, 
national central banks, for non-renewable terms of eight years. 

 At present, there is no mechanism for policing the ECB Board if, for example, its 
primary goal of price stability is not achieved over a sustained period of time.  

Suggestions: 

 The ECB ought to stop meddling in political issues that are outside its remit for 

monetary policy and financial stability.  

 It ought to relinquish its newly acquired powers to supervise and resolve eurozone 

banks to a separate agency that is independent of the banks and properly 

accountable to elected parliamentarians.  

 It ought to be much more open and transparent about its activities, not least whom 

it conducts financial transactions with, and on what terms. 

  Its officials ought to be sanctioned and if necessary dismissed  by the European 

Parliament if they fail in their duties, or abuse their powers. 

Q) It is said that in recent months clout of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 

(Opec) has diminished and it’s lacking cohesion in decision making. Examine why. (200 

Words) 

Livemint 

Reasons why OPEC is losing significance: 

 Exogenous factors : 

o The recent drawdown in supply is due to exogenous factors such as the 

wildfires in Canada, militant activity in Nigeria and Venezuela’s economic and 

political crisis.  

o Iran has refused to entertain the idea of a production cap, is not yet at full 

capacity. And it has given every indication that it means to keep going until it 

hits pre-sanction levels 

 Saudi’s role: 

o Much of the price fall has been a deliberate move by Opec’s strongest 

member, Saudi Arabia, to combat the US suppliers deliberately pushing supply 

to price marginal producers out and US shake boom in full swing . 

 Geostrategic and economic rifts within Opec: 
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o The Saudi Arabia-Iran rivalry is shaping Opec’s outlook in an entirely unhealthy 

fashion. 

o  From Yemen to Syria, they are locked in a proxy battle for influence in West 

Asia. 

 The economic cleavages are almost as disruptive: 

o  Saudi Arabia is being affected because of low oil prices to an extent.  

o The cumulative effect of the differences is to rob Opec of cohesion and 

consequently, the ability to deliver coordinated policies. And that, in turn, 

means a lower chance of working effectively to push up prices. 

o members failed to agree measures to underpin the oil price and thereby ease 

the economic pain of major oil producers.  

o They couldn’t even agree an overall cap, let alone individual quotas.  

o poor economic growth and therefore lacklustre demand globally: 

 The fact that demand is concentrated in a handful of pockets such as the 

US and India isn’t helping matters.  

 A broader pickup in demand across Europe, Asia and Latin America is 

required for a sustainable balance 

 OPEC has been losing its grip over oil prices since 2003 due to its dwindling spare 

capacity and completely lost control over it in 2008 when crude prices roofed to 

$147/barrel 

 Opec has lost control of oil markets and shows no sign of the collective discipline 

necessary to get it back. 
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